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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1959

job in apprehending the men, that
Tallahassee is proud of its palm justice would be aerved. But then
,rees and of being part of the re- smiling, he said, "After the trial,
sort state of the United States.
probably be still waiting."
Aping through the cleanly kept
One thing is certain, however,
talking with the people.
one gets the impression of pride and that is the people of Tails,
hassee have no sympathy for the
and a sense of well-being.
But recently the college cultur- four men convicted of the heined town has developed a terrific
ous crime. Shortly before the trial
headache that threatens to shake
the most optimistic minds and staid white Florida State univergive credence to the thoughts of sity, located near Negro FAMU,
some that Tallahassee is only part went on record when a few of
of "lower Georgia."
their students wrote the Negro ,
Tallahasseans are suddenly the university. The white students
focal point of all eyes — North, said they shared EAMU's sorrow
East, West and even South—and and hoped the men responsible
would be punished to the full
the residents know it.
TO Some the outcome of the in- measure of the law. They wrote
famous rape case is following the that they hoped the incident didn't
pattern they had predicted be., impair the good race relations enfore four white men were indicted joyed by the two universities.
But is Tallahassee only a "lowfor assaulting a Negro college student.
er part of Georgia" and as bad
"Those four fellows are proba- as some residents think? The fubly the safest fellows in the ture sentencing of the four men
whole country," said one angry will help prove or nullify this thecitizen just after the rape. "The ory. The jury plea for mercy in
Igirl they assaulted is the one who the case has brought shouts of
amed for life, They'll mean- "white man's justice" to the lips
the court) probably go of many. To some, the plea was
through some kind of ceremony to inevitable and only went to prove
make it look legal and then set the thought that Tallahassee, with
them free as birds," he said.
all its palm trees, good weather
Another resident of the tension and famed Florida WM univerpacked town said that he would sity, is still the South and still
,have to wait and see. He thought steeped in the traditions of two-that, perhaps, since the Sheriff's faced justice. One strictly pale in
department had done such a good color and another black as night.
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the Southa
twisted itself into g astly but
familiar grimace Saturday when an all-male, all-white
jury in Tallahassee, Fla. set the stages for what could become one of Dixieland's classic whitewashes.
Four white youths were on trial for raping a Negro
coed from Florida A. and M. University. The entire world
had its eyes trained on Florida to see if it would smile on
its custom of never dealing the death sentence to whites
guilty of raping Negro women — or whether it would
frown on the dastardly act and mete out the same punishment that would be inevitable had the racial picture been

Circuit Judge IV. May Walker to inflict the oeath secttence. Dixie's double standard of justice had not been
double crossed. It is now conceivable that the four rapists
could receive nothing more than a probationary sentence.
As the verdict was read, four Negroes were waiting
the end in Florida's death row, condemned to die for raping white women. And as the Negroes filed out of their
segregated balcony in the courthouse, their hearts must
have been weighted with recollections of hideous manner
in which Mack C. Parker was hauled from his jail cell and
brutally lynched though it was never proved that he was
guilty of raping the white woman in the celebrated Poplarville case.
The jury found the four depraved white youths guilty.
Another ugly, jagged scar had creased the face of the
But the majority vote for mercy made it impossible for South.

VO

Poplarville in June is a smug, arrogant little Mississippi town. The FBI has moved out and it is doubtful if one
of the lynchers of Mack C. Parker will ever know convicd
to
They started mixing the viiiitewash the moment J.
Edgar
*aTrllyoover's G-Men crossed the Pearl River County
line on U. S. Route No. 11.
The first ingredient in the whitewash bucket was the
announcement that all evidence unearthed by the FBI had
been turned over to Mississippi's Governor Coleman for
action. No federal law had been violated, the Feds said.
The Governor discovered that the Grand Jury could
not be summoned for six months and let it be known that
half-year would pass before any thing would be done
about the Parker lynch case. This is more than enough
time for swollen public opinion to spring a leak.
Circuit Judge Sebe Dale stirred the bucket when he
told newsmen it few days ago:
"If the victim had been a member of my family, I
am fearful I might have killed the rapist myself."
These are the words of the man who was scheduled
to preside over Parker's trial before the hooded savages
broke into Pearl River jail and lynched the former soldier.
He most likely will hear the evidence if Parker's lynchers
ever come to trial.
They are also the words of Poplarville's residente—
See POPLARVILLE,Page 2
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Leader To
I Talk With
Gov. Faubus

L.C.Sharp
Dies After
Church Talk

By BERNIE BROWN
Luckle C. Sharp, former high
school principal and one of the
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI)
city's top-flight insurance sales—The leader of the Ku Klux Klan,
men. collapsed and died here last
officially rechartered in ArkanSunday night at Magnolia Baptist
sas, Friday announced plans for
church
about five minutes after
an active revival of the secret
speaking o n a
group and said he is seeking supprogram by
port from Gov. Orval E. Eaubus.
Mammoth
Life
A. C. Hightower, a Little Rock
insurance personbarber who identified himself as
nel. His death
the grand dragon of Arkansas,
was attributed to
told United Press International
a heart attack.
the Klan "has done its job in the
According t o
past and will do it again in the
T. J. Marzette,
future."
branch manager,
DAILY BIBLE VERSE
He said members "will practice
of M a m in o t
cross burning," but denied t h e "I have planned, Apolloa waterL. C. Sharp Mr. Sharp had
Klan planned any type of vioed; but God gave the Increase.", made some remarks on the spiritlence "such as kidnappings a n d
—Corinthians
3:6.
ual, "Deep River," which h a d
S. Davis, university president, whippings."
Today's Bible verse was contri- been sung, and compared the po(left) is present for the oc"After all, how could a Chriscasion as another Memphlan, tian organization preach
vio- buted by Rosalie Rosemond,
j See L. C. SHARP, Plage 2
Gilbert Ashford, Boys' State
lence?" he asked. "That is all we
supreme court chief justice, are, you know. . .just a Christian
administers the oath.
and a fraternal organization."
Hightower declined to say what
type of support he is seeking from
Fauhus. He said his talks with
Faubus would be secret.
The governor has made no comment.
The Klan's charter in Arkansas
said. "I am interested in the po- expired 14 years ago. But HighA majority vote of mercy for the four white men consition in Juvenile Court because tower laid down a $12.50 fee and victed of assaulting a Negro coed from Florida A&M uniit has been reporied that delinquen- filed articles of incorporation with
cy and illegitimacy among Ne- Secretary of State C. G. Hall to versity in Tallahassee has put Judge W. May Walker in the
gro young people are higher than pull it back on the books.
driver's seat. He can give them life, 20 years, or just a
other groups.
Hall said there is no I a w probationary sentence.
"If such conditions do exist, I against the Klan officially returnhe was quite normal when sober,
think some Negro leader should ing to life in Arkansas. There is The trial ended June 13.
was hard to handle when he
be in a position
PERT AND PRETTY Bobbie
skating, golf and modern bal. I
The four men are David E. but
had been drinking.
See I.EADER, Page 2
where he can ex
Jean Cox limbers up on the
let are the interests that fill '
Beagles, 18; Patrick Scarborough,
The
courtroom
Tallahassee
in
ent some positive
stair-case, awaiting the golf
her hobby-chest. Bobbie is cur20; Wilton T. Collinsworth, 24,
was filled during the trial with
hi'
influence,"
fairways she hopes to play on
rently a student in cosmetal.
and 011ie Stoutamire, 16. All admore than 300 Negroes in
the
coming
vacation.
said. Atty. Hooks
her
during
ogy and hopes to become s
mitted having sexual intercourse
balcony and whites on the main
The gracious Miss finds that
said he believes
professional hair stylist. (staff
with the girl, whose name must
floor.
delinjuvenile
Photo)
be withheld by Florida law.
quency is one et
Outside on the street about 100
vers Kick Off
Numerous revealing statements persons, whites and Negroes in,
"gravest
the
that
lasted
the
trial
out
in
came
problems" of this
groups, kept up a vigil when they I
3 and a half days. First the quar- couldn't gain entrance into the,
age.
tet said the girl submitted will- crowded courtroom.
The young lawingly to the act and told Beagles LEAVING QUIETLY
By M. L. REID
yer said he h a g Atty.. Hooka
that she wouldn't tell anyone what After the trial the Negroes left
always had a per100
prespersons
Nearly
were
had happened for fear of reprisal quickly while some of the whites
sonal interest in Juvenile Court,
the
Masonic
ent
in
hall
at
Carnes
from FAMU. The girl subse- remained around curious to see
because his late grandfather and and Boston in Orange
Mound
last
grandmother, '.Mr. .and .M r 3 .
Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell, sr., presiSunday night for the kick-off ral- quently refuted this testimony, what would happen. One Negro
Charles Hooks, worked with juveCASE
leader remarked sarcastically, dent of the National Baptist Sunly of 0. Z. Evers, candidate for I RES
nile delinquents before the twen- City Commissioner, and Eliebue,' The state rested its case Fri- "Florida
has maintained its fine day School and Baptist Training .•
ties.
stanback, who is seeking the posCday night, June 12. Earlier that record of never having sent a Union Congress reports that faciliGRANDFATHER SLAIN
of city tax assessor.
day the judge, jury and defeii- white man to the electric chair ties have been inspected and pro"They investigated cases a n d
At the outset of his speech, Mr. dents had gone on a tour of the for rape of a Negro."
nounced satisfactory and ample
made recommendations to t h e Evers. president of the Binghamp- alleged scene
of the abduction.
The state had replied in a sum- for the great congress meet, here,
court," Atty. hooks explained, ton Civic League and a postal
"and housed the youngsters in employe, said, "So help me God, A prosecution witness, Jimmy mation by State Attorney William June 22-28.
The congress opens officially on
their home at 578 S. Lauderdale I am going to do like Harry S. Cooper, testified that he had met D. Hopkins, that the American
at. In 1917, one of the boys shot Truman did in 1948 and prove the Beagles sflortly before the assault. form of government cannot sus- Tuesday, June 23, at noon in
and killed my grandfather while political experts wrong by win- He said Beagles told him in ob- tain a double standard of justice. the Ellis auditorium. The Pre.
scene language that he was "go- The jury was made tip of all- Congressmusical will be Monday
trying to escape, but my grand- ning."
night, June 22. Added this year
mother continued in the work a
Though he failed to state what ing out" to have sexual relations white middle class and mainly will be a new seminar in the
middleaged Floridians — a well
few more years before giving it commission slot he would seek, with a Negro woman.
Pastors Division on "Ministers
up."
I Mr. Evers said no Negroes would Collinsworth. the father of a driller, two salesmen, a hotel Preparing the Community for a
If elected to the post, Atty. be opposing each other in the two-year-old son and a daughter, clerk, the owner of a car com- New Emancipation" and t h e
Hooks said he will deal fairly with election, and advised the audience one, was described as a moron pany, a graduate university stuwith the mentality of a nine-year- dent, a service station operator, "Christian Education Administra.
See ATTY. HOOKS, Page 2
See STANBACK, Page 2
old child. His wile testified that ,etc.

Clip The Letter
On Page 2
•
Mail It To
The Congressmen
Listed

GVERNOR OF BOYS'
I STATE . . . William H. Hig•
gins, right, 16-year-old senior
of Memphis' Washington High
, school, takes his oath of of-

fire as he is formally sworn
In as governor of the 7th encampment of Boys' State, on
Tennessee State university's
campus in Nashville. Dr. W.

I Airy. Benjamin L. Hooks, 34- city-wide election.
year-old minister and financier,1 In announcing his candidacy,
will be a candidate for Juvenile Atty. Hooks, who is pastor of
Court judge in this Summer's , Greater Middle Baptist church,

Stanback And
E

. CITY FEDERATION PRESII DENT. Mr. E. J. ,1.,n5
Humboldt. Tenn., receives
I a corsage from Mrs. 4'ottrell
Thomas at ineeti-i• of Tenses.
a. e Federation of Colored
omen's Clubs in Humboldt,

,The City Federation was the
host group as women from all
over Tennessee gathered for
the three-day meet (See full
pa- of pieliirrs on the red.
eration meeting on page 13.)

(Continued From Page 1)

Controversal Issues Loom
In National Congress Confabs
The meeting of the National local and national leaders, and. A parade of special groups and
Sunday school and BTU Congress, featuring outstanding personalities Gospel singers of national repute
here next week, will form a nu- (women and men.) Several mid- will sing each night.
cleus around which other depart- South Baptist organizations will SUPPORTS SEMINARY
ments of the parent body of the co-sponsor each session.
The Education Board of which
National Baptist Convention, USA, The Baptist
Ministers
Con- Dr. W. Herbert Brewster is chairInc., Dr. J. H. Jackson, president. ference, with the
cooperation of man, supports the American BapThe powerful Board of Directors the Ministers'
Alliance,
Theological
and, tist
Seminary at
of the National Baptist Conven- Women's auxiliaries will co-spon- Nashville.
tion will hold its meeting at the sor Tuesday afternoon and night The
Brewster's
Theological
Columbus Baptist church, Dr. A. sessions. The keynote message, at Clinic, with other
mid-South InsE. Campbell. pastor.
9:15 p. in., Tuesday night, will titutions, will hold special class
1 The Trustee Board of the Amer- be by Dr. T. J. Jemison of Ba- sessions each evening. The Womican Baptist Theological Sem- ton Rouge, secretary of the Na- en's Cooperative Planing Commitinary, Nashville, Tenn., and the tional Baptist Convention.
tee for the Education Board conEducation Board will hold their Wednesday
sponsors will
be: sists of: Mrs. J. C. Austin, Mrs.
sessions at the Christian Youth
Mississippi, Tennessee and Ark- Frankelle
Wand,
Mrs. Ella
auditorium (across from Ellis
ansas. The night sermon will be Clarke Williams,
Mrs.
N. A.
auditorium — Front at Poplar).
delivered
by Dr. 0. M. Hoover Crawford, Mrs. Mary Belle McDr. I. H. Henderson, jr., of KanCleveland,
of
Ohio.
Mullen, Mrs. Inez Brooks, Mrs,
sas City. Mo.. will preside over
the trustee meeting. The meeting Thursday's sponsors: The Shel- Gertrude Clark, Mrs. Hattie Bell
by
County
Association,
Rev.
McClain,
Mrs.
E.
Eunice
Bruce,
of this Board will be of unusual
C. Mrs. J. F. Collins, Mrs. W. HerImportance, because of several Bates, Moderator. Mrs. J.
controversial issues involving the Austion, president women's aux- bert Brewster, Mrs. Lillie
Mae
Seminary's future, that will be up iliary, Rev. L. H. Aldridge, sec- Ewell, Mrs. Doryce
Bohanon,
for settlement the following day retary. Dr. C. L. Franklin of De- Mrs. Susie Bryant, Mrs. A. B.
in the meeting of the Board of troit will be the night speaker. Johnson, Mrs. F. D. Adams and
Directors of the National Baptist Friday, sponsored
by
the Mrs. Anna Lois Brooks.
Convention. Three Memphis pas- Friendship
District, Chlcasaw Registration for local persons
tors, Dr. A. E. Campbell, Dr. C. and Hickory Grove Associations. who desire to attend the classes
M. Lea and Dr. W. Herbert Brew- Rev, L. R. Donson, moderator, will begin on Thursday,
June 18
ster are members of these Boards. Mrs. Pearl Gardner, president
at Booker T.
Washington
andl
SPECIAL SESSION
Women's Auxiliary of Friendship Porter high schools.
The Education Board will hold Association. Dr. A. E. Campbell, Mt. Nebo Baptist church
will be
/Pedal sessions each afternoon /hickory Grove, and Dr. L. A. the headquarters for the congress'
and night in the Christian Youth Hamblin. Chickasaw. The fea- housing committee. All homes for
auditorium. The program of the tured speaker will be Dr. Clay the delegates will be assigned
board will include: Afternoon Lec- Evans, pastor of the Fellowship from this post starting
Saturday,
tures and Forums, conducted by Baptist church, Chicago.
June 20.

KINDERGARTEN
KIDS
GRADUATE — Gibs' Kindergarten, photo left, held its
graduation exercises May 31
at Golden Methodist church.

Class members are left to
right. front row, Deborah
Hence, Gweadolyn Wallace,
Joyce Tappan, King Robert Edmondson, Queen Eurelee Pres•

Icy. Donald Ingram, Michael
Smith and Willie Hence, jr.,
center row, Sandra Peace,
Dianne Gardener, Johnnye
Mae Woods, Bettye Adams,
Mary Moore, Brenda Myers,
Sharron Toliver. Back row,
Clarence Childs, Alex Garrett,
Howard Ball, David Bobo,
Carol Shaw. Gwendolyn Wall,
Shirley Wallace and Mary Ann
Reed. In center photo are the
King and Queen of Lane Avenue Kindergarten which held
Its finals ceremonies June 5.
Allen Lee Evans is King and
Carol Denise Anderson is
Queen. Dixie Homes Kindergarten class, photo right, is
resplendent in cap and gowns.
Left to right, first row, Timothy Straughter, Leon Breathett, Walter Lee Porter, Marvin Bell, Michael Anderson,
Vicki Joy Gilmore, Margaret Hassell. Brenda Buffnrd.
Eleanor Wilson, Connie Mae
Neville!, Peggia Bowen, Marshall Aughtry, Wanda Protcher. Second row, Calvin Bradley,
Lynn Spicer, Hurbert Pritchard. Melvin Travis, Thoda
Lyon Mays, Dianne Davis,
Carolyn Williams, Ouida Cook,
Annette Harris, Shirley Walker, Gloria Stills, Brenda Taylor.

anion of the Negro race to on,
standing on the banks of Jordan
ready to cross to the "Promised
Land." Shortly after speaking he
slumped in his chair.
Mr. Sharp retired in 1951 as
principal of Douglass high school
after 10 years in the field of education, He had been a member of
the faculty of Woodstock Training
school before his appointment as
principal of Millington Junior
high school and served as a principal for 24 years.
He was born and reared in
Brownsville, Texas, one of 17 children. He attended Prairie View
college and then transferred to RECEIVES DEGREE
— Rev.
LeMoyne college where he received his bachelor of science degree. M. Lee, pastor ef the Pilgrim
ONE-ROOM SCHOOL
Rest Baptist church, received
His educational career began at honorary degree from the Arkana one-room school in Lucy. Tem., sas Baptist college of Little Rock.
as a teacher. He was appointed
Ark., recently. Rev. Lee received
principal of Douglass in 1027 and
served in that capacity for 24 his A. B. degree from Rust eellege and has done graduate verb
yers.
With 30 years as principal and at Tennessee A&1 State Etherteacher behind him. Mr. Sharp re- ally. He has traveled in the la
tired in 1951 to join Universal Land and is
the dean of the W
Life Insurance company as a
salesman. He was its top repre- nessee Regular State BTU COO.
sentative in 1952. He joined Mam- gress, a member of the board ef
moth Life Insurance company this directors of the NBC, USA, lee.,
year as ordinary representative. and a member of the board
of
Although slight in frame a n d directors of the National Bapttst
short in stature, Mr. Sharp was Sunday School Publishing Board.
an enthusiastic sportsman. At He has written and published SerPrairie View A&M college he was mons on a national scale. Rev.
an all-American football player, Lee is serving as chairman of the
and he later played professional housing committee for the Nationbaseball. In Memphis he laid the al Baptist SS and BTU Congress,
groundwork for the organization convening here on June 22.
of the Memphis Red Sox, and also
organized Tennessee's first baseball league.

PROVIDE FOOD
When the depression struck in
the thirties Douglass launched a
community canning program and
gardening project. Mr. Sharp and ton Workshop."
(Continued From Page 1)
Among those appearing on the
(Continued From Page 1)
other members of the faculty led
in planning and executing the cari- program in the General Assembly
to "vote for all of us."
apparently nothing state officials
ning and gardening projects with will be Rev. E. L. Harrison, WashWhen elected, Mr. Evers said
can do to prevent the Klan from
ington, D. C.; Rev. Julius JAIV,
be will stamp out police brutalicooking and canning. It helped to.
organizing and holding meetings.
Indiana; Rev. Charles Favor
LITTLE
ROCK,
Ark.—Nineteen
•
ty overnight, seek to eliminate
provide food for the yuugsters in braska;
Rev. Frank Fair, South
NO
MASKS
the fee system at John Gaston Philander Smith college graduatest
school and help refill pantries in Carolina;
Mrs.
Amite
Arkansas
Mayslzk.
however,
does
have
hospital, try to abolish the Sun- have earned advanced degrees
many homes.
New York; Rev. Richard A. Rolday Blue law and slash the prices from the University of Arkansas statutes prohibiting night riding
Douglas received national recog- lins, Texas; Rev. Joseph Griffin,
and barring Klansmen from wearof lunches for school children.
nition for the project, and Mrs. Colorado; Rev. Charles
during the past two years accord- ing hoods. Hightower said memEvans,
MORE POLICEWOMEN
Franklin D. Roosevelt visited the Virginia; Rev. W. W. Taylor, Illi.
ing to a follow-up study made by bers would wear robes and hoods,
, He said he will see that more
school to see the students and oth- nois; Rev. M. L.
King,
but
will not be masked.
jr., Ala.
policewomen are hired. and Ne- the alumni.
ers in action.
bama; Dr. A. Franklin Fisher,
groes placed in more than meni- Arthur M. Coffee of North Little For the past few weeks posters
In February, 19511, Mr. Sharp-i Georgia Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell,
al jobs at the Memphis Light Gas Rock received the master of sci- have been displayed throughout
became the first Negro to gradu- New York; Dr. J. H. Jackson.
and Water and telephone compan- ence degree. and Sadye Allen the state bearing the Klan's death
ate from Purdue university's Life . Illinois: Dr. D. E. King. Kenies.
Thompson of Little Rock was symbol—a dagger dripping blood.
Insurance Marketing Institute. He tucky; Dr. C. L. Dinkins, Tonnes.
''I will demand that Negro p- granted the master of arts de- It is signed by the Klan, beats
taught a course in Life Underwrit- see; Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, Georinscription
the
God
Trust"
"in
we
ike arrest anyone who violates gree.
ers Training Council for insurance gia; A. B. Lowe, Ohio and Dr.
the law without regard to race," Little Rock students who re- and urges "God-fearing, white
men at LeMoyne college, and 12 James E. Parrish, Ohio.
Christians" to join.
Mr. Evers promised.
men completed it recently.
ceived the master's degree in eduHightower
denied
the
posters
I Since ha entered the race, Mr. cation are Maggie Clark BusGIRLS MEET,
CHURCH MEMBER
Evers said he hati worn out two sty, Naomi J. Hampton, den were put up by the Klan. He said
Mr. Sharp lived at 1495 Felix
pairs of shoes walking. "I will Johnson Dazzle M. Moore, Ruth he was opposed to them and that
ave. He was a Mason and a mem- ST. LOU/S—(UPI) — The U. S.
say anyone who is elected City J. Pruitt, Winifred M. Whitmore the Klan did its work and obtain'
ber of Second Congregational Lawn Tennis Association Collel
girls tennis championships will.
Commissioner is qualified," he and Eugene McAdoo, who has ed its members in secret.
church.,
held
on
the
new
Washington 11
stated,
LYNCH NEGRO
eine' moved to Log Angeles.
Ile is survived by his wife, Mrs. versity
courts here June 34
, 'What I am dong Is for the
Gladys Sharp, a member of the through
Others who received the same "There are some 5,000 members
the
27th
of
the
old
Klan
around
and
still
masses." Mr. Evers said. "When degree are Pearlee R. Banks,
faculty of Melrose high school.
Now in its Bluth renewal, al
we hope they will join up," HighI boarded the bus to do away Prescott; Eugene Champion,
Chi- tower said.
Funeral arrangements were in- tourney has attracted the beet es
with segregation on the buses it dester; America W.
groom; and Mr. and Mrs. Leo complete at press
Jones,
Altime. R. S. eds from all over the country mobwas for the purpose of helping the
Tate.
myra; Chester Jordan, Fort Many of those old Klan memLewis and Sons Funeral Home is lag to succeed Darlene
little man."
bers are believed to have been
Hard411.Smith; Lena Glover Moore, North
Serving as assistants at the re- in charge of final arrangements. mons College, as singles el's?,
involved in numerous incidents of
FAIL TO ACT
Little Rock: Harry D. Swanegan,
ception
were
Mrs.
Jr.;,
Jerry
Gist,
In a speech, punctuated . fre- Camden; Carrie D. T. Shepherd, violence in Arkansas in the past.
Miss Dorothy Waller, Mrs. Jean
In Little Rock itself about 20
quently by loud and enthusiastic Stephens; Robert L. Wiley,
Nan: years ago a mob led by known
applause, the civic leader said and Margaret
The Top Hat and Tails club was and on her head she wore a white Donahue, Mrs. Arthur T. Porter
Ann Lewis, now of Klansmen seized a Negro accused
professional Negro men and wom- Nashville, Tenn.
and Miss Nellie B. Jones.
of taking liberties with a white the setting for a wedding recep- pearl headband with rhinestones.
en here praise Mrs. Daisy Bates
tion honoring Mr. and Mrs. Willie She chose white carnations for her REFRESHMENTS
(Cotithmeel frem Page 1)
and Dr. Martin Luther King for Philander Smith college grad- woman.
Guests were served pink and
their work elsewhere, but fad to, uates are currently principals of The mob hanged him in Me- James Tate, Sunday, June 7, at corsage.
with
a
some
change
4
Arkansas
of
p.
50
m.
Hostesses
public
verb
at
the
schools,
or comma along the way.
recepdo likewise.
Mrs. Townsend, the gride's moth- green frappe from Fostoria punch
morial Park and riddled his body
and eleven of these are in Pulaski with
"If it had been my wife, I'd have shot him
rifle bullets, then dragged tion were Mrs. Jerry Gist, jr., and er, chose a pink tier lace dress bowls by Mrs. Dorothy
"I am for peace and harmony county.
1113141,1
Walkerj
the corpse through the city and Mrs. J. If. Townsend, mother of for the occasion and a corsage Of
also." Mr. Evers seid, "but to hell
one man said. "But I wouldn't get in a mob to de it."
the bride.
—
burned it on Main Street.
white carnations. The mother of Other refreshments were weddini
with harmony when we have to
Another: "I don't believe the lynchers will be
The reception room was decor- the groom also chose a pink lace cake, mints and nuts.
convitt;
pay for it all of the time."
ated with ivy, gladioli and snap- dress and a corsage of white car- Some of the guests present were ed. After all, they have to be tried before
In a brief speech, Mr. Stanback l
a Miaaiiiiypi
dragons; and the bridal table was nations.
promised to reduce the tax of NeMrs. Paul Hines, Mrs. Jency Mitch* jury."
overlaid with an exquisite lace In the receiving line were Mrs.
groes in proportion to their priv-1
ell, Mr. and Mrs. Norwood Wells,
And another: "I wouldn't have dons it myself, but 3
cloth and draped with white satin,
11 ege to enjoy tax-supported facilSadonia Burnett, aunt of the bride; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dansby, Mrs.!
centered with a wedding cake.
hope
they never catch those who did."
ities.
Alberta Carter, sister of the Helen Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Emerhighlighted with pink and green Mrs.
Rev. T. R. Fugh, a member of
Poplarville in April was not such a confident little lyrtelt
bride; Mrs. Georgia Killing- son Able Sr., Mrs. Martha Atkins,!
decorations.
Flanking
the
cake
the Binghampton Civic League,
were silver candelabra holding ham, aunt of the bride; Mr. and Mrs. Mable Redding, Mrs. Erie town. In the center one of the more prosperous areas of
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — City
presided at the meeting.
Mrs. H. J. Townsend, mother Brown, Mrs. Willie Cunningham,
Judge and Defense Lawyer John "International
Holiday,"
the state, Poplarville carried a persecution complex then.
is white tapers. Wedding music was and father of the bride; the bride Mrs. Vivian
Williams and daugh•:
Rudd urged the jury Saturday dur- theme of the day camping pro- played throughout the evening.
VERSE A DAY
and groom; Mr. and Mrs. Willie ter. Approximately 150 guests at-: The citizens whined that "our town" was a victim of cir.
IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW ing the trial of the four whites gram at Carver Park's Camp Mo- THE, BRIDE
Tate, father and mother of the tended the elaborate affair.
cumatance. The mobsters all came from outside Poplar
later convicted of the mass raping hawk which will be in session
By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
The bride was radiant in a dress
of a 19-year-old Florida A&M Co. July 6 through Aug. 14.
of white chantilly lace over taffeta
vile, they claimed.
I aim to help my fellowman
Regardless of his race,
Camp activities include swirnThe mayor told this writer that his city hait "the bat
"These boys are being publicized, ming, hiking, field trips
To do the very best I can
race relations of any city in the nation."
ridiculed and sacrificed to satisfy craft,.
fts. Customs of foreign counIn each and every case.
and
other people in other pieces.
tries will be studied by groups
A white filling station owner boasted that "we t
I shall net care whet be his
creed,
"Don't become hysterical like the to which each youngster will be
our colored people fine" and called upon his Negro hir
That is not my concern —
(Continued From Page 1)
northern press did. We can run assigned.
hand to verify the claim. The Negro's reply: "yes, air."
To get his rights shall be the
ow- own affairs in a fair and hon. Walter A. Roberts is supervis-f
without any regard to race.
all
lead
But as the FBI closed in on the kidnappers and lynch
esit manner. All this will Pan or of Carver Park. Veneta SherA graduate of Booker T. Washtake at every turn.
away."
ron will serve as
Poplarville
ers,
became afraid. It lashed back at tha
director. ington high school,
the young lawagents' "intimidation." The residents became jittery an
yer attended LeMoyne college for
two years before entering t h e
their confidence began to snag. They cheered when Hoov
Army. After studying at Howard
ordered his men home.
university in Washington, D. C.,
under the Army's specialized
Washington, D. C.
In Governor Coleman's hands now is the FBI report
training program, he was sent
listing the names of the lynchers, a vivid description of
to Italy where he served for 1.31
how the murder of Parker was planned and executed. Prosmonths with the land Infantry

Colorful Flowers Spark
Couple's Gay Reception

THESE CONGRESSMEN WILL

William L. Dawson
Charles C. Diggs, Jr.
Robert N. C. Nix
Adam Clayton Powell

HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

Feel like a etreight or a mixed drink'
Gilbey's is the one gin that's greet. either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
It's the great favorite, all around the world.

the gag gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

GILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN NO PROOF. 100% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS W
GILBEY, LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS
PRODUCTS

STAFF SERGEANT
Discharged with the rank of
staff sergeant, he entered Derail'
university in Chicago with a law
degree in 1948. The following year
he was admitted to the bar in
Illinois and Tennessee and has
practiced here since that time.
Pastor of Greater Middle Bap.
list church for three years, he is
corresponding secretary of t h
Memphis Baptist Pastors' Alliance, a member of the trustee'
beards of Owen Juntor colic-e and
Gorinc School of Cosmetology,
vice president, treasurer and cofounder of Mutual-Federal Savings
and Loan Association.
A thirty-third degree Mason,
Atty. Hooke Is a member of the
Elks Lodge, state attorney for the
Knights of Pythias of Tennessee,
a member of the Anferican Legion, and one of the founders of the
Bluff City and Shelby County Council of Civic Clubs. He personally
founded several civic clubs, and
is a past president of the Memphis Negro Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. Hooks is the former Miss
Frances DancY. And a member
of the faculty of Carver High
school. The couple live at 1860i
South Parkway east.
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Poplarville

A Tug-O-War
Between Two
Top Lawyers

Atty. Hooks

;Li
.

ecution of the guilty night riders is up to the State of
Mississippi. But it's just like the Poplarville citizen said:
"I don't believe they'll be convicted. After all, they
have to be tried before a Mississippi jury."

Freedom-loving people in this eountry of ours, and throughout
the world are shocked by the apparent inability of Use Justice
Department to prosecute members of a Mississippi mob who lynched
Mack Charles Parker after abducting him from an unguarded ja.l.
Although reportedly identity of members of the mob who coinmilted the vicious crime have been turned over to Mississippi
authorities, due to the unjust and archaic customs of the state, I
MONTEAGLE — "It is more Wright asked: "After all, w k •
have little hope the guilty persons will be apprehended and convicted. than symbolic that the mob which
are the real subversives? Is it we
Hence the violations of true democratic and legal principles is snatched a cowed and cringing
the case pose a grave and most disiurbing threat to every citizen man from a Poplarville. Miss., who seek by constitutioval means
COI this country regardless of race Jr color. For I know
that evil Ail a few weeks ago passed the to uphold constitutional rights! Or
once unleashed does not respect human pigmentation.
grave of Senator Bilbo; that the Is it those who seek by unconstitutional means to deity thes•
Therefore I urge you to support fully a civil eights bill with a niurderers of Emrnitt Till operatrights? Who is destroying the Codclause which wilt give the Justice Department jurisdiction in Me' ed in Eastland territory, and that
aitution
— we who recognize it
the white youths in Richmond
Claes.
who fired from a passing car as the Supreme law of the land
By doing leis you can enbasee justice, peace and harmony upon six Negro boys were in the or they who openly flout the,
for all American, and win greater good-will of other countries.
shadow of a capital once housing law"
This matter is of sufficient gravity to demand your immediate Senator Byrd," Atty. Marion Other leaders
for the Comma.
action.
Wright, past president of the fifty Service a is d Setregiti
South Carolina Conference an So-workshops were Alice Cobb
dal Work, told welfare workerr Scarritt college. Caroline F. Ware;
schoolattend
Highlander Folk Howard School of Social Work,
inwgorkashop.
Dr. Philipp Sottong, psyehiatri I
Addressing the workshop ;mini- director of the Chattanooga G
(.1pants and visitors from neigh-, mice clinic: and Berrineton
boring communities on the sub-. bar, director- of the
Newb4147
ject, -"What is Subversive/ Mr. I Avenue Center in uncap).
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turn on Peter Gunn and then ca.
eel the sound.
Chilling thought, eh?
'CAR•FETERIA'
The drive in "car-feteria" (how
Mrs
cute) beckons on the way home
ett, a third grade teacher at the
and after that marathon walk,
me as you are and pile. Daddy could eat a bar-b-qued MO
Ford Road school, was among
Mrs. Marion M. Johns, a mem., planning with new members. She
whole family in the car," they,ie screen. The small fly are angels
those who received bachelor of sci- ber of the staff of the Memphs represented the agency during
m at you in the papers, over far exactly seven bites. Then they
ence degrees in elementary edit- Travelers Aid society with head-I many speaking engagements and
cation at Rust college in Holly quarters in the Goodwyn Institute supervised students from Lehloyne
radio and on TV. "You don't want to taste Daddy's hamburger,
Springs, Miss.
building, has been granted an edua baby sitter at a drive-in," then Mommy's hamburger, then
A teacher for 21 years, Mrs. cational leave and will leave Memdeclare. How true! What you that lady's in the next car.
Barnett completed the require- phis this week for Smith college,
is the national guard.
On learning that Dorothy D i x
ments for the degree by journey- Northampton, Mass.
this writing, there are two wouldn't permit begging burger
ing to the college on Saturdays "She is a most efficient worker,
alang'uns in my family but they'd from a stranger, The Dear Ones
each
week. She had studied at and we are certainly going to
beep a platoon of sergeants on the decide that ketchup in Daddy's eye
both 1,eMoyne college and Tennes- miss her," Miss Eva Sams, exela I never get to see the pie- would be a fitting punishment.
see A&I State university in other cutive secretary of the organiza*. when we go to a drive .in Only, it doesn't land in Daddy's
years.
tion, told the Tri-State Defender
Mater. Well, I see it but only in eye. It comes to rest in the back
Mrs. Barnett is an active mem- last week.
matches. If you have ever tried seat to add a splash of color to
ber of the Bible Guide Church of
A graduate of Stowe Teachers
te,keep a three-year old girl and the upholstery.
God, where she participates in college in St. Louis, 31o., Mrs.
a sIx-year old boy inside an auto- To repent, the little ones drown
Sunday school work and the YPW- Johns did graduate work at the
idebile for a couple of hours, you their trouble in Daddy's coke and
WA, and a member of the Dixie University of Chicago in the field
Imbw what I mean.
drive-in" meal to a close, Angel
Homes Bible class. She resides al l of social work. She arrived In
MINUTES
Puss No. 1 decides she wants to
1746 Eldridge ave.
Memphis 18 years ago and was
pAPor maybe 15 minutes, they're "pay the lady" so she passes a
Among those in Holly Springs supervisor of the USO at Union
ent climbing from the back buck out of the window to the
for her graduation were her cou- Station.
sins, Mrs. Theresa Jones a n d
to the front. But that gets waitress.
After it was discontinued, Miss
daughter, Miss Adores Jones of Sams said, Mrs. Johns joined the
ng, especially when Daddy LAST DOLLAR
Chicago.
them from blowing the horn, Only she lets go of it before the
Travelers Aid Society as a case
hung on the lights, pushing the waitress is ready and Daddy has
worker and has been employed
there for 17 years,
starter button, opening the door to exact a promise of the woman
MASTER'S
DEGREE
and trying to climb into the glove in the next car not to pull off
TOP HAIR STYLISTS — Malege. Left to right are Mrs.
Simmons, guest stylist of New
Mrs. Johns expects to complete
earbpartment
while he crawls under the auto to
dam G. S. M.
s • -,r4
York city; Madam Young, col,
Hattie Thomas of Florence.
the requirements for a master's
So, to give Mama and the rest rescue the dollar (his last.)
from right, presents awards to
Ala., second prize winner; Mrs.
lege director, and Mrs. I.u.
degree in social work by Septemoeihe folks at the outdoor theatre
No less than 90 seconds after we
cille D. Perry of Memphis,
top hair stylists di:Jive HomeDerotha McWilliams of Member, 1960, In Memphis she made
Voreak, Daddy gets out with the pull out of this outdoor cafe, our
phis, first prize winner; Bill
third prize winner.
coming activities at Gorine eol•
her home at 356 Walker ave.
Inotion-minded offsprings, figur. loved ones are curled up fast
MRS. MARION JOHNS
After joining Travelers Aid, she
tdr to stand by the window to asleep, a look of divine innocence0
organized the advisory board and college in field work placements.
bear the loudspeaker. But the off- on their little faces.
was responsible for orientation and
She is a member of the National
Wings want to walk.
Mom my looks at Daddy and DadAsgociation of Social Workers and
We walk over the vast expanse dy looks at Mommy. We both
has
served it in many elected and
drlhe theater-under-the-stars and knew that a drive-in may be deLarry Thomas Gardner, atappointed positions; a member of
Daddy gives himself a mental boot signed for drivin' you crazy but
tempting to take advantage of
the executive board of the Bethlefor never learning lip reading. it's an awfully wonderful way to
heavy seasonal rains that caused
hem center and the committee
If you don't know how I felt, lose your mind.
numerous floods drowned in Cyof
the Central YWCA.
The construction of the Goodwill
WEST HELENA, Ark. — Mrs.
press creek last Thursday, June
WAS PRESIDENT
Homes for Dependent Children
11. Larry WAS swimming in the Vera Johnson of West Helena, Ark.
rstciparle doernkt
has been completed and partially
NEW YORK — When world can't say I'm not the champion. creek near Broad ave., one block is seeking the wherebouts of three of'''trhse. j
C
Church
ohil
:rsc
sndfi
furnished and the board of di- heavyweight
Patterson There's only one place they can east of Tillman, with two other aunts who formerly resided tn Study Group, and was
Floyd
elected
rectors have voted to hold "(leen
opens his mouth, his manager Cux take that away — in the ring." boys. When he was sinking the Clarksdale, Miss.
first president of the Human ReBIRM1NGHA31 — An independ- Results of the survey may he house" on Sunday, June 28, beBefore marriage, their names
boys tried to save rim but he
speaks
his
critics
—
"They
say
I'll
lations
On
Study
Group here, both in.
t survey and limited analysis obtained free by writing to Radio ginning at 4 p. m. It is located
But on the rare occasion when never be any good until I learn was panicky and fought them off, were Lizzie, Morris and Minnie terracial organizations.
the radio listening habits and Station WEUP, Route 3, Box 62,1 near Horn Lake and Geeter rds.
Large for his 13 years, Larry Johnson. They are believed to be
. n has a chance to speak not to leap when I hook. But I
At Emmanuel Episcopal church
l'Oducts preference among Ne- oakwood Ave., Huntsville, Ala.
"In order to open for operation • Patterso
was the son of Mr. and sirs. Cle- living in Los Angeles, Calif.
where she was a memher, she
with a full staff and a full capacity for himself, he reveals a candid, know when I'm doing it. They ask- dus Brent, of 2958 Autumn. Ile
,111 , in seven cities in Northern
Anyone knowing the addresses served
the current issue of Look maga- ed Archie Moore what he'd do if
as chairman of the Chris.
of
children,"
Rev.
Golden,
.1.
W.
.0ama and Southern Tennessee
was a member of the First Bap- of any or all of Mrs. Johnson's
heavy- I leaped with my right, and he
Ilan Social Relations group,
. chairman of Buildings and Gromd zine, which quotes the
g completed last week by Jesse
tist church on Broad and was a relatives, is urged to contact her
weight
titleholder.
En route to Smith college, she
said. "we need $28,0030. Therefore
said he'd flatten me. So I knock- Sunday school scholar. The ninth. at 1C8 N. Caronza, West
.- Lewis and Associates, Inc., a
Helena, plans to stop in St. Louts, Mo.,
On Johansson — "I've never ed him out with a leaping left."
we are calling upon all churchgrader of Lester high school was Ark,
siblie relations and sales promoto
visit members of her family.
seen
any
films
of
his
fights.
If
I
es, clubs and individuals to pay
nms firm.
On his manager — "I've known also a member of the Boy Scouts
the pledges in full or as much as did. maybe I'd start expecting Cus D'Amato since I was 14. If of America. He was an only child.
'The study was authorized by
possible on or before July 1, the something he won't do. This way,
•
Funeral services were held for
Radio
..t.rt Station WEUP, Huntsville,
I didn't get a dime out of fightplan to start operating." I'm going in there expecting the
Larry at the First Baptist church
and included banking habits, LOS ANGELES — The twentieth. d ty we
ing Johansson, I'd still do it.
unexpected."
Sunday,
June 14. with the pastor,
general
Golden
iiid
the
Ili-v.
topping habits, home ownership annual convention of the National,
public, along is i,, those who have On himself — "A lot of people What Cus is trying to do will Rev. H. C. Cherry officiating,
sand other pertinent information Newspaper Publishers Association made
'contributions, are invited to say I'm not a great champion, or be good, not Just for me, but for Larry Thomas Gardner was burerning Negroes in the key will convene here June "5,27. and,
ied in Elmwood cemetery. S. W.
out and see one of the most even a good champion. But they all fighters."
COMP 0
iojiulation cities,
the Los Angeles Sentinel will be beautiful homes of its kind in the
Qualls was in charge of services.
ste.y population centers studied the host paper.
state of Tennessee.
•
ere Scottsboro, Athens, Hunts. Slated to receive the Distinguish' A pre-open house shower was
dile, Decatur and Guntersville, ed Editors Award are Plummer
at the homes on last Sunday
publisher of
la., and Winchester and Fayette- Bernard Young,
afternoon by the members of the
the Norfolk Journal and Guide, and
We, Tenn.
M
Les Belle Charmants club.
Ralph McGill, editor of The At•
Persons who would like to give
lanta Constitution.
•
items to the homes are invited
Problems of the Negro press will
Rev. Golden said. Sugbe discussed in four round table to do so,
Mrs.
Ann
Lawrence
Hall, city I responding secretary; Benjamin
gested gifts include chinaware,
seminars.
blankets school teacher and active civic j Lewis, treasurer; Mr. Ruth Clowcooking
utensils,
linen,
conven-'
with
the
connection
In
worker, has been re-elected presi-' er Watley, chaplain; Cecil Gooddent of the Memphis chapter of low, business manager, and Miss "If Memphis is to become the
will observe its 25th anniversary
LeMoyne College's General Alum- Janet Lewis, financial secretary. world center of literacy, it will
in a joint banquet, Friday, June 26, present executive director of the
ni Association. Also re-elected was
Elected to the executive com- have to eliminate such undemoRepresentatives from newspapers homes.
DANIEL 171PSTER.
Elmer Henderson, vice president. mittee of the chapter were LeRoy cratic practices as segregation and
all over the nation will be in atcalled Old Crow eneei
discrimination," Atty. Wiley C.
Letitia
Poston
Mrs.
Others
elected
were
Mrs.
Mary
Van
Johnson,
Baer,
been
Max
Others
have
editWalker,
tendance. William 0.
to the world!'
Branton. guest speaker for annual
secretary;
Cotton
Pruitt,
recording
Garner.
and
Fred
Bill
Conn,
Lew
Jenkins,
Randy
Post,
Call
and
of
the
Cleveland
or
Turpin, Joey Maxim, Gene Full- Miss Yvonne Brown, assistant re- Mrs. Poston also was named Men'A Day at Avis president of the association,
mer and, of course, Rocky Mer- cording secretary; Mrs. Cherie P. general chairman of the Fall pro- ery Chapel AME
cian(' during most of his unbeat- Roland, corresponding secretary; ject to be sponsored by the chap church, told his
audience Sunday.
Miss Clarice Sykes, assistant cor- ter.
en career.
Atty. Branton,
a resident of Pine
Bluff, Ark., served as counsel for
the nine children who enterLOS ANGELES —(NPB)— The
ed Little Rock Atty. Branton
Central
High
proposed Press Seminar sponsor90
school.
'RETIRES — Mrs. H. R. Bar- ed by the Negro Press Bureau,
Negroes who leave
Criticizing
nett recentnv retired from the
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON.WHISKEY
comprised of members of the
the South to avoid the race issue,
West of P'
'resident of the
. "working press" or professional
...Imo!
OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT,KY.,DISTR. BY NATIONAL
`nil j%
Atty. Branton said, "The only way
'ther,
DIST.PROD.CO.
to do anything about a problem
Climaxing her eight years news writers of the Negro group,
is to meet it head on."
▪ with the school she was Oen during the National Newspaper
silver service at the end-of- Publishers Association convention
CHIDES MEMPHIS
Starts SATURDAY
school banquet plus praises
Chiding Memphian a for their
here June 25, 26 and 27 has been
from the faculty for her unJUNE 20
lack of racial progress the speakdeferred
until
a
later
date.
the
a!
nee!
"rest—,
selfish
4 BIG DAYS!
er said, "As had as things are
Lawrence F. LaMar. head of
banquet were Mrs. R. Sneed,
in Arkansas there are some places
the bureau, said the seminar was
Mrs. Boa nett s met ic,. !vs.
where they are worse, In Little
P. A. Nero Smith, founder of to be held during the publishers
Rock Negroes can go to the zoo,
'Vie school, Mr. and Mrs. Sam confab, for the purpose of eliciting
and look at the monkeys, but I'
LIKE A
molock, Mrs. G. W. Cain, their support of a program to
understand they can't do that here.
NOOSE
rs. Marie Little. Mrs. J. T. formulate and adopt a Code of
Kids may not be able to go to
AROUND
• *liner, W. A. Wart and Mr. inical Procedure for Negro
high school there, but they can
THE
Aarnett.
joernalism.
go to any library and check out
MAN
books."
HUNTER'S
He told the audience that busses
NECK
CHEERING IS NOT ENOUGH
were integrated in Little Rock
SHE HUNG
without a court battle.
THAT
As to when the school crisis
HATED
would end in Little Rock, Atty,
NAME.•..
Branton said he did not know, although a decision was expected
any day on the matter.
ThEr
science), and her sister, Miss
Mrs. Daphne Pitt Lewis (bachA FAMILY AFFAIR — The
As to when the Negro would reLillian Green, (m aster of
elor of Art) and her husband,
51st annual commencement at
Help make the Golden Anniversary year of
said.
Amos, (master of science), ceive Justice in America, he
Howard university in Washing•
science) Norfolk, Va.; Joan L.
• ." '1959 a real Jubilee with 500,000 members.
Williams, doctor of medicine,
Washington, D. C.; and Terry "It will come when men p u t
ton, D. C.. proved to be a famibachShirley,
aside prejudice in favor of reasister,
and
her
ly affair for these graduates.
Young, (bachelor of science
$2.00 up to $500.00. Through your Local Branch
son."
Starts Wednesday! June 24!
elor of science, of Washington,
in electrical engineering) and
Among them were two teams
la. C.: Mrs. Mary Bunting La•
J. W. Strong and B. L. Singlehis brother, Jamie, (master of
of sisters, two married couples
An., I.
science) Brownsville, Tenn. ton were co-chairmen of the proand two brothers. From left,
ceY,(bachelor of arts), and her
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOE TEN ADVANCEMENT Of CO60120 MORI
They were among 636 students
gram which had as its theme:
husband, Wilbur, (bachelor of
seated and standing, are Miss
Recommended For Adults Only?
20 Wart 4011. kneel
New York la, W. V.
to receive degrees.
"Men In the Push Button Age."
Mary Green, (bachelor of
science) Washington, D. C.;
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ADDED New SEATING—Main Floor
NEW CONCESSIONS AREA

OPENS

COURTEOUS EMPLOYEES
Additional Rest Room Facilities
"ori/se

FRIDAY
NIGHT
JUNE 19

Chite/zica4 newe4tasiiie4"Aeza<-./

06RACING
‘,T011IGHT
'7 RAIN

SEE THE

GREYHOUNDS
Before The Races In
The Improved Facilities
At The SOUTHLAND TRACK

01

CLEAR

POST TIME 7:45

g

9i/IMAND
GREYHOUND PARK
ON

HIGHWAY 61

MANY NEW PATIO CONVENIENCES
OPENS
ADMISSION ...:
•

25c FRIDAY

FREE PARKING FOR 4000 CARS
•
CUSHIONED SEATS
•
SORRY, NO MINORS

NIGHT
JUNE 19

*41;
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'Color Bar Must
Go"—Archbishop

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
se., June 20, 1959

l
DURBAN, South Africa — "The place too much faith in such re‘kg
color bar has got to go, peacefully uning."
o
with
or violently," Archbishop Denis "A time MICA when —
-Hurley warned supremacists here without crganization ability
people reaches the end of what
recently.
take in injustice, and humilia
can
ArchbishThe Catholic prelate,
elemen
op of Durban, maintained that Lion breaks out in a great
,
runtion of resentment," he ex
"white South Africa may hold
out fur some time because it con- Plaiued.
trols the police and armcd lorces. The Archbishop criticized t h
government's plan to set up sep
but the end is ine‘itahle,"
erning areas for N
Unless white supremacists abet- nate self-gov
ish color restrictions voluntarily, groes.
the Archbishop predicted, a violent. "The inherent defect of the pol
social and political revolution willl cy," he asserted, "is that the onl
; thing clear and definite about
shake the country.
"Some white optimists base their is its principal objective — th
hopes for a non-violent future on preservaton of white supremo,African ineptitude for organiza- "There is one end to it all: t
tion,"
Archbishop Hurley stated, color bar has got to go, peacef- I
Dr. Maynard P. Turner, Dr.
phy, Mrs. Gertrude Knight,
but
"white
South Africa should not or violently. It is up to whit
Joe M. Conley, Dr, A. H. Rice,
Rev.
and
Preston
Rev.
Deberrv
to make its choic
and Rev. C, .1. Gaston. Second
W. P. Whitlow. Third row, ,
11111111111111111111111MMIMIIIIIIIMI111111111111111111111111111 South Africa
It is useless saying that the cou
Row, left to right, Rev. J. W.
left to right, Rev. Waymond
my is not yet ready for such
Warlord, Mrs. M. B. McMulLong, Res. W. M. Allen. Rev,
change; the non-Europeans are
len. Rev. N. Si. Tunstall, Rev.
S. C. Simpson, Rev, B. F.
ready to participate in the
W. M. Barr, Rev. C. rt. MurOdeneal, and Rev. H. Eppel-.
social, political, economic
son (Withers Photo)
social life of the country."
SEATTLE—(UPL—A Seattle
An hbishop Hurley said that
woman was awakened early
was "prepared to bet that t
Toesday by a burglar rifling a
million" Negroes are ready
jewel box in her apartment
participate in responsible gove
talialready
had
He
bedroom.
When
—
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
ment.
the four whites convicted of rap- en $100 from her apartment.
"If the white race wants any s
Mrs. Ethel Adams yelled for
ing the 19-year-old Negro co-ed esin the future running of this co
caped the electric chair, Florida help then chased the thief into
try, ii will retain that say by let
the street.
tradition was maintained.
church.
ing the non-whites to equality a
She was standing in the
white man ever has received
No
Miss Ruthie Lea was chairman
not by raising obstacles in th
the death penalty for raping a street, screaming after the
path."
of the Youth Day program. Rev. Negro woman. However, 37 Ne- man when her daughter rushed
Archbishop Ilurley spoke be
Louis Williams is the pastor.
groes have received the death up to her and said, "mother,
you don't base any clothes on." a meeting of the Durban Pa
penalty in Florida for raping white
mentary Debating Society.
women, since 1925.

ST. ANDREWS ANNE
!history of the house of worship.
Annual Women's Day will be! The combined choirs under the di.
June
celebrated all day Sunday,
rection of Prof. J. W. Whittaker
23, at the St. Andrews AME furnished the music.
church, and the name of the speakRev. Kelly Miller Smith was the
er will be announced later.
principal speaker at the $75,000
A Tea Pot tea was held on the[ mortgage burning ceremony at
lawn of Miss Mattie Taylor of 488 3:30 p. m. The minister of the
Laclede last Sunday.
First Baptist church on Nashville.
A spaghetti supper will be giv- Tenn., was introduced by Res
en by the women of the church on Owen. His speech was memorable
The talent program at 7:30 p. m,
Saturday night, June 20, and persons who would like two or morel was dedicated to the 1959 college
their
who are members of
homes
graduates
to
dinners delivered
may have them sent promptly bYl the church. Those graduates who
calling JAckson 6-3848. The church, were honored and also played
is located at 246 E. Calhoun st., major roles on the program were
Mrs. Altura Lee and Mrs. Tyree Miss Jean E. Strickland of Speltor. Dr. Maynard P. Turner,
Campbell are co-chairmen of the man college, Atlanta: Aanettia Col
J. I,. CAMPBELL School of
Woman's Day program and Mrs. tins, of Arkansas State college., Religion, a unit of the Ameripresident of the ARTS dllvered the address. Above are
can Baptist Theological SemiMary Gray is chairman of pub- Miss Geneva Evans of Spelman
college, Atlanta; Mrs. Cecil Washspeakers and erarlaates. Front
licity.
nary held its commencement
exercises with the Columbus M.
row, left to right, Rev. F. DanRev. If. Ralph Jackson is pastor burn of Kentucky State college,
univerDrake
of
B. church last Friday, June
Dover Crawford
iel, Dr, A. E. Campbell, Dr, C.
of the church.
12. Dr. A. E. Campbell Is pas'
sity, Iowa; Miss Carol Jamison of
H. Lee, Dr. A. J. Campbell,
HILL CHAPEL BAPTIST
An out-of-towner, Dr. Roscoe M. A & I university. Several other,
Mitchell of Buffalo, N. Y., will be members presented musical selec- I
the featured speaker when the Hill tions.
Chapel Baptist church observes On Monday at 8 p. m., the banAa
Men's Day on Sunday, June 21. quet was held in the dining room
Dr. Mitchell, termed by many as of the church. Many were Present,
Responsible for
an eloquent speaker, is pastor ea t enjoy the
harf
to
et.d working committee
was a
Faith Baptist church of Buffalo,
N. Y., moderator of the Great headed by Mrs. Kay James and
Lakes Baptist Association of Weat.j Miss Josephine Gibson. The ban ern New York, president of the) quet committee consisted of Mes"It is time for parents, churchMasten District Ministerium of dames Willie B. Roby, Mable Da- W.
es and schools to team up and
Buffalo, N. Y., instructor in the vis, Ruby Stewart, A. K. Pope,,
give that something that tomorNational Baptist Sunday School Eva Hamilton, Sadie Gurney, A.) Mrs. Altreda G. Bunton, wife of row's society demands." So spoke
and Baptist Training Union Con- M. Shepherd, Purnie Brittmon,! Rev. Henry C. Bunton will be Mrs. Magnolia Bass when she adgress, and 1960 chairman of enter- Maggie Kirklon, Millerine Thorn- the featured speaker at the An- dressed the Mt. Herman AME
nual Women's Day celebration at churca on Youth Day, recently.
tainment of the National Sunday ton and M. J. Owen.
Chairman of the other committee Mt. Olive Cathedral, June 28, a
School and Baptist Training Union
Mrs. Bass pointed out that
dining;
Bowen,
Elnora
Mrs.
were
dy-,
3 p. m. Rev. Bunton is the church youths are good. She attributed the
Congress in Buffalo, N. Y. The
program;
Whalum,
Thelma
Mrs.
in
active
also
pastor.
namic minister is
faults and failures of youths to the
Mrs. Bunton is a native of Tus- parent, first, and the church, secthe civic and political activities of Mrs. Flora Cochran, decoration.
The Metropolitan Baptist church caloosa, Ala., and is the proprietor ondly. The context of the speech
Buffalo, N. Y. He will address the
membership and friend, at 3 p. an. has been situated at its present '•k,
called for a church program capis
Providing music for this much- location, 767 Walker since 1929.
able of competing with other
awaited occasion will be the South- AVERY AME
walks of life that often mislead
Spotlighting the Men's Day obern Male Chorus.
young people. This, she believes,
The pastor of the Fianctuary, servation at the Avery AME chu
could be accomplished by the set
by
address
forceful
Rev. E. L. Slay, will officiate dur- Sunday. was a
tine of a aood examole by narents
Arof
Branton
A.
Wiley
Ally,
ing the morning service. At this
and whole - hearted cooperation
time, the Male Chorus of Hill Chap- kansas integration fame. A capswith the program of the chucrh.
leader.I
ardent
the
heard
crowd
city
music.
the
el will render
Mrs. Bass is a teacher at the
A ppearing on the program also
Ulysses Shelton is the general
Magnolia school, a member and
were Johnny Arnold, Harold Wha•
chairman.
secretary of the Board of Directlum, Clarence Norman, Prof. J. A.
BAPTIST
ors of the Beale Street Mission,
Three services, a morning serv- Hayes, Atty. J. F. Estes, C. C.! ''•
a juvenille Court counselor and a
ice, a 'mortgage burning, a talent Sawyer, Charlie Williams and On-,
member of the St. James AME
program, climaxed with an elab- zie Horne, who was 'master of
orate banquet marked the 63rd ceremonies.
Rev. J. W. Golden, a member of!
Anniversary celebration of the Metropolitan Baptist church the past Centenary Methodist churc
spoke during the morning worship'
week.
The Anniversary commenced on hour.
Sunday morning with an enlight- Dinner was served immediately
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — Gov.:
ening message on "The Nature' afterwards.
ernor Edmund G. Brown this week
and Work of the Church." Rev. James Strong was chairman and
nominated a I2-year-old Los AnS. A. Owen, the pastor. delivered R. L. Symington was co-chairman.
geles girl for the 1958 United States
MRS. BUNTON
It, Mrs. Ilenrene Ateman Jenic-1 Rev. Patrick Loyce Is the pasMedal for Bravery.
Ins gave highlights of the glorious tor.
city.
of a funeral home in that
He said the name of Mary Aguil-'
university
Fisk
from
Graduated
with a B. A. degree, she also era, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
holds a M. A. in music from Co- Emilio Aguilera of 632 Coronel St.,
lumbia university of New York. Los Angeles, will be forward to the
Mrs. Bunton was a high school Young American Medals Committeacher in Tuscaloosa County tee of the Department of Justice
Training school for several years for consideration for the award.
The girl, whose name was suband served as an instructor in
Stillman college. She gave up her mitted to the Governor by the Losteaching to devote full time to her Angeles Examiner, risked her life
funeral establishment.
to save seven-year-old Roosevelt
She is the member of the Alpha Blunt, of 13618 Bronell street, Los
Kappa Alpha sorority and is an Angeles, from three feet of rushEastern Star.
ing water in Pacoima Wash.
be;
might
' A little boy was discos cred sit- wishes that a stranger
the
to
us
brings
ting on some steps with a gro- his father. This
cery list clinched in his hands. one question that is before all of
anyway?"
The north winds were blowing and us, "What is a father
A father is something that calls
the temperature was down to
freezing. An inquisitive bypasser for a lot of thought. To the little,
football,
stopped and asked him, "Yount boy enthusiastic over a
back
man, what are you doing here?" game he Is a great quarter
ball,.
the
receives
The boy replied that his father from whom he
the
in
working
boy
young
the
had sent him to the store. Then to
source of
the man said, "But this is not Sunday School he is a
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Bishop I the General Conference are also
the store!" The boy said, "Yes. inspiration during his trying moMatthew W. Clair, jr., of St. Louis, delegates to the jurisdictional conI know that. but I can't go to the ments of delivering his nursery
store, I have lost my money." rhyme, to the high school gradu- head of the St. Louis Area of the ference.
Dr. George D. Hancock, pastor
The man then said, "Why don't ate he is the one and only from central Jurisdiction was the pre-,
of the Scott Methodist church,
you go back home and get some whom he expects a great big pat siding officer oh the Central \Vest
finallyf
Colo., for 12 years, retired
Denver,
Annual Conference of the Methodmore money, don't you know that on the back, and when life
1
after serving 51 years
you will freeze to death there?", begins to catch up with him and ist church that was held here May voluntarily,
more 27-31 in the Centennial Methodist (47 in effective relationship) in the
The boy then said, "My father is; his petty problems get
drunk — he will kill me if hel meaningful, he is the one to whom church, with the Rev. C. Crosby ministry. The Rev. John H. Jack-,
son, executive secrerary of the'
finds out that I have lost that' this same boy goes to find a waY Reynolds as the host pastor.
out of his delimma. To the young
money."
In taking action concerning the conference's Board of Education'
The conversation went on and• man trying to find his way in life transfer of churches to conferences; for several years, was appointed
' his father is all of these and more. in other jurisdictions the confer-I to succeed Dr. Hancock in the
,
finally the kindly gentleman cat
Tied the boy to the store and A companion by day, a protector ence adopted the following reso- Scott church.
BEREA, Ky. — The integratbought him the food on the list by night.
lution:
and walked a part of the way to. But does fatherhood stop with "That a Study Committee on the. ed Lincoln Leadership School of
1
em—
no
is
answer
the
these? The
by
his home with him. During
Transfer of ("lurches he made! Christian Service, sponsored
course of the journey the boy look- phatically no! To the real son,! permanent. This committe will two white and one Negro conferso
has
who
one
is
;
father
"Why
real
said,
the
The
and
of
Methodist
groups
ence
man
ed up at the
study the transfer of churches to
church will he held here at Bearen't you my daddy?" What bit- conducted himself that as time
other jurisdictions, also the inclus- rea
College, June 26-30.
terness on the part of a father goes on he grows in value and . ive
solution
possible
a
as
church
Theme of the five days (raining
could provoke such thinking on the stature in the sight of his son. to
the
the
of
resolving
problem
part of a child! Why should any This man must be armed with the, jurisdictional system. No church' confab, which is being sponsored
child ask any stranger, "W h y moral and spiritual fibre that will, wilt consider a transfer without by the Woman's Society of Christenable him to forego and rise above'
d Wesleyan Servian Service
arent you my daddy?
consultation with this Study Com- ice Guilds of the Kentucky and
This week our thoughts turn to the temptations of his day.
mittee.
the
son
into
a
out
When
goes
Louisville Conferences of t h e
'Father's Day' I would like to
The conference concurred in a , Southeastern Jurisdiction and the
look at this day with great joy. I highways and asks another man
aren't
"Why
stranger,
total
a
—
from
the
memorial
(resolution)
every
that
Lexington Conference of the Cenwould like to think
father everywhere is an ideal fath- you inv daddv^" there is some- Lexington Conference that will tral Jurisdiction, is "To Kindle A
er doing all he can for the up- thing wrong. To a real son his be sent to the General Conference Growing Light." Mrs. Thomas
bringing of his lovely little brood. lathe,- is all of all. No man is (law-making body of the denomi- Green, Louisville. Ky., of the LexBut this is not true — it is not. smarter, stronger, better or any- nation) that will Ifleet in Denver ington Conference is the presithing better than his daddy. When In 1369, urging the abolition of the dent of the Board of Managers
true in far too many cases.
What happened in the first para- he has to substitute something for jurisdictional system by
and Mrs. G. W. Hummel of the
of
case
isolated
his noble ideas of his daddy, he
graph is not an
Dr. W. D. Leger, a staff mem- Kentucky Conference is the dean
is
it
—
lookfathers
boy
is
among
young
frustrated.
This
goings on
ber of the denomination's General) of the school.
something that goes on day by ed hack and saw a father filled Board of Evangelism. Nashville.;
CHICAGO—About 8.500 Ameriday. Thousands and thousands with whiskey and bent on beating Tenn., was elected ministerial
cans die every year as a result
have failed to come to grips with him unmercifully. This was not delegate to the General
Conference.1
Of accidental drowning.
what really makes a father. The what his little mind had dreamed Bige
Wyatt, prominent St. Louis!
very tack of maturity — socially, of as a father. To him a father
churchman and business man was
morally and culturally have made was one whe had she foreiving elected lay
delegate to the Gen
for drastic setbacks in the lives spirit of the father of the prodigal eral Conference.
of their offsprings. There must be' son and who was willing to reDr. W. T. Wilson, superintend
something in fathers that has not store biro io or keep him mindful
ent of the Kansas City district.
been true lately. Today as never of his position in the world.
As CsIon end Cold..
and
Charles Scott, Topeka, Kans
before men and especially fathers
As we observe 'Father', Day'
Combinations
must be made of the fibre that every father everywhere should) were elected ministerial and lay
6
4..1
•.. 5..
will be transmissible to their chil- examine himself and see If he Is dellegates, respectively, to central Jurisdictional Conference that:
dren
giving his son the leadership need11101101 5511511515 ssrs
Getting hack to the origi na I ed for children going out into the will meet in Clevelan d, Ohio,'
hdpirt, Pm,(me,Ti.,
store, why is it necessary that any world tomorrow. He should see if July 13-17, 1960. The delegates to
,eilalpt•
twat Prime A.
world
this
in
up
grow
child should
111117/ 505 fin Willi
through hi, efforts his sons and
wondering why some stranger daughters will be able to take over day and time. If this is strue the
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
could not have been his father. after he has passed off the scene father can be grateful for his con701 II it ,NI. 77 Mama SI,5.
Raw tragic It must he that in to carry on the type of leadership tributions to the cause of world
Pfullints. 2,1.C. Waits a. ei•rgio
•
Lb. midst of frustration the child that is so badly needed in this betterment.
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Burglar Excites
Woman; Forgets
Clothes In Chase

Die For Rape
rs. Bunton iune For Teamwork To 137
Within 34 Years
Guest Speaker Help Youth I—Mrs.Bass
omen's Day

IN
HU
at
don
sea

fhat shoricake with
Yeted
WHIPP(NG CREAM

NETROPOLITAN

Cites L.A. Girl
For Brave Act

Bishop Clair Presides
Over Methodist Confab

MRS. MAGNOLIA BASS

ANNOUNCING ANOTHER

REDEMPTION STORE
Visit The Store Located In The Northt
gate Shopping Center Open From
9-5 P.M., Mon. Thru Sat. Come In-Browse Around
Yes, Madame,

APPLE BROWN BETTY

mon until size of a pea. Sprin-

Hi
agai
NA •
Sa
to
The
obj:
ther
the
tion
gra.

kle apples with mixture and
The man of the house will go 2 lbs baking apples
along with those fancy desserts for a while but WI ;it he
really enjoys are the ones that
:nuttier used to prepare. So why
not more often take cut that
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and make one of
Dad and small-fry's favorite
desserts,

for about one hour. For an ex-

1 cup flour

tra treat serve with whipped or

'1
'a

Tw.
boo
His
in
abl
the
Ha
ust

serts for a while but what the

1 cup brown sugar

cup butter

vanilla ice-cream. Mother, you

tsp. cinnamon

can't resist this dessert if you
don't mind the pounds.

Peel and slice apple, Place
in loaf pan, mix together flour.
brown sugar, butter and cinna-

bit
pi,

Bye for now-,
Jana Porter
JANA C. PORTER

an.
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th,
th.
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THREE DELIGHTFUL coins and two saxophone selections were show, write to station WDIA for an
audition try-ont. Be sure to
the acts enjoyed by IIDIA's loge listener audience Saturday listen every Saturday at 11:00 when Big
Star brings you the Big
June 6 when this fine group performed on the Blg Star Talent Star Talent 'how on powerful
50,000 watts WM. Pictured from
chow. Hamilton, Melrose. and Manassas were ably represented left to right, standing in front —
Mildred Heard. First row —
by those young people, who may be our STARS OF TOMORROW! Mrs. C. Brandonk, Gwendolyn
Towncel, Barbara Perry, Vera
Big Star is happy to give Mid South young people a chance to Edwards. William Geard, Ann
Kirk, and Ava Heard. Standing
appear on this popular show. If you would like to be on this In back — Mrs. Heard.
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ON ADVICE FROM Nat Cole
Julie London visits a lawyer
(James Edwards) in effort to

JULIE TURNS from the bench
where Judge Robert Warwick Is presiding and gazes

Cole, Daniels, Edwards
Star In 'Quarter Moon'
New Julie London Pix

• wants any s
ng of this co
at say by lei
to equality a
stacles in th
spoke he
Durban Pa
Society.
--

straighten out the contusion
affecting her marriage as re•
suit of the scandal.

y

In disgust at Edwards who Is
certain he has prosed his point. I

Yes it appears that Chicago's
theatre has a tenant that
Garrick
binge
a
on
Chicago's loop is
IN FILM "NIGHT OF THE
climax by ripping her dress to
an interracial binge - film -wise will be around for quite a while. I JULIE IS SHOCKED as lawQUARTER Moon" on screen
By AL MONROE
expose color of her skin.
sensa•
a
brings
Edwards
yer
screening
clicking
hasl
from
are
the
of
First
boxoffices
week
and
at Garrick theatre Julie Londramatic
a
to
trial
bosoffice.
court
tional
at
terrific
been
closing
en. missed getting Harry "Suitcase'
through
NAT
curren
COLE'S
KING
morning
early
_.
don, her marriage on brink of
time.
gagement at Sands in Las Vegas Simpson the slugging outfieldet
scandal in San Francisco socie_
The latest interracial sock, and
lending June 18) has attracted would have returned to the YAP&
incidentally one of the best, is
many top names from liollywood KEES WHO wanted him for pinch.
"Night of The Quarter Moon" star, who planed • it to the gambling hitting.
ring Julie London (the former Mrs.
town to welcome Cole back from FROM BROADWAY comes re.
Jack Webb) and John Drew Bar
,South America. - JONAH JONES port that both Woody Heramnatzneatnncl.
Ws
rymore, so the marquee
,who was featured on the Emin George Shearing will organize
However there is sa much action 0
Fa triedd repAesatatir13 pwroogsv
'
, tiet
;
m
rar
nernatscia I bands for wintere
engage.
"lawyer
and
Julie
involving
INCIDENTALLY
James Edwards and singer Nat
PATRONS of Embers in New SOURCE says Herman is dicker.
Cole one must wonder if the marg mRn
ing
with Red Se
e- g
Saunders for the
lwas not followed step by step by convincing characterization. Her ; York the spot that "loves" Chi.
By HARRY LEVETTE
quee isn't too small to tell the
ledt the
r:
w ahClhicea
h e cago's Dorothy Donegan so much, drummer's chair atisipo
t
without
the
in
who
is
who
make
of
story
true
spoken
will
that
plans
Company
iiirshe
is
that
dialogue
her,
has
signed
Harris
new(
. INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.- The
musician once
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. - T Ii e
what is natural - DAKOTA STATON may
than
other
dialect
picture.
specmusical
real
a
she
program
that
the
recently
onl
appearing
until
it was not
"live" variety show
with both whites and Negroes in 'some sort of record 10 r travel man. - CHANCES ARE Red Will
reader of motion picture,
WT-TV produced and directed byl tacular. He hopes to present such The story is an interesting one average
first picture. She is as
limn offer down when and if il
may have forgotten by now 'node her
the south. It was a touching when she ends current tour in
news
Of
"Band
the
Mills
on
Slightly
indeed
Brothers,
Step
Four
as
acts
sucreal
proving
is
Harris
Baron
natural, and self-posed in The scene, when the white star holds San Francisco Saturday. - SINCE conies preferring to remain as
1 Brothers, Nat Cole and Sammy Da- Angels" kick only a bit more the wave of interest that spread
cessful.
d of his own aggregation.
been Althea in her arms when felled JUNE 6 when she appeared at
frank. It deals with Julie London's throughout the world a year ago. Horse Soldiers," as she has
. Program features singers, (lane., vis at various times.
it iswhen the news w a s mentioned in all her triumphs on the tennis by a stray bullet, during a battle Kiel Opera House in St. Louis'.
era, musicians and comics. Regu- 1 The program is completely se- marriage affairs and how
Althea Gibson, world's charm courts of the world,
between the Union cavalry and the she has worked every night enJars on the show include Jimmielpian which is not by Harris' belatedly discovered that she is.that
West Coast,
coo's combo and the singing "Four choice. However he hopes to make "part 2;egro" but married to a pion woman tennis star, was going As "Lukey" constant compan- Rebels. A considerable number of .route to the • • •
into motion pictures.
ion, confidante of C o n s t a n c e other Negro players served in',
I
.
Sounds." To these are added sev-,it interracial as soon as possible. San Francisco socialits.
,
DIwillSC JOCKEY
(wcFL)
start on Dtrainn .im
To add to the spotlighting James Since course of her preparation,Towers, beautiful young star, as "bits" and atmosphere "extra' CHICAGO'S
eral guest performers.
Sorkin
roles.
and
natural,
a
played
she
shooling,,liannah.
in
Edwards of "Home of the Brave" and her experiences
— around the world July t, a good
fame is the lawyer in the case
will journey, he calls it, that wilt
•
when Julie's affairs are aided in v
if
make Al Benson's proposed the
court. In an effort to prove somedid not make the flight) trip over
thing or other about her nationaliDixie dwrrf in comparison. lawyer Edwards snatches her
CLOSE FRIENDS SAY JOSH
garment off her back to show color
LOS ANGELES - Dooto Re.
WHITE'S young daughter has a l
of her skin.
specialty
television
audiences cords President Dootsie William,
The film also spotlights Billy
Bit' HAZEL WASHINGTON
reports
that sales of - Magic
would love. but has been refused
Daniels and his "Old Black MaMountain" by The Medallions
d'permission to go on air.
HOLLYWOOD - Here we go old fools are running out of argu- gic." singing voice. It also shows
who most impressed them - an
South Side . . .
the
of
CALVIN
DELORES
"show
By
a
segof
perpetuation
notable increase" since
IF YOU SAW "The Great
King Cole off singing and playing
again!!! Early this week, the ments for the
No casting has been attempted t feel "King Kong" is just the un Ziegfeld on
the Vernon Green - led group
regation, and other unfair tactics. piano along with
Anthony
Ray
television
must
you
with
protest
a
NAACP lodged
You can bet that they'll try to whose band supplies most of the NEW YORK - Over in Johan: - nor have tryouts seen ached - usual drama Americans would g° have wondered, as we did, why began its national tour.
are for . . . P. S. - We can tell theni
producers
Sam Goldwyn, jr., over his plans prove that "Porgy" and "Huck" music.
resburg, Africa, 'King Kong. sled . . . The
On their way east, The Medalmention on Bert Williams' parto produce "Huckleberry Finn." are true pictures of all Negroes, "Night Of The Quarter Moon" may be a big hit - but if and vouching for those in the cast now right now - change the name. ticipations in t h e series of Flo lions stopped off in Vernon's
Aniciica,
The complaint is similar to the and are perfectly acceptable.
Ziegfeld shows. OH, WELf, the home town, Deni,er, to play is
followed such intcrracialers 5s when they bring it to
objections lodged against his fa- Filmdoms first "spectacular" "Imitation of Life" and the Ilarry we doubt if it will meet with such
program went to Dixie you know. turn•away crowds.
ther's picture, "Porgy and Bess," (giant neon sign) to be built on Belafonte starrer and producedbowling success.
THE REGAL THEATRE has
objeca movie set in public view, to re- "The World, The Flesh and The The plot itself concerns a na-.
the parts of Negroes are
COMP up with a terrific program
Lorraine Hansberry
deare
tionably portrayed, and
main there until the production of Devil" into the hoop which is Chi- tional hero of pugilistic fame,.
for its patrons during months of
"Spartacus" is completed and re- cago's Broadway. The other two who, convicted of murder, finally.0
grading to the race.
July and August. - SOME OF To Write TV Script
Goldwyn's reply, is that "Mark leased, has just been erected.
THE very top names including
were real boxoffice and there is drowns himself . . Ile has earn.;
By WILLIAM EWALD
NEW YORK - Sarah Vaughan. - a real buy . . . Sammy Davis
e
Twain toiled 20 years writing this Overlooking the teeming Holly- every indication that "Quarter cd the nickname of ".King Kong"
' Jr., coming in for the premier Dakota Staton will appear on the (UPI) - Lorraine liansherry„...'
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book as a protest
Moon" will top their "take."
author of the broadway hit. Add.
... as many other of the top play. stage during that period.
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the natives with his w i t a n d stero recordings out and still goes
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AND SPEAKING OF live stage original script for the first of
to her favorite church in Newark,'
ably be filmed on the banks of word, "Spartacus." The 60-footing the roles now are so hoping r.J., whenever she's nearby. "Imishows the Tivoli has booked Ear- Dore Schary's NBC-TV PO
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the Mississippi in Twain's beloved wide spread of letteringjl perches
be
will
they
ths Kitt for first week in August. civil war specials. Schary
will
of Life" still leading first The
.gct-. tationThe
Hannibal, Mo., sometime in Aug- on the Hollywood hills with the To Air Fight News
- Wow! What next? - NOW IT produce five shows based
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Universal film lot, and the public
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NEW YORK - The press boys
ust.
CAN
be told. - HAD BILL Veeck civil war in 1961 for the network.
boys are using
''Shades of Black and white rah- has been wondering what it was were busy grooming movie actor so f
a LP sound track re- ' quotes the press
"Porgy and Bess"
hits, and while, brown and black now we know,
William Holden for a date with cording is one of the biggest sei.. to ballyhoo
•
Albert Zugsmith has a tight champ Floyd Patterson and lin- lers the country has had this getting more disgraceful every day
pigs."
they're tr:sing to portray it
The race bailers of the South schedule going, with the release ing up interviews to get first year.
an all-sex drama with Bess
are complaining that these stories of "The Beat Generation," in band into from Holden who'll act
Meanwhile Hugh Charles. agent as
streetwalker than a girl
Augfnr children, are sneaking ways'July, "The Big Operator" in
as a commentator between for the London backers, to bring more as a
"Porgy" . . . The
that the Negro is showing that ust and "Girls Town" net for re- rounds of the big fife June nth
Kong" to London and then' in love with
album featuring Louis
mcNcEteWvert
YyDsRK wnn Ic'haem Fahbulohus' sec what it hail to offer
the black people are superior to lease in Septernber. This g u y and all the time P,atterson was
. beautiful LP
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Armstrong, etc., which they. wait- BRIDGEPORT - The Capris,
the white - that marriages be- works hard and comes up with a big fan of Bill's. They spent ing
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the
long to put on
newly organized singinggroup at U.S. in 1955' are today consider.
tween white female rabbits with some dillies.
a wonderful afternoon out to They expect it to meet the sue- ed so
_
time of the premiere
a;
M
black males, is a form of propa- Debbie Reynolds played t h e
N.J. J°Ithig, Ms as "A Raisin In The Sun" to sell at the
Stratford high school here are he- e the top calypso act in the nain Summit'
- are going for less than $10 . . a
. is a p ay
•
pearances at the top clubs in the
ganda, advocating marriages be- French horn with a high school camp
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The McCleverty's have been dub- country including the Blue Angel
tween the two races.
one, he's not even worried.
Jo form of African life as "Rai•
y Promise
of
OU.
bed 'fabulous' for their unique ma- in Chicago . . the Riviera
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is
composed of Mil.' teriai, versatile ta/ent, and colorrot, and that the
Las Vegas . . the Plaza, the
tan Jackson, Tony Carlucci, Louie ful costumes.
. Waldorf, and the Jamaican Room
y
LaBarba, Tom Driver and Dewey Johnny McCleverty, leader of
this dynamic group, still remem- in New York.
Amos.
tiers when he and his brothers
The boys are huge favorites in were playing in St. Thomas. Virgin The DRIFTERS whose
Atlantis!
the New England states and may Islands, when a promoter persuad- record "There
Goes My Baby"
soon be seen and heard in other ed them to come to Miami Beach which recently broke into the
nasections of the nation if their re- for a 'short trial engagement' . . . tion's Top IOC begin one-nighters
cordurs co-,tinue in excite the pub- SixtyJwo weeks later, Johnny and in the South thru the 2a and openlic as the first release is doing. his brot‘er decided to leave Miami ing on the 26th at Philadelphia's
Beach and come to New York and Uptown Theatre.
Taking a look at the nation's
•
leading recording stars, what they
are doing and where one finds 'ern
scattered about the country.
Nat King Cole is at The Cocoanut Grove in Hollywood. Donna
Hightower opens at Roberts cafe
n Chicago this week. Milt BuckBUDDY JOHNSON, creator on
ner his piano and combo are at
Club 502 in Columbus, Ohio. Doro- "walk 'em Rhythm," continues to
thy Donegan is appearing at the ' be one of the most versatile and
Embers in Fort Wayne. Jonah talented artists in the business.
Jones is appearing at the Embers Buddy and his orchestra play a
in New York City. Dakota Staton one-night engagement at Carr's
is appearing in Cleveland, Ohio. Beach, Annapolis, Saturday.
j Baby Cortez is on stage at Tivoli
/ theatre in Chicago. Louis Jordan
and his combo are in Bermuda. mental ELSIE & WILLENE
featuring Elsie Smith
These are but a few of the top re- QUARTET. feat
! and Willene Barton, will leave
cording artists.
• ••
1 the Club Astoria in Baltimore for
RED PRYSOCK, who recently a two-week engagement at the Big
pinched -hit in a Pittsburgh Club''M' in Boston Elsie Smith played
ROSE, right famous y'olversItv'c 151st commencement
while the Sarah McLawler-Richard tenor sax for Lionel Hampton for BILLY
Mondays
broadcast
ries,
sly; miller; Aaron RendleMiller for NBC Radio NetMemMINORITIES SPEAK
Dr. Hernbeet !amps
TWOIFICer is shown pis( Esereises.
'
Otto Trio flew to Miami to perform two years and Willene Barton lead
through Thursdays from 7:40
man. a Negro; and Germanwork's "Image Minorities."
bers of three groups are later
on
own
Convention,
girl
hoer
'Oent of the university mad*
orchestra before emu- .utter r;•••e,ving an h,--rarv doctor
annual DJ
the
at
Chiin
The
WMAQ
group,
P-m•
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9-00
in
dress
Gertrude
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Conhorn
'lob
Maria
left:
York
viewed in a New
of fine arts degree at Wilberforce the presentation.
lour thru New Jersey and Penn. bining talents,
La Rosa, who comes from lt•
cam
sldine is narrator of the sefactory by NBC reporter Jay
By HILDA SEE

ty on charges she is ball NeNat
gro seeks advice from
King Cole who sings in the
film.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin- Will answer all mail and send
gle man who would enjoy corre- picture. Martha Bridge, 237 Woodsponding with a lonely lady be- land Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
tween the ages of 30 and 40. I
• ••
am 5 feet, 6 inches tall, dark
It
Dear Mme. Chante: Please help
1 111111'
.1 1111iiiolli 111101
I 1111
/111111111 browa complexion, weigh 172 lbs. me
find a nice lady that wants
My hobbies are writing, fishing, to get married.
I am 39, brown
swimming, reading good books
complexion
ed, weigh 200 lbs., 6
i
and TV. I also enjoy tennis.
11
feet tall I am a steady worker,
Would enjoy writing to anyone reI
like sports and dancing. Would
gardiess of nationality. I hope like a lady
under 40 years old.
some lonely lady will write a lone- Race or religion does
not matter.
(LOOK UP INERE?SCE YEA14
Please send photo in first letter.
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Nu• I will do the same. Ernest HowVirgil Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif. Calif.ar,
889 Hayes, San Francisco,
UP...
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eeet. aChnaienete:ladly fwro
ieunld
d
• ••
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Dear Mine. Chante: I desire a
ll I
as a companion. I arn very lone- good dependable companion.
I am
ly. Wish a lady between 40 and a business man 48
years of age,
45. I am a widow. Mrs. Curtis, 5 feet, 5
inches tall, weigh 160
9319 Amesbury Rd., C-0 Davis, lbs., black hair,
;SI
brown complexCleveland 6, Ohio.
ion. Interested in sincere lady
4 *•
of any age, or nationality; must
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Jun- he modest,
gentle and coopersior partner in C&W Enterprises, five. No flirts
or alcoholics aea young and enterprising business cepted. Mr.
C. Abrams, 1103 N.
but
personally
a
very
loneCharming ave., St. Louis 6, Mo.
1111/1/M1/1/1111,
some man. Operating a business
a •.
of this nature is very demanding, Dear Mme. Chante:
I would
consequently most girls my age like to find
a good
man
have a tendency to overlook me. between 40 and
60 who is
I am 30 years of age, considered willing to do the things
that are
handsome by some. I am looking right. I am 40. 5
feet. 4 inches
for a wife that is understanding tall, black
hair, dark brown
and willing to work with me. I eyes, weigh
160 lbs. Will be glad
would prefer a woman between to exchange snapshots.
If not sinthe ages of 21-30 with some col- core please
do not write. 0. N.
lege background, attractive a n d King, 6545 Kimbark,
Chicago, Ill.
likes sports. I will exchange pho•
•• •
too and answer all letters. Mr. Dear Mine,
Chante: I am a 37.
Robert G. Cato, 624 S. Tucson year-old gentleman
here from Los
Blvd., Tucson, Ariz.
Angeles and very 1.0 nesom e. MEMPHIS, Tenn. —Dr. James 508 N. Third St.; the Annual Banh
•• •
Would like very much to meet a B. Cayce, Pittsburgh, director quet at Ellis auditorium, second
WASHINGTON — On being no- Dean Johnson. He is a man
Dear Mme. Chante: I am lone- nice Christian
lady between 30 general of the National Sunday floor.
some and would like to meet the and
lifted that the Senate had con- among men and a scholar among
40 years. She can have chil- school and Baptist Training Union The advance registration, indiright
girl with marriage in mind, dren and color does
firmed his appointment Thursday scholars. We still call him dean
cates an attendance of more than
not matter, Congress, announces
a large num- 15,000 at this 54th Session at
I am 26, my line of work is en- Please send picture
as ,a Commissioner of the Corn- in our organization, because the
— if not singincering, structural and air- cere, do not write.
Memphis.
converge
mission on Civil Rigats, Dr. title seems to fit. This is particutrains
her
special
of
will
R. E. Mason,
frame. I am light complexioned, P. 0. Box
George Marion Johnson displayed any true in the explosive field
9061 Cedar Street, An- on Memphis, bringing thousands
.5 feet, 9 inches tall and weigh I'M nex, Lansing,
a brand of humility which has in which we work daily.
Mich.
The
of delegates to the Congress meet
lbs. I like music, dancing and all
been characteristic of him through problems that concern us are ones
•• •
out door sports. I will answer all Dear Mme. Chante: My wife —a school of methods, and the
the years.
which are susceptible to extremes.
letters: please send a picture and and I are Christians, retired and Board meeting of the National
lie said simply; quietly:
Even those who study and should
I will do the same. Allen Greene, living in Mexico. We have lived Baptist Convention, June 22-28.
"Quite naturally, I am gratified take an objective interest in the
C-0 General Delivery, Peekskill, in Detroit, Chicago, Denver aria
, Dr. Cayce, stated that among
by the Senate's voice-vote con- legal developments of equal proN. Y.
firming my nomination to mem- tection under our laws, are apt to
beconie members of your pen pal the specials will be the Dr. Max.
•
•
bership on the Commission on go overboard on one side or the
club and correspond with someone well's Presidents Special, leaving
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 23. who
Mexico.
and news
will an. New York; Chicago Special; TexCivil Rights. However, I leave the other. It is our job to consider
information
would from
like some
very
lonesome and would like to
as Special, conducted by Dr. S.
position of Director of the Office these questions fairly and objectreceive
letters from men between swer all letters. Levi and Lula Lo
a . SppecBiailll;e tlaD
bar mE
T.oiAsilaez
clepre;ta
n a ns
of Laws, Plans and Research of ively notwithstanding the pres29
and 42. I am brown skin, nice Hill, Calle Be Cotopaxi No. 33,
the Commission's staff with mix. sures of time limitations, the
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — An inMississippi
looking,
oups;
Special,
4 feet, 9 inches tall, Colonia Independencia, Guadalat h e ternational group of friends and
ed emotions. Working with a staff limelight of publicity, and the
Gayden;
W.
Rev.
J.
Georgia
weigh
160 lbs. I like all sports. jars, Jalisco, Mexico.
Spe- admirers of Jane Addams will
of competent, sincere, and very sometimes trying circumstances
cial, the Rev. L. A. Pinkston,
loyal people for the past year has under whch we must work.
sponsor her centennial next year.
been a most rewarding experi- "Throughout
The Congress has an improve- The Jane Addams Centennial
1
my
experence
ence."
F
itsmeorg
Aarifisizadttivoinsaton
l sec
t 117 C
with the dean," Tiffany continueeidttetemsinweek
nonintin
Philadelphi
fhat soam e aeo
nThe former dean of Howard ed, "he has been a loyal and
eria Okays
Advancesir ,,i •s Leader.,
University's Law school, who was energetic member of the
.o.i.
yooth persons will serve on the sportstaff. I
named by President Eisenhower have admired ins dispassiona
Leaders' division, Pastors divi- goring committee in a year-long
te
on March 10, to fill the sacancy apnroaeh, his Seen analysis
Laboratory
Skill
school,
sion,
celebration of the 100th birthday
of
created by the death of J. Ernestproblems, and his
,hop, Administration workshop, anniversary of the first American
qualities of
Wilkins, said the nature of the leadcrinp, as Chief of
Adult
division,
General
division,
woman to receive the No
our Dm commiso'
WASHINGTON—President Wil- front the post to the mines and Ministers Wives division and Ad- Peace Prize.
ssn s statutory assign- sion of Laws, Plans and Research.
ment is ssc ; •••
ministration division.
liam V. S. Tubman has announc- a toss's at the mine site.
•
- •• "In all he does, he manifests
Sponsors include Albert Schweitwally cannot be kept advised of a mature
ed that the Government of the The entire venture will coat The general sessons of the Con- zer, Eleanor Roosevelt,
intellect born of his
Supreme
sie careful aid painstaking ef• thoroughly
Republic
of
Liberia
has
just
apgress
will
be
Ellis
held
in
around
the
Court
Justices Felix Frankfurter
$250 million and ore
proven professional
forts of the staff.
proved preliminary
documents should be moving out of Liberia auditorium each day and the 80 and William 0. Douglas,
competence. His even tempera
Stuart
covering a new plan for the de- from the Mount Nimba
"Fact - finding, study, and ap- merit is unusual and provides
area by special classes in Christian Edu- Chase, Harry Emerson Fosdick,
a
velopment of the Mount Nimba 1963. Plans submitted to
praisal are not spectacular achy- comforting and reassuring atmosthe Li- cation will be held in the Booker Langston Hughes, Robert M. Hutiron ore body.
ales. Because of time limitations phere in •times of stress.
berian Government call for t h e T. Washington High school, Mis- chins, Stephen King-Hall, ArchiWhen I
The Commission•s report, whichsay these things,
The new program is a joint ven- shipment of ten million tons by sissippi Lauderdale streets and bald MacLeish, Reinhold Nieburr,
I speak for our
DR. GEORGE M. JOHNSON
ture of the Liberian - American- 1965.
must be submitted to the Presi- sntire staff as well as
the Junior High school on Lauder- Kathleen Norris, Linus Pauline,
for mydent and Congress by September self."
Bertrand Russell, Norman ThomReserves of the high-grade ore dale St.
deliberate, and consider both B. degree from the University of Swedish Minerals company and
cover
at Mount Nimba are estimated to Other meetings will be held as as and Norman Cousins.
•.• • Dr. Johnson hides the satisfac• sides
question in a very California at Berkeley in 1929, the Bethlehem Steel company.
"
I
any
an . of civil rights assigned tO lion he must feel
follows:
Mount Nimba is located in the exceed 200 million tons.
Purpose of the centennial is to
over the growth admirable and lawyer-like man- and was awarded the Sheffieldthe Commission by Congress.
Sanborn Scholarship for graduate Central Province of Liberia and
Under the agreement the Liber- The five ministers seminars, give nationwide tribute to the life
of the Howard University I. a w ner. It has been a
pleasure to s.0
•
• taxation
•
is believed to contain one of the ian Government will have a 50 Metropolitan Baptist church; min- and works of Jane Addams and
"I sincerely hope, however, that School during the 12 years (1946.
ay. For his work in
work with you as one of the leadthe University
the report will reveal accurately 38) he served as dean of that
of
California largest and highest grade iron ore percent stock interest with t h e isters wives seminars, First Bap- to hold up her contributions to
ing
members
of the staff, and I awarded him the J.S.D. degree, deposits known in the world to- other 50 percent divided between tist church, The
and objectively the farts relating achool. Under his leadership the
Laboratory the causes of peace, racial equalto sonic of our National deficien• curriculum was expanded. the look forward to a pleasant asso- the highest academic degree in day.
American, Liberian and Swedish school for Children's work at First ity, justice and social betterment
Plans submitted by the conces- principals.
ui fulfilling the constitutional Howard Law Journal was inaug- riation with you on the Commis the legal profession.
Baptist church, 682 S. Lauderdale as an inspiration to all Americentennial
promise of equal justice under urated, the student organization sien. — Robert C. Storey.* "
committee
Dr. Johnson practiced law in sionaires include the construction The Government will have the St.; The Youth Rally headquart- cans,
of a town and port at Lower Bu- right to elect five of the 11 mem- ers at St. Stephen Baptist church, spokesmen said.
joined the American Student Bar Senator
law."
Kuchel stated further: California and aerved as an attor- chanan, a
The
centennial
170-mile
railroad
•Association
The dean lit his pipe, reflected
committee, headto run bers of the board of directors.
and Student Law Day
ney for the California State Board
ed by Carmelite Ilinton, has been
I bit-, and then continued:
was established. Students began -I believe tile President of the of Equalization. In 193e he became
—
Appoint
s
set
New
up
Secretar
to
merits
carry
y
out this purpose
"It- does not seem too much to participation in inter law school United States
congratula•
the Senior Assistant Tax Counsel
'
by the Jane Addams Peace Ass°.
in his nomination of Dean to the Board. In 1941, after teachexpect that the Federal Gos-ern- moot court competition, and a tions
.
NEW YORK — David Scribner elation and
the Women's Internament, the several State Govern- modarn two million dollar I a w
-c
ing a year at the Howard Univer
New York attorney, has been des- tional League for
talents, and the people will recog- school building was erected and favofable consideration of this sity law School, he took leave to
Peace and Free•
ignated
as
national
executive
secdom. Jane ,Addams, co-founder of
subcommittee and by the full corn- serve with the President's Comnize and discharge their respect.- dedicated.
retary
of
National
the
Lawyers
Chicago's
mittee."
(ye responsibilities to eliminate SENATORS
Hull House, the Worn•
mittee on Fair Employment PracENDORSE
Guild, it was announced by John en's International
the deficiences shown to exist. To The Honorable Thomas
League f iir
H. Ku- Senator Clair Engle, of Califor- tires. By 1945 when he returned
M. Coe, Guild president.
Peace
and
Freedom and many
expect less is to doubt the effies• obel, Senior U. S. Senator
to teach at Howard, he was serv•
from nia, stated:
serving
Scribner
succeed
will
Royal
as
Dr.
the
League's internacy of desnocracj."
California gave good indication of "As a fellow Californian, I have
!
In as Acting General Counsel of HAWKINS, Texas — The second fundamental educaton. Among W. France as executive secretary. tional president
in 1931 when she
Dean Johnson, who celebrated Dean Johnsnn's prestige among followed Dr.
annual Board for
Fundamental program participants were Presi- Dr. France
Johnson's career `"e FEPC
'
Was
continue
will
Guild
awarded
Sc
the
his -59th birthday last month, is a Congressional leaders when
Nobel Peace
he with pride. Ile has distinguished In 194, Dr. Johnson was ap- Education conference of program dent Cleo W. Blackburn, execu- secretary.
Prize.
realist on racial questions w h o stated, before a Senate
Commit- aimself as a lawyer, educator, pointed Dean of the Law School center co-ordinators was held on tive director for the Board of FunThe
second
American
has--recognized that the laws are tee:
woman to
and public servant. The distillate until his resignation in May,
the Jarvis Christian college cam- dametal Education; Dr. John E.
university committee on Funda- receive that honor was Emily
lot. as he puts it, "the ultimate "I have known Dean Johnson of knowledge and experience
Baker, director of program planthat Dr. Johnson is married and re- pus, June 13-15.
mental Education, eight Self-Help Greene Balch of Boston, w h o
answer to the problem."
by reputation for many years, es- Dr. Johnson has absorbed from sides
iris wife at 1307 JackRepresentatives
the ning for BFE; and many of the programs
from
or Fundamental Educa- was also international League
He believas the most important pecially through his work as Dean his diverse endeavors qualifies son St., N.E. They maintain
their Board's centers in Indiana, Tex- local program coordinators.
tion Centers were represented president in her award year. She
thing is not to find out how ahus- of the Howard University I.
eminent"- as a mollifier of Permanent residence, however, in as, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Tennes- Among discussions
a w
topics
were:
They were Jarvis Christian col- has been elected co - chairman
es happen and provide penalties, School, as a member of the
Ad- the Commission on Civil Rights. San Bernardino, Calif. Mrs. lob- see, and West Virginia discussed "The Initiation, Progress, a n d
lege, Hawkins, Texas; Flanner with Pearl S. Buck of the centenbut to determine why they hap- visory Commktee of the
tutor,' linportan.. iir. Jo'nn.son's son by a former marriage ways to strengthen fundamental Problems in Developing
Juvenile
Coma
House, Indianapolis, Ind.; North- nial sponsoring committee.
pen.
Court of the District of Colum- son will bring to the Commission is d lieutenant in the U. S. Air education
center programs and munity Self-Help Plan," "The So- land college, Ashland, Wis.;
He hopes that by marshaling bia, and as a member
The The observance has been enof the the kind of flexibility, character, Force.
made plans for the coming year. ciologist Looks At The Commu- Arnold
the best brains in the social sci• liasrd of Trustees of the
Community,
Duluth, dorsed by Burke Williamson, presDistrict and disposition demanded of a job He belongs to 11 professional Chairman for the Conference nity And Its Problems," and "DeMinn.;
cores, the answer may be found of Columbia Legal
Naytahwaus
h, (The White ident of the board of trustees of
Aid &wean. that at best is a difficult one. In societies, includang the California was Dr. Paul If Miller, provost veloping Cooperation Among Parand the causes of racial prejusiss • s•
,
,s s
ex, his Important capacitiess on the Bar, U. S. Supreme Court Bar, of Michigan State university. Dr. ish Churches for Total Communi- Earth Reservation), Min.; The Hull-House association, and Ruin dice .eliminated. He sees contin- twos's:
Dale
Hollow
Larger
Parish, Pick- sell Ballard, director of II u 1 1is
-"tort ;:. Sir- President's Committee on E ai r American Bar Association a n d Miller is chairman of the Michi- ty Growth.
tied gains beingmade in the bat-,y, a
ett and Overton Counties, Tenn.; House association, who are alao on
member of t h e Commis- Employment Practice from 1941 National Bar Association
State
gan
university
committee
on
Including the Michigan State and Wirt County, W. Va.
the against prejudice, and places
the sponsoring committee.
sion on Civil Itigats, dean of toe to 1945, Dr Johnson proved himmajor importance on "keeping
self to be a man of great stabiliSouthern
Methodist
University
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of the American Bar Asso- reasonable, and objective under
LIKE 114frt...114EN
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/ HE'S CAUGMT:
that differences inay be ins, out elation,
%foto.,
the
most
trying
of circumstancwho wrote to Dean Johnthrough negotiation and under- son as
follows:
standing.
" 'My Dear Dean Johnson: Ali The Rev. Theodore M. Iles.
• PRAISES DR. JOHNSON
though I have extended personal burgh, president of the University
How well he has fulfilled the congratulat
ion,
' to you upon your of Notre Dame and a member of
. requirements of his assignment nomination
as a member of the the Commission, on endorsing
were emphasized by Gordon M. Civil Rights
Commission, I want Dean Johnson's nomination, stet's Tiffany, staff director of the Com- to record
my delight at your ap•
mission' on Civil Rights and for- pointment.
"All of us who have worked
icier Attorney General of N e w
""Your are not only eminently with him have a high regard
for
Matlapahire. On supporting Dr. qualified
by reason of your know- his character, intelligence, and
, 2011aaneint nomination Wore the ledge,
devotion to the sacred min- Judgment. His presence on the
Ofional Rights Sub-Commit- miles Of
our u
, tee of the sonai Judiciary Com• of government (institutional form Commission ‘‘uuld be a great as, and your expert. set to all of us and to the work
Apittee. -Tiffany said:
ence, hut what I admire about of the Civil Rights
Commission."
"Ran* OM had a person like YOU is that you are very calm, Dean
tI
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-SEGREGATION IN PRISoN

1'11111
'

...iliTEGRATtoN I PRisoN? AN DON'T
EVEN LIKE 1NIS 'HIE- GRATED ouTFIT
AN NAVE -TiolEAR!

Somebody has broken down cal singing, hut in several other
\
\
A.
I
man's life into a series of unique important fundamentals of sucdecades. The break-down includes: cessful living. A. C. Williams,
Subseripthin rote: One mum Si; ell owintlas, 13.10. (2-year %timbal Subscription mite $101
the Tender Teens, Twinkling Twen- their original organizer and con4111;4
-4.7to
ties, Tireless Thirties, Fiery For. tinuing director, drills the kids in
Photos.
The Tri-gteiv Defeedor Does Net Take DuMseesibility len unsolicited Manuscripts
ties, Fearless Fifties, Seeking Six- such matters of importance in
ties, Sacred Seventies, and the character growth as respect for
Published lairs Thursday by the Tri-Stet• Defender Publishlop Co. littered os Second
1,
Aching Eighties. Beyond that evi- excellence in whatever they're dodently nobody wants to venture ing. He, with the help of such muClose Metter it the Memphis Peet Office March 20, 11152, Under Aar es Marsh 2, 1171.
any description beyond the ex- sic teachers as Mn. Catherine
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Johnson, teaches the youngsters an
clamation "Ugh.unh-b•h!"
Perhaps the division that more appreciation for good musk,
nearly includes features of all the and to give their own interpretarest, though, is the "Tender tions in songs in the best manner
Teens." That's truly a tender that time and circumstances will
time for most folk . . . although permit. He places emphasis on dethere are some "tough" teen-agers. pendability, loyalty to the group
Most Teen-agers have a certain and themselves, punctuality, good
"twinkling' sparkle about them behavior and high moral character,
'even in the "Beat Age." Most to take pride in themselves and
I
have a lot of energy , . . although strive always for excellence. As a
result, there's a certain pardonable
been
have
to
seemed
'em
of
some
him
had
to
In Columbus, Ga., the other day, a gation and that the opposition
clannishness about Teen-Towners
born "tired."
from his effort to reNearly all Teen-Agers are rath- that sets them apart from ordiPresbyterian minister was unceremoniously "stemmed primarily
lates the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the cur- er high strung (fiery; and impuls- nary youngsters
dismissed from his church. BOCAU1141 of an
ive. And everybody knows most Yet, the Teen-Towners are a
rent racial problem in our Southland."
of 'em don't know enough to be democratic organization. They rearticle he had written for the Look Magatook
The movement to purge Mr. McNeill
afraid . . . that's why the armed present a cross.section of the
"creative
a
for
calling
zine, two years ago,
the form of economic pressure. Some mem- services dote on them so heavi- town's teen-age Negro youth. The
contact between leaders of both races," the bers of the church withheld their pledge ly. The Teen-Ages are the quest- organization is open to applicayears . when tions for membership to kids in
Rev. Robert B. McNeill was tossed out of payments and refused to support his budg- ing . . seeking
kids are seeking to find themselve all the city's and county's high
his pulpit and forced into the ranks of the et. But the pastor would not retract his and seeking to know others and schools
. and even some of the
if they
their environment. There is some- elementary schools . .
unemployed.
words; he kept on affirming that:
thing "sacred" about sixteen; and are old enough and talented
segreeither
of
advocacy
no
There was
"Segregation on the basis of color alone Teen-agers do have their occasion- enough. Incidentally, not too much
. if nothing more than stress is placed on talent. Mr, Wilgation or integration. The article merely implies inferiority, with the further im- al aches
liams and Mrs. Johnson, seern to
puppy love.
suggested that while the state and Federal plication that inferiority b.
, nature permits the pangs of
have a policy of "taking what they
WON'T BOTHER EXPERTS
laws were being debated there should be inferiority of treatment.
But it's not the aim here to cut get and making what they want."
experts in adolescent As a result, some of the brightpoints of contact between the Negro and
"The term that best describes our mode in on the
The idea here is mere- est singing stars in the nation
white people that might help to resolve of operation is creative contact. It means psychology.
ly to pay a tribute . . . however have come from the ranks of
existing discord and mistrust.
that even while the state and Federal laws weak . . . to Teenagers in general WDIA's Teen-Town Singers.
particu- The roll of outstanding "graduThe Rev. Mr. McNeill is evidently a are in contention there should be points of . . Negro Teen-Agers in
lar . . . and to a group of Mem- ates" of the group is getting longman of intelligence and broad convictions. contact between the white and Negro peo- phis Negro Teen-Agers very, very er with the years. And the roll includes not only singers of popuparticularly.
Well," said Simple, "this old an integrated one, such as I hear a Negra can bat!
He must have had deep meditation on this ple that are creative."
Reference is made to the Teen. lar songs like Ed Townsend and cracker in Virginia was down on tell they has in New York. So do " 'Lord, You know I think le
representameens
racial conflict; and no doubt he is fully
"This
He explained:
TownSingers, an aggregation of Frances Burnett, hut young men his knees praying — because he not let me meet no New York would be a good idea if You would
prepared to suffer martyrdom for a cause tion of both groups on city councils, grand talented teen-age boys and girls and women who are attaining die. were getting right ageable and he Negras in heaven, Lord, nor none send Christ down to earth again.
in which he believes. In his valedictory ger. juries, school boards, medical societies, who sing every Saturday morning tinction in success in topflight wanted to be straight with God what ever flirted with the NAA- It is about time for the Second
Corning, because I don't believe'.:
over Radio Station WDIA. This is schools of music and on the con- before he went to the kingdom. So CP or Eleanor Roosevelt.
ministerial associations, and other public
mon to the congregation he said:
really a remarkable group of cert stage. This latter develop- he said, 'Lord, help me to get "As you is my Father, Lord, Christ knows what Negras is mg,'
so
who
agencies."
"There are those in the church
youngsters. They enjoy a lot of ment must be a direct result of right, do right, and be right, be- lead me not into black pastures, to in this modern day and age.
distinctions. The group has Mr. Williams' success in securing fore I ascends to Thy sight. Help but deliver me from integration, They is up to devilment, Lord—
true
subnot
did
however,
explanation,
overtly despise race prejudice that they are
The
been organized since 1949 as a the full support of Station WDIA me to make my peace with Ne- for Thine is the power to make all riding in the same train coaches
willing to wear a black badge of stigma due the flaming passion of the extremists
policy of showing tangible in providing cash scholarships for gras, Lord, because I have hated white as snow. But I would still with us, setting beside us on busuntil all racial injustice is wiped out."
who wanted McNeill's scalp. They contend- appreciation for the support which various Teen-Towners . . . en. them all my life,
know a Negra even though he es, ending their little Negro chit.
"should be it receives from the bulk of its abling them to attend good schools, "If I do not go to heaven, Lord, were white, by the way he sings, dren to school with our little white
pulpit
the
of
on
voice
fall
the
not
that
did
ed
message
farewell
His
children. Even talking about they
. . the Negroes of the where their talents gain them furmeans listeners
I do not want to go to hell with also by certain other characterisdeaf ears. Members of the choir burst into the voice of the congregation." This
Mid-South, to whom its programs ther opportunities. Also to be praiswait tics which I will not go into now do not like to be segregated in
there
down
Negras
them
all
Uni•
the
follow are primarily beamed.
ed in this connection is
Jail no more — that a jail is a„,
tears and several elders and parishioners that a minister must not lead but
log to meet me. I hear the Devil because a prayer is no place to
view can The Teen-Town program on vernal Life Insurance company, is in league with Negras, and if explain everything. But you under public place for which they also,,,
denounced the Presbytery action and de- his congregation blindly. Such a
conand
most
their
first
of
one
more
much
taxes.
WDIA represent more,
Devil associates with Negras, stand as well as I do, Lord, why PAY
manded that their minister be retained. only prevail in a backwoods community than just another entertainment sistent sponsors, along with sev- the
" 'Lord, separate black taxes
ire must be a Yankee Negra-lover a Negro Is something special.
other
establishments
business
eral
In
and
format.
ignorance
station's
the
to
on
feature
abdicates
met,
where reason
Such demands are not expected to be
who would not give me no pro- - Lord, could I ask You one from white taxes, black sheep
the first place, the organization of Memphis.
from white sheep, and Negro sotfor the decision to oust McNeill seems final prejudice.
In this time of hue and cry over tection. Lord, take me to Thy king' thing' Did YOU make Negras just diers from white soldiers before_
of some 100 youngsters, selected
to asbedevil white folks? Was they
The Rev. Mr. McNeill deserves a Con- on a basis of talent and interest, the juvenile delinquent, it might dom where I will not has',to
and irrevocable.
with a hell full of Negres• put here on earth to be a trial the next war. I do not want my
medal of honor for his bravery represents one of the largest ag- he well to take a "breather" thru actuate
When the Rev. Mr. McNeil backed up gressional
and tribulation to the South? Did grandson atomized with no Negri.
young Negro singers the medium of a glance at the Do you hear me. Lord?'
of
gregations
Christian
of
the cause
beyond
and
above
by
article
his
you then create the NAACP to add Lord, dispatch Christ down hero.in
cracker
old
expressed
achievement
the
and
overall
answered
record
sentiments
Lord
about
''The
the
In the South. They're
to see what a pretty pass things •
is
it
for
It, brimstone?
honored,
fire
be
to
Colonel
deserves
might
thee,
It
Singers.
the
He
of
Teen-Town
h
duty.
radio
'I
said,
Negro
of
and
group
largest single
reiterating them in the pulpit, he aroused
Lord, soon as a has come to before it is too late.
know,
'You
"
of
praise
thou
mead
a
to
wile
give
well
be
else
What
nation.
the
the
in
Cushenberry.
vocalists
to
devotion
steadfast
the ire of about 50 of the church's 1,200 through such
Negra gets an inch he wants an " 'Great Lord. God, Jehovah.
The Teen-Towners have been to- to those responsible for their di- haat of me?'
social justice that America's gether
members. A church commission which in,. principles of
longer than any other simi- rection. organization, and support. "The old cracker prayed on, el. Give him an el, he wants it Father, send Your Only Begotten
be spared universal condem- lar group of their race any- It would be well to wish them 'Lord, dead Lord, sines I did not ALL. Pretty soon a white man Son In a Cloud of Fire to straight.
Quired into the matter came to the conclu- culture may
COME en nut this world and put Negras
that more voices will be where. They observed their Tenth many more anniversaries. And it have a niceold colored mammy will not be able to sing
hope
We
nation.
sion that Mr. MeNeill's tenure was no longmight be well to raise up niers in my childhood, give me one in TO JESUS without a Niue want- back in their places so Igen
Anniversary last Saturday.
defense.
They receive adequate direction, kids for a "group that does okay." heaven, Lord. My family were too ing to sing along with him. And straighten out my soul before that
er compatible with the views of the eengre- raiwl in his
not ouly to the rudiments of Ow Now, whatchubet!
poor to afford a black mammy for You know Negras can outline us, last trumpet sounds.
my father's eight children. I were Lord. Soon a white man cannot " 'When I get ready to go he
mammyless as a child. Give me walk down the street with a white Glory, Lord, put on my white robe,
a mammy in heaven, Lord. Also woman, without a Negri wanting and prepare to step into Thy char.
a nice old Negri to polish my to walk down the street with one, lot, I do not want no Negras linSenthe
in
found
be
ever
will
as
publicans
exan
ed up talking about the Supreme
President Eisenhower passod up
golden slippers and keep the dust too,
know. Lord. Negras can Court's decreed integrated seats in
'You
"
ate.
wings.
my
out
of
leadmoral
his
cellent opportunity to assert
'But, Lord, if educated Negras out-walk, out-run, out-jump, a n d Celestial Chariots, too. If I hear
The mystery of it all iii that Ike, ever
ership when a reporter Queried him on the
he
in heaven, keep them out of out-bat us. Now that they got Ne- tell of such, Lord, I elect to stay
that
from
away
since, has been backing
at
ray
sight. The only thing I hate gras on the maim- league baseball right hero on earth — where
if
asked
was
Ike
tea
Airports — Senate - House
Mack Parker lynching.
controversial Section 3 of his bill which WASHINGTON — (UPI) — StatNegri' is teams, there is no doubt about how least Faubus is on my tide.' •
educated
an
worse
than
four
on
us of major legisllatIon in Con- fortes seeking agreement
he hid been consulted about the FBI with- would have given the Justice Department
year, $338,000,000 bill to aid airgrecs:
inovert
all
in
the
that
jurisdiction
port construction.
added
and
yes,
necessary
the
drawal. He said
Civil Rights—Senate and House
new action pending on Civil Rights Space — Senate Space commitJustice Department felt that the withdraw- fringements of civil rights. Even his
tee approved $4.55,300,000 authorimeasures.
Conto
sent
he
further
which
measure
forestall
To
rights
civil
al w a s necessary.
— House Rules zation to bolster mamin.space proRights
States
for
allow
discussion on that issue, the President mov- gress some months ago does not
committee sent to floor a hill to gram. House has passed $4110,560ed on Quickly to the next Question. Thus as much power as the FBI should have for curb Supreme Court powers over 000 version.
some state laws such as sedition. Housing — Senate Housing con.
was muffed a superb occasion to bolster up Federal intervention.
fereee seeking agreement on MSenate hearings underway.
was
conference
of
denunciation
press
president's
The
civil rights with a ringing
Depressed Areas — House ac. 100,000,000 omnibus housing pre.
the brutal lynching in the state of Missis- the place and the time to have reminded tion pending on $2.51,000,000 bill to gram.
Insurance — Senate House
the people of his stand on lynching and to aid chronic unemployment areas. conferees seeking agreement on
sippi.
own version.
sacrificial Senate has passed
brutal
evil,
this
denounced
have
assumpDefense — House passed a n d bill raising life insueeeee comIt would not be an unwarranted
prejudice as sent to Senate $35,548,339,000 fiscal pany income taxes $200,000,000 a
ain. Eisenhower is op- rite to the blind god of race
tion to pay that
year.
spending bill.
LAGOS, Nigeria — Believe it or knit and every relative feels free The rice Is cooked with tomatoes,
forthright on having no place in an enlightened democ- 1960 military
Pend to lynching. He was
not,
you cannot get true Nigerian to help himself from the resourc- onions, and various spices. The
ettimelitte
he
if
111111111111ONNINIIIIIIIIiitil
forgiven
111111101111111111111111111111
been
11111101111111illiiiii11161111
have
41111111111Iiii111111111111111
He would
that point in the original draft of his 1957 racy.
or dinner in any of the ho- is of his kin. Good friends also most impressive ingredient in al]
lunch
for admonition the familiar
tell and public eating places here. take hospitality and generosity for Nigeran food, however, is the Pep.
civil right; bill which was emasculated by had used
e.
beset: "I told you se!"
Thanks to Mr. Ade ()jure of the granted. They are not as p r
as weird a eeelition of Democrats and ReNigerian Broadcasting Corpora- sumptuous as relatives, but they per, red pepper. The Nigerians
like their food much hotter than
tion and Mr. B. onobsnjo, secre- come close,
When the visitor found out that anything we eat.
tary of the Jurnalists' Union and
a stringer correspondent of t h e I was from America, he started Since I am very fond of rice,
New York Times here, I am now talking politics and it was obvious the meal was a great treat algetting acquainted with the local from the start that he was more though the pepper almost made
socialist than capitalist. Mr. Ona- me wince. The next dish was a
foods.
Most of the public eating places, banjo was irritated by his talk gelatin-like dessert filled with
of course, are patronized manly and began to refute everything fresh native fruits. They topped
WASHINGTON — The Liberian
by the Europeans and other ex- he said. I could not keep f rom theirs off with a thick, rice cream
him the right to hike branch of the National City Bank
patriates who live and work here. laughing when the lawyer spoke which I had to forego. After desBy HARRY WILSON SHARPE and to give
the interest rate ea new govern- of New York, the Bank of MonThe Mainland, which is the most about American policy. He had his sert came the coffee.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — meat bond issues.
rovia, plans to spend around
modern hotel with air-conditioned facts twisted and mixed up in such
I enjoyed a similar meal at the
rooms, has British cuisine and you a manner that I found it hopeless apartment of Mrs. Ade °jure, a
President Eisenhower tossed ia- He said both were needed to tide $250,000 in the construction of two
straight.
erase
him
set
political
to
fatrying
present
lest
e
h
t
Its
at
to
difficul.
cooking
the
extensions
French
into
the
fiscal
new
get
can
Ratio*
Treasury over
week earlier. Only there we had a
Bristol, another hostelry. Incident- Mr. Onabanjo finally decided to fish and shrimp and tomato comweek as a prime election issue. ties because tax revenues were cilities.
ally,
y, t.he latest figure on the num- play some Nigerian records on his bination instead of the chicken,
.000
Bank Manager Oscar Bauger
In fact, he tilted two speeches net up to requirements sad banks
in Nigeria is Grundig radio-record combination and the rice was white. This fish
ur
ber of Europeans
ft
and a epeeist message to t h e aren't rushing to buy government said that the twin extensions will
to drown out his friend's talk. He stew was also hot despite the fact
be ready next year.
Demooratie.controlled Congress to bends.
The new buildings are needed
Last Sunday I was the luncheon succeeded. Draining the last drop that the cook was instructed to go
drive home previous• warnings The Democrat.. asserted that if
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Onabanjo of beer from his glass, the lawyer easy on the pepper. For dessert
that the d.11sr Is shns1ng dli E— iaiankower looked at his own to relieve congestion and pro", ' at their second story flat on St. left after telling Mr. Onabanjo a the Ojuras served fresh pineapgerously and must be stabilized. tight-mosey poliey. he would find mote efficiency in the handling of
bank busiAgnes Street in Yebs. The city of piece of interesting news. He had ple. These pineapples are the
for the Treasury's di. the rapidly - growing
This apparently was pert of 2 the
from the
proper is on an island just heard from the UK that Latin sweetest I have ever tasted and I
Lagos
resulting
is
which
ness
a
that
year
adopted
declared
he
also
ago lemma. They
courm
_
and Carter Bridge connects it with will no longer be required at Cam- eat them almost every day at my
when his party was all but scut- only big beakers would benefit by booming economy of Liberia.
the mainland. Yaba is a section bridge. Everyone here calls Eng- house.
tied at the polls. He seemed to his interest-raising propose!.
true team effort among the medi•
course
of the city on the mainland, only land the UK which, of
The Nigerians in some areas are
he saying again that if the GOr Furthermore, they said, this cal profesrion, industry, govern'
a few minutes from the center of stands for United Kingdom.
wilts a het item! he riga handing losuld add I. the cost of living by mint and our citizenry."
the fond of curry and the curried
left,
As soon as the lawyer
Lagos.
them one.
fanning the very inflationary fires Eisenhower told Congress his
the stews are famous, especially with
On my arrival at their home, a Onabanjos gave their steward
the native rice. My cook has preis his first speech — to A $1
"rage before the American Medi. Treasury financing pa r k a g a
conventional signal for lunch. The meal began pared several of these dishes for
the
with
one
modern
-a-plate Republican fUnd•raising the President seeks tei control.
"would strengthen the safeguards
of
a
mixture
salad,
living room, dining room, bedroom with a fish
me, and they are excellent.
dinner here — Eiseahower said Eispielarawer firer' his next bar. against inflation."
arrangements familiar to us in onions, fish, eggs, and a variety
convention in Atlantic Democrats challenged him to
that "except fir a few discerning cal Ass
deliOn the whole it appears that the
was
It
vegetables.
green
America, we refreshed ourselves of
rice, Garri yams, ete.,
Denioepta" the GOP was carry City. N. J. He teld the doctors prove it.
tonic. Soon a lawyer cious and tented not too different staples:
with
and
gin
are mostly carbohydrates, and the
lag ON alone hi the fight fir I thst they, like everybody else, Senate Democratic Leader Lynof Onabanjo wandered in from a tuna fish salad back home.
friend
would
by a chief protein in the diet is the
sound dollar and audible pivot* must share the responsibility of don D. Johnson hinted there
for an informal visit. He was very This dish was followed
be no quick action. "We have to
a big plat- groundnut which we call peanut.
fighting inflation
and
!tient Neil policy,
rice
Jollot
of
bowl
apparently,
had,
thirsty for he
we
here.
'This was Another pet-Shot at He said they could do this by stop, look and listen before
ter of chicken. The Jollof rice Is The latter are in abundance
been walking in the hot sun.
Re- The Nigerians could use, perhaps,
co-Called Democratic spenders in holding their Nes within a teases- countenance these increases knd
This habit of friends wandering a top favorite in the Northern
some- more fresh vegetables in their
increase the cost of money to our
able range.
Congress.
in for visits without notice is a gion of Nigeria and it looks
to diet. Nevertheless, I find their
The next day. in what most But his words Opt were pointed government," he said.
part of, Nigerian tradition. thing like the red rice we used
strong
dishes delicious.
Democrats regarded Is a contra- at Congress end the nation as st In none of his remarks did EiWith A Spinnin' Wheel •Ile family groim Is very tightly eat in Savannah and New Orleans. favorite
Satisfied
To
Used
"Women
Be
tlieliee of his sound-dollar stead, whole. "This," he said, "ii a time sanhower — as the Democrats inWhite
With
..
.
'En,
of
Four
To
Hove
They
Hove
. . . Now
Eisilehowtr asked rongrese te fet judgment, frugality slid re- Sim—concede his own administra
Side Wells!"
riles the utienal debt ceiling stheiet — a time that cells for tlise might be at fault.
ARITT A J. POLK, Circulation Manager
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A Cracker Prays A Prayer

Ike Muffed The Ball
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Awarded Honorary Degrees At Wilberforce
THESE PERSONS were among those receiving honorary degrees during
the 101st commencement at Wilberforce university, Ohio. They are shown
with Dr. Rembert Stokes (4th from left) president of the University.
From left are: Jefferson Patterson, U. S. ambassador to Uruguay, Doctor of Laws degree; Mrs. Agnes Ernest Meyer, publisher, Washington,
D. C. Post, Doctor of Laws degree; Rabbi R. Rosenthal. spiritual leader,
Temple on the Heights, Cleveland, and Billy Rose, theatrical producer,
Doctor of Fine Arts degree.

Overgrown

THAT'S WHAT IT looks like, but it isn't. Harold Chadick McClellan
(right) genral manager of the United States National Exhibition in Moscow, watches Soviet construction workers atop the 78-foot high aluminum geodesic dome at the exhibit site in Sokolniki Park. The dome, 200
feet in diameter, is the largest of its type to be built anywhere. American exhibit opens to the public July 25. UPI Telephoto

Stratton Gets Tax Relief Bill

Steelworkers Plot 'Divide, Conquer

SPRINGFIELD — —(UPI) — Bills to exempt trade-in values
from the sales and use taxes were sent to Gov. Stratton's desk
today as the legislature went on a day and night schedule in its
drive toward final adjournment.
Also sent to the governor for signa....ure was a bill to create the
past of state court administrator to carry out some of the aims
of the "judicial reform" amendment defeated at the polls in 1958.

NEW YORK — (UPI) — The United Steelworkers Union will
make a divide-and-conquer bargaining move next week in an effort
to crack the steel industry's solid no-wage4ncrease front.
The union, unable to make any headway in joint talks between
four-man bargaining teams, has called its full bargaining committees to New York next Tuesday for separate meetings with the 12
companies.

Blame Drunken Driver As 7,Die

Cubans Arrest Americans With Arms

ALTOONA. Pa. — (UPI) — Six members of a Williamsburg, Pa.,
(amity were killed Monday night and a seventh, a four-year-old
boy, was injured in a three-vehicle collision that state police said
was caused by a drunken driver.
Troopers at the Hollidaysburg barracks said they filed an intoxicated driving charge against Theodore 51c5lasters, 35, of Duncansville RD 1, Pa. He was committed to the Blair County Jail pending
the filing of additional charges, including manslaughter.

1"

French Forces Kill Algerians

WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Adlai E. Stevenson Saturday brushed off
the possibility that he might be drafted for a third presidential
nomination by a deadlocked Democratic national convention next
year.
Here to attend weekend sessions of the Democratic Advosory Council, the deafeated 1952 and 1956 nominee was asked about predictions
that he would he drafted if the .convention fails to agree on one of
the active candidates.

Russia Holds 51 Japanese Fishermen
OTARU, Japan — (UPI) — Russia is holding 51 Japanese fishermen for questioning in connection with alleged violations of territorial waters off Southern Sakhalien, the Maritime Safety Office
'
5-reported today. The fisherman are crew members of five fishing
boats seized by the Russians last month, the office said.

Invites Russian To Movie Set
VIENNA — (UPI) — Italian screen star Sophia Loren his invited Soviet Defense Minister Marshal Rodion Malinovsky to sit in
on the filming of her latest movie "Olympics."
Malinovsky currently is on a state visit to Austria, where the
Paramount production is being shot on location.

X-15 Flight Cheers Scientists
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — (UPI) — Engineers
and scientists, heartened by the "100 per cent" successful glide
flight of the X-15, forged ahead today in readying the experimental
craft for the next step in its assault on the fringes of space.
The stub-winged, 50-foot rocket ship is designed to take man
up to 100 miles high at speeds between 3,600 and 4,500 miles an hour.
The success of Monday's first free flight marked accomphsh•
ment of one of the major hurdles the sleek craft must clear before
it can carry forward America's hope of placing a manned rocket
ship in space.

Blame Heat For Factory Fire
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The 91 degree heat of the day was
blamed Tuesday night for a five-alarm fire which gutted a Brooklyn factory and damaged four other buildings. Fire Marshal Martin Scott said it appeared the high outside temperature had triggered an explosion of fumes in the factory,• which manufactured rubberized cloth.

Hoover Reports Drop In Murders
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover reported that new crime statistics show an "encouraging drop" in
murders and robberies during the first three months of 1959
But Hoover emphasized that the overall crime rate in the nation's cities showed only slight decreases-less than one per cent-as
compared with the first quarter of 1958.

Ike Urges Reasonable Medical Fees
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower has
asked the nation's doctors to help fight inflation by charging fees
that their patients can "reasonably pay."
Uncontrolled inflation, he said Tuesday night, inevitably would
force Americans in mass volume to turn to the government primarily
for medical assistance and this would cause the nation "great loss."

HAVANA—(UPI)--Two Americans who arrived here aboard the
yacht Genini were arrested Saturday on charges of illegal possession of firearms.
The prisoners were identified as Robert J. Seas of Baldwin, N. Y.
and S. B. Knower of Lessburg,Va. Customs officials said their papers
were not in order.
Police said they found a shotgun, two rifles and two pistols aboard
the Gemini, which is believed to have put into Havana harbor because of engine trouble. Pollee said the Americans stopped off at
Gran Caiman Island, off Cuba's north coast, before coming here.

Adlai Brushes Aside '60 Prexy Plans

ALGIERS, Algeria — (UPI) — French forces killed or wounded
471 Algerian rebels and took 211 others prisoner last week, the
French army reported Monday night. French losses were put at
34 killed.

Bee Hives?

Tour Bus Overturns, Kills 1
SOUTH BEND, Ind.—(UPI'—A small tour bus overturned at the
Studebaker-Packard Proving Grounds here Saturday, killing one person and injuring nine others.
Helen Fetzer, 49, Melrose Park, Ill, died at a hospital here and
three other persons were hospitalized, including bus driver Thomas
Ryan of South Bend, his 12-year-old son, John, and Bryce Smith,
66, Genoa,

House,Overhauls Vet's Pension Bill
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The House appeared certain Sunday to ap•
prove an overhaul of the veterans' pension ssytem that would save
the taxpayers 12 billion dollars by the turn of the century.
The reform bill comes up for a vote today with unanimous approval of the House Veterans' Affairs committee and backing by
the { I
Eisenhower administration and major veterans organizations.

RR Strike Tests DeGaulle's Program
PARIS—(UPI)—The government Saturday drafted 200,000 railworkers to black a general strike but the rail unions decided to walk
out any how in the first acid test of President Charles de Gaulle's
a suterit y program.
The issues at stake were far wider then the token eight-hour rail
stoppage scheduled for Tuesday.
De Gaulle's authority itself was involved, as was his no-pay
-raise
economic program designed to save France from economic chaos.

3,000 Animals Killed In Tests
LONDON — (UPI) — More than 3,000 animals were killed
in
experiments at Britain's chemical warfare establishments in
the
past six months, the government reported Monday.
Minister of Supply Aubrey Jones told the House of Commons
the experiments were designed to devise means of defense
against
the possible use of chemical weapons in war.

This
Photo
Talked
Turkey
For
Bill

1,100 Search For Michigan Girl, 14

SIXTEEN-YEAR - OLD \Villam
of Stamford
high school, Stamford, Conn.,
was awarded third prize in
the 1959 Scholastic Ansco
awards photo competition.
l'hoto, a closeup of a turkey's knurled face, won the
prize for Brevoort in a national competition with stuFRANKFURT, Germany. — (UPI) — Specialist 4th Class Elvis
Pressley returned to duty Wednesday after being released from a dents in the 10th, 11th and
Frankfurt military hospital where he was treated for tonsilitis.
12th grades. l'I'l Telephoto

DETROIT — (UPI 1 — More than 1.100 police and Boy Scouts
stepped up the search today for a missing 14-year-old girl who had
been threatened in a telephon call and received several other mYs•
terious calls
Susan Lawrence. daughter of Mr. and Mrs Lester Lawrence,
was last seen at 9 a. m. Monday on the way to a library to study
at Mumford High School where she was a freshfor a final
man. She never arrived.

Presley Back On Duty After Operation

Await Sentence In Florida Rape

THE FOUR YOUNG white men conv;cted of raping a Negro college coed
leave Leon County Court Hou— in Tallahass
Fla., after a 12-man allwhile jury returned a guilty verdict against them. The jury, however,
recommended mercy, thereby ruling out the death penalty. No white

man has ever been sent to the electric chair for
raping a Negro woman
in Florida. From left are 011ie Stoutamire, 16;
David Beagles, 18; Petrick Scarborough. 20. and Willion Colflmtworth.
21. The coed testified
they held a knife at her throat and forced
her to submit. UPI Telephoto
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HERE COMES THE BRIDE
... Rapt admiration of more
than 300 Memphis socialites
focused on the loveliness of
Reba
Ann
Cynthia
Miss
Green as she marched down
the aisle on tbe arm el her

WITH FEMININE. ATTENDANTS ... Following the cert..
ninny, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Winfrey are seen with the bevy
of lovely feminine attendants.
Left to right are bridesmaids
Miss Olivia Stone, Mrs. Wil-

father. Richard H. Green, to
the candlelit bower of smilax
and white blossoms where she
married in a doublering ceremony to Harold Winfrey, Wednesrlio, June OE at I p. m.
at Metropolitan Baptist church.

liam Jones, Miss Marie Britt
mon, the tuatron of Honor,
Mrs. Ulysses Truitt; the bride
and groom, and bridesmaids
Mrs.
Rice,
Mrs. Herbert
Claude henry and Miss Cariilyn Rhodes.
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THE BRIDE'S TABLE ...
Swank Top Hat and Tails Club
on South Parkway E., was the
scene of the brilliant wedding
reception given by the bride
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
H. Green, immediately follow.

. The
BRIDAL PARTY .
bridal party of beauteous Miss
Nora Lee Morgan, who was
married to Freddie Anthony
Jones, Saturday, June I, at

jog the ceremony. The happy
pair were shown cutting the
beautiful cathedral wedding
cake which was the focal point
of the white satin covered
bride's table which was gar
landed with gardenias.

Metropolitan Baptist church. ls
seen Immediately following
the wedding ceremony
which was performed by Rev.
S. A. Owen. Left to right are:

Charles Seuing, usher: t h •
bride's lather. Monro James
Morgan of New Orleans, La.;
Joseph Carr. the best man;
Miss Bobbie Jean Mathis, maid

of honor: Mrs Jones and Mr.
Jones, the bride and groom:
Edward Knight, usher; and
Rev. Owens.

RADIANT STUDY .. . Mrs.
Harold Winfrey. a study of ra•
dlant beauty, is seen in her
magnificent wedding gown of
exquisite hand made Brussels

lace combined with antique
pesu de sole and her veil of
antique ivory mantilla with
scalloped edge of complement.
Lug lace.
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Miss Cynthia Green Married In
Season's Most Brilliant Rites

Sat., Juno 20, 1939

By MARJORIE I. LTLEN
ed organdy over yellow taffeta, and Mrs. William Thompson and
In a glittering setting of myr- fashioned of high fronts, scooped daughter Carolyn; and her other
iads of softly lit candles and a backs, the front of the dresses godmother, Mrs. B. L. Watson.
background of smiles mingled with highlighted with yellow taffeta Other relatives were Mr. and Mrs.
a profusion of standing baskets of bows and streamers. Their head- Sam Clark, the groom's aunt and
white stock and gladioli, Miss Cyn- pieces were crownless shepherdess. uncle; his cousin, Mrs. Mary
thia Ann Reba Green was mar- hat of organdy over the yellow Jones; Mr. and Mrs. King Dandried in a brilliant ceremony to taffeta with the brim edged in, , ridge, cousins of the bride; Mrs.
Harold Winfrey, Wednesday, 'June scalloped lace. Wearing three- Frank Jones and family, all cons10, at Metropolitan Baptist church quarter white gloves, they carried ins of the bride; Mr. and Mrs.
at 8 p. m.
Ernest Mabry, the groom's mothhand bouquets of yellow roses.
More than 300 socialite wedding
The matron of honor's dress was er and step-father; Mr. and
guests was on hand early to witidentical in style, but combined Mrs. Addison Winfrey, the groom's
ness the impressive double-ring with
the white organdy over green, father and stepmother, she stunceremony performed by Rev. S. with
ning in pale green chiffon wearing
complimenting headpiece.
A. Owen, pastor of the church.
a lovely purple orchid; the groom's
A program of nuptial music was The attendants were Mrs. Ulys- grandmother, Mrs. Ilene Robinses
Truitt,
matron
of
honor;
and
played by Mrs. II. D. Whalum
son; his aunt and uncle Mr. and
at the organ, and solos rendered Miss Margie Marie Brittmon, Miss Mrs. James King; another aunt
Stone,
Mn,.
William
by Mrs. Mertis J. Ewell who also Olivia
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
sang Ave Maria during the age' Jones, Mrs. Claude Henry, Mrs.,Jackson, and his cousin, Mrs.
Herbert Rice and Miss Carolyn
old ceremony.
Juanita Hayes.
Adding to the formality of what Rhodes were the bridesmaids.
Attending Mr. Winfrey as best RECEPTION FOLLOWS
was the season's most outstanding wedding, both aisles of the man was his cousin, Addison Win- Following the wedding. Mr. and
stately church were highlighted frey; and groomsmen Robert Mrs. Green were hosts at a lavish
with three triple standard of the Howse, of Nashville. Tenn.; Leon reception held at the Top Hat and
softly lit candles which added to Griffin, Harold Osborne, Ylysses Tails club on South Parkway.
the 1958 class. A reception
Truitt, Harold Brooks, Willie Lind- where throngs of invited guests
wax held from 5 till 7 p. m. the magnificent setting.
viewed the handsome wedding
Thursday afternoon in the LeJust before 8 p. m., after the sey and usher Arthur Williams of
gifts which complimented the polia Walker clubhouse. T h• seating of the bride's mother,
Mn,. Chicago, Ill.
couple are leaving June 18 enpular young couple ..and enjoyed
Richard H. Green, the organ peal- MOTHERS
route to Boston, where Mrs. ed the strains of Mendelsohn's
Mrs. Green chose a beautiful a wedding supper served in the T.
Bishop will enter Roston uniwedding music and groomsmen lilac chantilly lace dress for her dining room of the club house
versity on a fellowship and her followed by their
seven companion daughter wedding, fashioned with which was resplendent with its
husband will continue his
bridesmaids took their places in a matching jacket of the same green draperies as a background
trainine toward a doctorate at the lovely
bower to witness the lace, featuring scalloped at neck, for Ore formal arrangement of
MIT. (Withers Photo)
awaited appearance of the bride, sleeves and hem. Her hat was yellow and white flowers — a color
who was given in marriage by fashioned of a lilac taffeta bow scheme which cued the entire wedher father, well-known Richard H. posed over scalloped lilac chantilly ding.
Green.
lace. Her accessories matched her RECEIVING LINE
The receiving line was formed
dress, and her corsage was a purTHE BRIDE
in the reception room of the club,
Miss Green was a vision of eth- ple throated white orchid.
with Mrs. L. Womack Jones introereal heauty as she came down The Groom's mother, Mrs.
Plans for a baby contest were the aisle on the arm of her father Ernest Mabry chose a lovely ducing guests.
Receiving much attention were
completed when members of — magnificently poised in her brid- dress of blue chantilly lace over
the lovely young friends of the
the Twelve Matrons Social club al gown, which was an original taffeta andcomplimenting accesbride and groom who served as
met at the home of Mrs. Ellen by Priscilla of Boston, fashioned sories. Her shoulder corsage was reception assistants
. . . Including
Knight of 52 W. Fields at., on in antique pelon lined peau de also a white orchid.
Mrs. Robert Howse of Nashville,
Monday night, June 8, with Mn,. soie combined with hand made JUNIOR ATTENDANTS
Tenn.; Mrs. Utillus Phillips, jr.;
Frankte L. Williams, the president Brussels lace. The exquisite scalMaking a fetching picrure were Mrs. Edgar Cole, Miss Dorothy
loped lace woven in one piece the little flower girls,
in charge.
dressed in Johnson, Miss Peggy Ann White,
The contest will be climaxed formed the empire bodice appli- white organdy — Carolyn Hawk- Mrs. Lawrence Blackmon, Miss
qued
on
tulle
and
fastened
with
ins,
Faith Griffin and Olivia Sims; Gwendolyn Johnson, Miss Hattie
with a lawn tea party at the
home of Mrs. Rosa Nichols on miniature silk buttons. The brief and the proud little ring bearer, Winn, Mrs. Samuel Allen, Mrs.
Samuel Chambers, Mrs. John
Sunday, July 12, from 5 to 7 p.m. sleeves nearly met her long Roland Bonds.
Sermons and Mrs. Bernard Hart
fl
Members of the club enjoyed a kid gloves. The scalloped lace ap- OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
plied
over
the silk for a flat skirt
fashion show recently with the LaAmong the stellar guests at- rim of Washington, D. C.
front
with
insets
of
BRIDE'S TABLE
the gathered tending the beautiful
Rita Homemakers and the LaVie
wedding
silk beginning at the diminutive
The center of much attention,
club and others participating.
were scores of out of town guest",
wast developing over ruffle upon
the
bride's table was a beautiful
including James Nelson of Batesruffle petticoats into voluminous
ville, Miss.; the bride's uncle; Miss scene with its full white satin
fullness extending into the Josecloth, garlands with gardenias,
phine train emerging just beneath Matilda Henry of Chicago; Mrs. and centered by the beautiful tier.
the shoulder. Her veil was a rare Flora Nesbitt Arter, and her moth- red cathedral cake which was utantique ivory mantilla with scal- er, Mrs. Flora Nesbitt, both of terly delicious, when served to the
loped edge of complementing lace Louisville, Ky.; the bride's god- guests, following the traditional
which fell from a flat half-head mother, Mrs. Bernadine Creecy cake-cutting ceremony.
Pinkney of Nashville, Tenn.; and
Plans were completed for the peice fashioned with a
Mr. and Mrs. Winfrey are both
deep point
Annual Tea when members of the at tire forehead. Her bridal bou- Matilda Henry of Chicago the aunt teachers in the Memphis City
YM&W club met recently at the quet was of white orchids poised of the groom.
School System; and Mrs. Winfrey
home of Mrs. Mary Gray of 1232 on a Bible with tiny satin stream- RELATIVES
is a member of Alpha Kappa AlSeen too were the relatives of pha sorority. Les
Latham at., with the second vice ers showered with valley lilies.
Voguettes club,
the
bride and groom, including an alumnae of West Virginia
president, Miss Matiie Taylor pre- ATTENDANTS
State
Mrs. Sarah
siding.
The bridemaids were lovely in great aunt: Brown, the bride's college where she received a B. S.
her grandmother, Mrs. degree from Tennessee
The Tea will be given at the identical gowns of white
State
emboss- Eva Hamilton; her cousins, Mr.
work at Ohio university.
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority house
at 805 Saxon ave., from 4 to 7
p.m., on Sunday, June 21 and the
public is invited to be present.
Mrs. Allure Lee Is president of
the club and Mrs. Mary Gray,
reporter.
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Socialites about town are de-er, Mrs. Flora Nesbitt, formerly
lighted with the presence of the of Memphis and now residents of
sisters of Mrs. Roberts — charm- Louisville, Ky.;
Mrs. Sarah
int matrons Mn. George Cox, Brown and Mrs. Eva Hamilton —
widow of the famed late North Cynthia's grandmother and great
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance aunt; Mrs. Thelma Howse of Nashcompany executive, and Mrs. Har- ville, William Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
old Brown of Denver, Colo., Robert Bowles, Mr. and Mrs. Jeswife of an American Woodman se Smith, Chester Lanier, Mr. and
Insurance company executive. All Mrs. J. B. Stanton, Miss Barbara
of which attests to the fact that Bowles, Miss Gwendolyn Johnson, HONOR
STUDENTS WED —
596-G Mississippi blvd. Ile is
members of the Stuart family pi- Will Walton, Mrs. Herman JackLeMoyne College President
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
oneer in the field of insurance, son, Miss Matilda Henry, Miss Ar- Hollis F. Price (left),
congratH. Bishop, jr., of 1622 S. Laudmarried men of like interests.
dens Robinson, Mrs. Juanita
ulates two of his college's
erdale. The ceremony was held
' Naturally, such WIP's are re- Hayes, Mrs, Barbara Jean Fishmore Illustriou" graduates, the
at Mt. Vernon Baptist church,
leeiving top drawer entertainment, er. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Osborne, sr., former Miss Gloria Jean Wade
Rev. J. L. Netters officiating.
the like of which has not been seen Miss Birdie Lenoir, Mrs. Rubye
and James J. Bishop on their
The new Mrs. Bishop was a
in • long time.
wedding day, June 13. She ix
Gadison, Mrs. Ruby Rowl, Miss
1959 honor graduate of Le•
' Bob and Allie Mae Roberts en- Maggie Newsom, Faye Griffin, the daughter of Robert Wade
Moyne while Mr. Bishop was
tertained for their vivacious ii,- and Roland Bonds, the latter two
and Mrs. Bertha Harris of
graduated with distinction in
tens with a delightful lawn party flower girls and ring bearer.
on Thursday night at their state- We hear the affair was "somely home at 661 St. Paul ave. The thing else" . . so soignee . .
.
back lawns of the Roberts home with plenty of white coated waiters
was a perfect setting for the hovering at attention ... and with
guests who greeted Mrs. Cox and the Winfrey's (the groom's father
Mrs. Brown. The handsome land- and step mother, hosts par ex.
leaping and the large barbecue cellent)
area lent the just-so-right back- Prior to the lovely wedding
of
ground for the tres gay al fresco Miss Nora Lee Morgan to
Fredsupper which featured delicious die Anthony Jones. her attendgame fish, barbecued chicken and and Miss Bobbie Jean Mathis entrimmings . . plenty in the cold tertained the then bride-to-be with
drinks department ... and a well, a miscellaneous shower at her
equipped bar dispensing the right home at 1416 South Willet.
'potables.'
Showering lovely Nora with loveEnjoying It all were Mesdames IY gifts were Mesdames Isabel
Edith Thornton, Johnetta Kelso, H. Flagg, Lillie Williamson, Ernestine
A. Collins, Adelaid Settle, Jeanette Guy, Vera Clark, Cloteal ShackelWhite, Bennie Gary Williams, Ruth ford, Mae I. Davenport, Gladys
Hoknes Mims, Aretta J. Polk, Webb, Wilma Sueing. Myrtle DonaJana A. Porter, Estella Dumas, hoe, Annie Belle Saunders, MarRuth Parker, Mabel G. Hudson, jorie Ulen, Bethel Hunt, Thrift
Janet A Seymour and mother, Green and daughter Cynthia, Mrs.
Juanita Arnold, Louise A. Davis, S. A. Owens, Bernice Abron, CleOthers included Tom and Helen mentine A. Hughes and the bride's
Hayes. the B. G. Olives, or., Ted mother, Mrs. Lucille Thomas.
and Ruth Beauchamp, John and CARROLL-WILSON MARRIAGE
Walterine Outlaw, Louis Jolpison Pleasant surprisese occured when
of Los Angeles, Calif., the Hollis Mrs. Samelen Carroll announced
Prices, Allison Vance, Marion and her marriage to John Frazier WilW. W. Gibson, Clarence and Lou son, the ceremony having taken
Pope, Lessye and Russell Sugar. place back in April. Mr. Frazier
anon, the T. J. Johnson', Alma and is a memner of Hyde Park Lodge
Phil Booth, Taylor and Frances of Masons. Centenary church, is
Hayes, Dora E. Todd and Herbert an employee of Haverty Furniture
Robinson, Jewel Gentry, the War- Company and hails from Clinton,
Miss. Well known Samellen is a
ren Hawkins, the Houston Stackers,
member of Sigma Gamma Rho
George Elam, Helen Tarpley,
sorority, a member of the faculRichard Laety, the James Horton'
ty of Booker T. Washington High
your
scribe
and
Thaddeus school,
a member of Nonchalant
Stokes, Georgia Daney and scads
Bridge club and is a member of
Core.
RECEPTION HONOR/ . ..
mother, Mrs. J. H. Townsend,
Avery Chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie James
But the ball has been rolling— CLUB NEWS
at Top Hat and Tails club,
Tate were honored at a wedbut good — for these charming The Threce Bridge club met at
Sunday, June 7. The happy
ding reception given by Mrs.
visitors. Last Thursday morning the lovely and spacious home of
couple are seen cutting their
Jerry Gist, jr., and the bride's
the Warren Hawkins tossed a won- Mrs. Ernestine Scott. where followwedding cake.
derful breakfast party . . . at tog a business session, Mrs. Berthe Cannon street home and the nice Winfield, and Mrs. Rose
Anfollowing day, Sallie and Caffrey thony Durr were welcomed
as new
Bartholomew' were hosts at a members. Following
a bridge sesbridge party at their home at sion and a delicious
dinner, prizes
1066 South Bellevue.
were awarded to Mrs. Lena Jones,
' Sunday morning found Aretta Mrs. Bernice
Hines and Mrs. Eelind Fleming Polk and their par. nah Lowry.
eats, the T. J. Johnson's as hosts Y-TEENS' TRIP
at a fumfilled breakfast party held Sixty-two Y-Teen
s will spend
on the back lawns of their lovely three days
in Chicago, Ill., along
Woodland avenue home. Here Mes- with their seven
advisors. They
dames Grace Parker. Edith Thorn- are able to take this
all-expense
ton, Bennie G. Williams, Elizabeth paid trip because of the annual
YShaw, Jane Rodgers of Salt Lake Teen Potato Chip sale which was
City. Utah; Mabel Hudson, Nellie held April 3 - 13. All Schools
parHumes, Georgia Outcry, Allis Mas ticipating in the sale did very well
Roberts, Grace Walker, Mary Del- with LaRose school winning first
la Reeves, John and Juanita Ar- place and Hamilton, second place
nold were on hand to make the
More about Y•Teens included the
occasion one to be remembered.
news that five will attend an inOn Saturday Mrs. Mable Hud- terracial conference at Tusculum
son had Mrs. Cox and Mrs. Brown College, Greenville, Tenn., June eas her guests at the bridge par- l& The girls attending will include
Miss Olia M. Reed, B. T. Wash.
ty for Semper Fidelis club.
And to attest to the fullness of ington H. S.; Miss Beulah Shepthe last Sunday for the person- herd of Hamilton; Miss Jean H.
able guests, the B. J. Olives were Lewis of Douglass, Miss Betty
hosts at an afternoon barbecue Hodge of Geeter, and Miss Robbie
held out at the handsome estate Of Ford of LaRose. Accompanying
Oscar and Ann Simpson . . and the girls will be Miss Minnie L.
later the same night they trekked McFadden, teen-age program di.
te the home of Clarence and Lou r,.c,,t2rPope for more of our Southern "I" CHAT
hospitality a la Memphis-on-the- Phil and Alma Booth motored
to Camp Lecmardwood, Mo., to
Mississippi style.
You'll
be hearing more about bring back their son, Phil, jr., for
these
patties
including the a vacation with his parents
later,
and
lovely one given by Gert Walker, friends.
Maydella Reeves, Ruth Mims and ' Off to ivy-walled colleges for the
t in knowledge and technique
Bennie G . Williams at Bernie'slates
'
beautiful Faye avenue home on ars Callie Lentz Stevens, to New
York
university; Georgia J. HerMonday.
LEAVING CHURCH . . A
Baptist church following their
Especially delighted with their ve-'v and Addie D. Jones to the
happy and handsome couple,
beautiful formal candlelight
presence, besides their sister, Al-' University of Tennessee; Ramelle
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winfrey
wedding of last Wednesday
lie Mae, are their friends of longl Eddins to Cornell, and scads of
others we'll report on later.
are seen
descending t h e
night, which was a highlight
standing, Allison Vance, Marion
Rose Nell Iles and daughter Rosa
steps of stately Metropolitan
of the social season.
Gibson, Sallie Bartholomew, Jualyn went to Milwaukee, Wisc., to
nita Arnold and others.
join Rose's sister, Jean Wilson, a
TAF. WEDDING BELLES
Milwaukee teacher, and to aeCOMLook For The
The weddings have been beau- pany her hack on a motor trip
tiful and numerous . . and the which eventually ends in Little
one of Cynthia Green and Harold Rock, Ark.
Winfrey will be a conversation
Dr. E. Frank White and Dr. C.
Piece for a long, long time. Much J. Bates went to Knoxville, Tenn.,
talk ensured too, anent the bril- to attend the Tennessee State Denliant rehearsal dinner hosted by tal convention. They were the
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Winfrey guests of Mr. and Mn,. Walter
at their lovely contemporary Blair Yardley in the East Tennessee city
Hunt Drive home on the eve of in the mountains.
the outstanding formal wedding.
Here the magnificent grounds of
the Winfrey home lent beauty to
the individual tables which dotted
the expansive lawns . . . the taMARSHALL, Tex. — Mrs. Marbles centered with candleholders vin Darby, summer session ingarlanded with manes of white structor in French and science at
daisies. A sumptuous buffet supper Wiley college has received a scholors
included a well-stocked bar , . arship for study on a doctorate in
Va. coneew
and menu of liver pate, crab dimi modern languages at the French
thicken on ham, string Iseans,l Summer School at Middlebury, Vt
still the same GOOD OLE' QUALITY
congealed fruit salad, corn pud.' Claude L. Bouncier, dean.
ding. hot roll, — topped with anMrs. Darby is a graduate of Hut
gel food cake and ice cream.
son-Tillotson college and the UniCID
Besides the bridal party were versity of Texas where she re.
groom's
moth-s
Special guests — the
ceived her toasters degree in
C;e1.
APPI.
' AT STORES
vinetear ie nearer, poet,
gallons
en. Mrs, Ernest Mahren the bride' French She formerly Isught at
eel heedooteas 5 Gaon pecker.
EVERYWHERE
parents. Richard and Thrift Green, Paul Quinn. Butler, and Albany
!Mrs. Flora Nesbitt Arter and moth- State colleges.

Club To Hold
Tea June 21

Hammock Gets
You Into Swing
Of Lazy Days
Think about a wonderful slimmer spent in the country years
ago, and you're almost sure to
put a hammock in the picture.
Such soothing, swaying comfort!
Nowadays, even if you don't
own a tree to hang it from, you
can still have a hammock. The
moveable steel frame will rest on
the ground.
A new 1959 model has a brightly-colored floral pattern on a natural background. Another has a
magazine pocket and a sushade
that attaches to the frame. Many
new hammocks are water and
mildew resistant.

ZEPHYRS UNITED — The
original members of the Zephyr Social club met recently
at the home of Mrs. Joyce
Brown Weddington and enjoyed an evening of music and
bridge while reorganizing the
—

club. Seated in front, from left,
a r e Mrs. Joyce Blair Archie, Mrs. Helen Roberts, Mrs
Doris Green, Mrs. Joyce Mc•
Anulty, Miss Juanita Johnson
and Mrs. Mildred Sweet. Standing, same order, are Mrs, Ann
.111111111111111111111111,
INSURANCE EXECUTIVE
RALPH PARSONS
is New York General Agent
of a major life insurance
company, He has personally
written millions of dollars in
life Nuance saws 1910. Mr.
Parsons has been awarded
honorary scrolls by two U.S.
Presidents for his outstandina
contributions as a member
of the Anti-Infiation Committee of the National Insurance Also, Ho has studied
at N.Y.U.. C.C.N.Y. and Columbia University. Mr. Parsons' cigarette—VICEROY.

yours...because
you use "Lysol"!

There's a sense of fresh,
sweet cleanliness that only
"Lysol" brings.
millions of
women douche with it regularly.

They know "Lysol" brand
disinfectant keeps you from offending. Ends odor by killing
odor-causing germs!

They know new, milder
"Lysol" can't harm you.

N..

"Lysol" does a better job
than home-style douches, including vinegar. Use it regularly. Be sure of
your daintiness!

CIDER \
' APPLE
\

, ViNEGAR
-. . %.

Ye* "

SURENESS

That's why

414star,..,,,wririff
)
—__ SPEAS
--t; 1\

SPEAS "F7E VINEGAR

Harris, Mn,. Waddington sea
Mrs. Rose Marie Caviness.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
Insurance Executive Ralph
Parsons is a man who thinks for
himself. He knows the difference
between fact and fancy. He trusts
his own judgment.
Men like Mr. Parsons usually

For free booklet
on how to douche.
WrIIP 1.yaol,"
Rloornfi.ld,
Dept. NN-511.

smoke VICEROY. Their reason'
Best in the world. They know fe,
a fact that only VICEROY has
thinking man's filter ...a smoking
man's MAIO.
01950 II,an•woliamemt toloo.

11•0,10 0.$11.1f5e7•t..
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FEDERATION MEET
passed to all present.
NASHVILLE — Two of refines- Keith,
Highlighting the scene this week
Jr. The ushers were (
see State university's School of ton 0.
ID this area is the annual state Miss lone Lane leaves this week
Sanders, Ernest Sn
Engineering graduates, who re- and
meeting of the Tennessee Fedra- for Ann Arbor, Mich , to begin
Alrutheits Buchanan,
ceived their bachelor of science detion of Colored Women's Clubs be- work on her master's degree in
Mrs. Glass graduated from Ni
ing held at Stigall high school in , the field of mathematics. Miss
grew in electrical engineering last ville's Pearl High
school and tt,
Lane, the daughter of Mr. and
week, exchanged marriage vows recently
Humboldt, Tenn.
received the bachelor
the next day after graduation. I science in
Among the members of the Mrs. Shellis Lane, finished Lane
electrical engineer
Jackson Federation attending are college this spring as an honor
Miss Shirley Ann Robertson, from Tennessee
State Univers'
Mesdaines Lillie Bell Cole, M. B. student. She was listed in Who's
grand-daughter of Mr. and Mrs. School of Engineerin
g.
Monroe, Cora Deberry, Georgia Who in American Colleges and
Janie* Terry of Nashville, was The bridegroom
is also a gra.
Kelly, F. A. Dobbins, and Doris Universities. She will remain in
marriedlast week to Marvin Ed. uate of Tennessee State
universit
Price. Mrs. Mable B. Davis, pres- Michigan for the coming school
ward Glass. Ile is the son of Mrs, in electrical engineerin
g, wiser
Florence Glass of Dyersburg, he became a rneniber
ident of the Jackson Federation. year.
of the testi
was unable to be present, as she RELIGIOUS NOTES
lute of Radio Engineers and Beta
is in school this Summer at In- This past week in Jackson has
Mr. Ezell Leach escorted t h Kappa Chi National
Scientific Mon
diana university.
bride. She wore a full length gown or Society. He was
been a sad one with deaths of two
elected to Who',
of candlelight peau de some. Her Who in American
Miss Annie Laverne Springfield, prominent ministers, Revs. F. D.
Colleges and Uni"Miss Junior Federation" f o r Coleman and C. M. Hawkins.
face was framed hy a collar of, versities for two consecutiv
e years.
this year, also represented Jack- Although Rev. Hawkins w a
scalloped Renaissance hanr.clip- Both of the newly-weds
will be
son at the meeting. Other Junior presently pastoring Harris Memorped Chantilly lace, embroidered employed by Boeing
Airplane
members there were Misses Faye ial CME church in Memphis, he
in bridal pearls and iridescent company in Seattle, Wash,
Springfield, Patricia Hampton, resided for a number of years in
sequins. The bracelet length
Frances Cleveland, Edna and
sleeves were graced by scallops
The- Jackson as pastor of Lane Taberrisia Womack, Annie Wortham, nacle CME church with all of
and
tiny buttons. The molded fighis
Constance Poe, Marie Creighton, children being educated here at
urine bodice was highlighted by a
silk mist bow, giving an air of
Jeanette Johnson, and Linda and Lane college and a greater part
Patricia Shipp. In addition to busi- of their education in the Jackson
Empire waistline. The voluminous
skirt of the peau de soie accentness sessions, many social gather- city schools. One daughter, Mrs.
ings were planned for the visi- Priscella Howard, is on the faculed on either side by a wide scalloped panel, wasencrusted with
tors. The theme used was
"Dy- ty at Lane college, teaching in
seed pearls and iridescent senamic Leadership — A Social the field of religion and English.
quins extending into the hemline.
Transitional Need."
Another daughter, Mrs. Vivian
ENGINEERS WED — Two
A pyramid silhouette extended into
week after their graduation.
Jacksonians joining the bus tour Robinson who now resides in
forth, Helen Thomas and Maid
Mrs. Marvin Glass: best man
The wedding Included (I to r)
In Nashville, enroute to Atlanta Memphis, was once a member of electrical engineering gradu•
the chapel train. Her fan-shaped
of Honor Dorothy J. RobertJeffie
I,.
Keith, jr., and ushers veil of three tiers of imported
ales of Tennessee AA! State
Bridesmaids Delores Bridge.
this week were Miss
ilson; the newly-weds Mr. and
Angelyn the faculty at Merry High school university exchanged vows last
Ted Buchanan and Ernest lusion
Craft, chaperoned by Mrs.
lace attached to a Swedish
Bern- in Jackson. It was certainly re Smith.
crown
of
identical
ice Lucas. The occasion is the
matching
Changrettable
to hear of the death of
natilly lace with center drop-pearl,
tional Homemakers of America Rev. Hawkins.
was finished with a circular face
meeting. Miss Craft represents
Services
for Rev. F. D. Cole-launr
d y
the
veil in a butterfly effect. The early
Merry high school chapter and man, pastor of Greater Bethel
June
bride carried orchids, carnaMrs. Lucas is one of the
fl
sponsors AME church were held on Tuestions and ivy.
of the school chapter.
day at the church with the eulogy
U
The bride's sister, Mis Dorothy
Spending the day at Kentucky by the Rt. Rev. E. L. Hickman,
J. Robertson, was maid of honor.
lake on last Sunday as guests
of Bishop of the 13th Episcopal DisThe other attendants were Misses
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity of
PHILADELPIIIA — There are Smothers Chapel CME church tian college and the Flint branch
Hop- trict. His entire 40 years in the
will be the setting for the marri- of Michigan State university,
Helen Thomas and Delores Bridgekinsville, Ky., were Mr. and
and
ministry had been spent in this more good jobs than takers today age
Mrs.
of Miss Nanette Bradshaw to is a member of Alpha Kappa Alforth. The best man was Jeffie Lee
J. F. Hughes and their
in the nation's largest personal
adorable district.
Floyd
Swift, jr., of San Francislittle son, James Michael,
professionMolasses Apple Chutney is an 1 can (20-ounce) apple
pha sorority.
Mr. Rev. Coleman had been very ac- service industry — the
slicea
co, Calif., on Sunday afternoon,
and Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh,
A member of the faculty of the easy summer relish. Start with 1-4 cup unsulphured molasses
and Dr. tive in community work since al laundries7A prospering indus- June 28, at 330 p.m., with
the
and Mrs. W. R. Bell. With
profitable
career
offering
is
it
try,
coming
Jackson
to
2
and
tablespoon
his wife,
s vinegar
LaRose elementary school, a Is e canned apple slices and flavor
excel).
Rev. J. L. Netters officiating.
tionally favorable
are largely
weather, a Hrs. Jamye Coleman has been opportunities which
The announcement of the en- serves as pianist for Smothers with unsulphured molasses, vine- Vs cup raisins
grand day was reported.
equally as active, always ready to overlooked by high school and collteaspoon
curry
Chapel
powder
CME church.
ment of their daughter was made
gar, curry and ginger. Simmer
Miss Mary Rose Rodgers
lege graduates and by vocational
Red and
of! serve when
Mr. Swift Is also a graduate of about five minutes with raisins. 1.4 teaspoon ginger
recently by her parents, Mr. and
Trenton, Tenn., is visiting with l dent of the Interracial Fellowship, counselors.
Turn
all
ingredients
tntc
Mrs. Evans Bradshaw, Sr., of 773 Manassas high school and is at- Sweet molasses is in proper
her aunt, Mrs. Mary
saucepan. Bring to a boil
Perkins on member of the Interdenomination- The rapid development of new Alaska st. Mr. Swift is the son of tending school In San Francisco flavor balance
with
the
nip
of
Hale St. After leaving
heat and simmer five mini
Jackson, at Ministerial Alliance and chair- synthetic fabrics and dyes, im• Rev. and Mrs. Floyd Swift, sr., where he is employed by the post- vinegar in this relish.
Miss Rodgers, a senior
It goes well Serve hot or cold with bri
detergents,
at Tren- man of the Church committee of roved soaps and
of San Francisco.
al service.
with
broiled,
baked,
or
barbecued
ton Rosenwald High
complicate
methods
and
d
more
chicken.
school, will the NAACP.
Miss Smothers is a graduate of A reception will be given at the meats.
represent the school at Girls
YIELD; Approximately Lb
State Out-of-town ministers here f o r equipment, all contribute to the Manassas high school and Lane Top Hat and Tails clubhouse at MOLASSES APPLE CHUTNEY
Which is held annually
technically
growing
trainthe
need
for
last
rites
cups.
were Revs. W. T.
at Tennescollege in Jackson, Tenn. She has 1608 South Parkway east immesee State university. Miss
operating
executive
personCouch,
and
M.
ed
G.
Fleming. E. ht. Alattended Tougaloo Southern Chris' diately after the wedding.
will be remembered here Rodgers corn, C. T. Buchannan, C. H. nel.
most for
her vocal performances
people
demand
Knight.
in
such
for
L.
The
Buford,
T.
Andrew
jr.,
in both
the Jubilee and the
Omega Psi White, T. W. Gaines, W. K. Mar- the laundry industry has far out.
Phi Talent Hunt. She
h as repre- shall L. C Haynes. C. E. Jen- stripped the available supply,
the Jacks°n fraternity for kins R. A. Brown, W. L. Powell,
'
two years at their
MEXICAN STAR SIGNED
regional meet- and J. R. Reid. Representing the
ing. She won second
place at the Interracial Fellowship was Rev. HOLLYWOOD— Rodolfo Hoyos,
m
meeting
this year held in
Delicious, homemade ice cream Makes about two
Knox- F. M. Butler, pastor of St. Luke Mexican star of "The Brave One,"
cups. Cover
Tenn.
Episcopal church in Jackson.
sauce without cooking! . that's and store in refrigerato
was cast for an important role in
r.
FINAL MEETING
what
you get with my PET
Rev. Coleman leaves his wife, "The Miracle," Warner Bros. proSorors Crina Barksdale
recipe for Butterscotch Sauce. It's
and Wit. two children, Mrs. Jamye Wil- duction starring Carroll Baker, Vitli. Bell Rawls were
rich and luscious and easy to
hostesses to lhams and Dr. F. D. Coleman, jr.; torio Gassman, Roger Moore, Walthe final meeting
g of the Jackson ter-in-law and three grandchildren. ter Slezak and Katina Poxinou.
make . . . easy as stirring!
Alumnae chapter of Delta
All you need is butterscotch inSigma
Theta sorority for the
stant pudding, dark corn syrup
fiscal year
of 1956-59. The business
and double-rich PET Evaporated
session of
the meeting was held at
Milk. Just stir . . . no cooking
the Palm
Garden. At this time
at all!
of officers took place. installation
It's the smoothest sauce ever,
Soror Alfreda Martin
because blendable PET has a
succeeds
Soror Mildred Hay as
creaming
quality you just can't
president for
was Miss Bobbie Jean Mathis, who
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
the ensuing year.
match in any other form of milk.
Other officers
wore a dress of Dior blue silk orinclude Soror Cynthia
You'll
streaming
Bright
sunshine
want to keep plenty of
Rawls reganza which featured a scoop
maining as recording
Butterscotch Sauce on hand .
secretary; through the stained glass windows neckline extending into puffed
Soror Lucille Fuller, financial
Metropolit
just
church
Baptist
of
an
cover
and store in the refrisleeves, the waistline fashioned
secretary; and Soror Bertha
beautiful
gerator. It's perfect for ice cream,
Collins beamed on a radiantly
a satin bow and atremers at the
treasurer. Soror Anna Cooke
bride, Miss Nora Lee Morgan, as back. A complimenting blue banand for cakes and puddings, too.
succeeds Soror Clara Bond as
approached the altar to be
BUTTERSCOTCH SAUCE
deau of corn flower. was attached
corre- she
married to Freddie S. Jones, in
sponding secretary.
1 pkg. butterscotch instant
to a circular blue butterfly veil
impressive wedding ceremony,
We were happy to have
pudding
visit our an
sprinkled with rhinestones. She
Saturday,
June
6,
with
5
m.
at
p.
Meeting one of our former
2.3 cup dark corn syrup
wore white gloves and carried a
memthe Rev. S. A. Owens officiating
bers who is now affiliated
3i cup PET Evaporated Milk
bouquet of white carnations; and
with
at the double ring ceremony.
the Denver chapter. Soror
In one-quart bowl mix instant
Ruby
her satin pumps also complimentDebuse Hall now resides at Fort The ceremony was performed
pudding and corn syrup until
ed her dress.
Carson, Colo., where her husband. before a setting of standing can- BRIDE'S MOTHER,
smooth. Stir in PET Milk gradualMaster Sgt. Melvin Hall is station- dlelabra, white tapers and has. GRANDMOTHER
ly. Let stand to thicken, about
ed. The Halls have two children, kets of white stock and greenery. Seated just before
ten minutes.
the ceremony
a son and a daughter.
THE BRIDE
the bride's mother, Mrs. Lucille
Missed at the meeting was SoGiven in marriage by her fath- Thomas was attired in a dress of BRIDE • ELECT — Miss Nanafternoon, June 28, at Smoth•
ror Ernestyne Jeffries who is pres- er, Alonzo James Morgan of New pink lace and matching pumps,
ette Bradshaw, daughter of
ers Chapel CME church. Miss
ently in Europe visiting with her Orleans, Miss Morgan's wedding white accessories and a corsage
Mr. and Mrs. Evang BradBradshaw is a member of the
daughter and son-in-law, Capt. dress was of white peau de doie of gardenias. Mrs. Ellen Williams, shaw,
will become the bride
and Mrs. William Johnson. Also highlighted with alencon lace.
faculty of the LaRose elemen.
the bride's grandmother wore a of Floyd Swift, jr., of San
Fashioned princess style extend- dress of blue linen and matching Francisco, Calif.,
missed at the meeting was one of
on Sunday
lary school.
the hostesses, Soror Willie Bell ing to ballerina length, the sabrina accessories, and A corsage of gar
Rawls who was confined a few neckline was enhanced by short denies.
days in the hospital due to an ac- sleeves. A shoulder length facel Among the guests attending the
veil fell from a tiara of lace and' intimate wedding was Mrs. Mary
cident.
After the business session of the pearls. Her bridal bouquet was a' Lee Bonds of New Orleans, La.,
HAIR DRESS/NC
meeting, the group gathered white orchid with satin streamers and many members of the faculty
across the street in the lovely on a white Bible. She also wore of Manassas High school, of which
home of Mrs. Ruthie Alley for din- short white gloves and white satin the former Miss Morgan is a memner which consisted of baked ham, pumps.
ber.
Nuptial music was played by The bride is a member of the
baked potato with cheese, green
Mrs.
Whalum
organ;
D.
the
H.
at
beans, fruit salad, hot rolls and
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
strawberry shortcake with whip- and soloists were Harold Brooks Mr. Jones is a member of the
ped cream. Dainty souvenirs were and Mrs. Bethel Alexander Hunt. faculty of Ford Road school.
Miss Morgan's only attendant The couple live at 1902 Carver.
PERFECT FOR dad is the Palm
Cocoanut from Equador with the perfect curved snap brim available at Burt's Clothes, 228 F. 47th
94. It Is cool, comfortable and
flattering for these hot Summer
0111,1,1 CeM•st
days and Comes with matched or
Al roar Imrorlf• Si,,.,
contrasting bindings. ($6.50).

Career
ook Good

Californian To Marry Molasses
LaRose Teacher June 28 Apple

Butterscotch Ice Cream
Sauce Is Rich, Luscious

Morgan -Jones Nuptials
At Metropolitan Church
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS
BRIDAL PARTY .. The bridal party which complimented
the formal candlelit wedding
al Mr. and Mrs. Harold Win hey presented this wonderful
geene for posterity. Top row,
left to right are ushers. Arlbw Williams; best man, Addison Winfrey; and grooms.
Ilea Robert ROloitO of Nash.

vIlle, Tenn.; Leon Griffin, liar.
old Osborne, Ulysses Truitt,
Harold Brooks, and Willie
Lindsey. SECOND ROW, left
to right: Miss Marie Rrittmon,
Miss Olivia Stone, Mrs. W I
liam Jones, Mrs. Ulysses Truitt (matron of honor), Richard
H. Green. the bride's father,
Richard H. Green; Mrs. Win.

trey (bride.) Harold Winfrey,
(groom); Rev. S. A. Owen,
Mrs. Claude Henry, Mrs. Herbert Rice and Miss Carolyn
Rhodes, BOTTOM ROW —
flower girls and ring bearer,
left to right: Faith Griffin,
Carolyn Hawkins, Olivia Sims
and Roland Bonds.

RECENTLY MARRIED .. •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Reid
were honored at a wedding reception marking their recent
marriage, held at their home
at 1055 Tupelo, Apt, C. The
honorees are shown cutting
the bridal cake. Guests included the groom's mother, Mrs.
Chehsia Reed; his sister and
his brother, Mrs. Albert Ja-

isOM and Israel Reed: the
bride's mother. Mric. Florence
Harris, her grandmother. Mrs.
Mary Anderson and her pint.
Mrs. Althea Anderson — all of
Mason. Tenn. Others attend.
Ina Were Mrs. Mary Jacksen,
Katie Tucker, Mrs. II. W.
Branch. Bettye Taylor, Charles
Anderson, Aquilla Harris, Sam
Jackson and Ode Powell.

SAVE MONEY —
CALL STATIONTO-STATION
GET EXTRA BARGAINS
AFTER 6 P.M. AND
ALL DAY SUNDAYS

760 Union Ave.-IA 7-2631 2268 Park Ave -FA 3-8507

So

DEFENDER! Desegregated School Districts Cut By 77
• 20 1959

WATER VALLEY
colleges home for the summer
By C. A. HAWKINS, Jr.
are: Miss Carrie M. Spurell, Joe
Francis
Wilmington, Louis Lovely and Jimmie Jones,
Miss Ruby
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy all of Rust; Aaron Jones of JackWilmington and W. F. Hawkins, son College, Fred Gandy, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jessie who is a senior at Tenn. State
NASHVILLE, Tenn - Districti Negro children of school age. With
Hawkins was recently married, spent a few days at home en
consolidations and migration of Ne-! 742 districts known to have begun
W. F. graduated from Davidson route to New York.
aro families have reduced by or completed desegregation, this
high in May. They are making Dr. and Mrs. Henry Joseph
77 the number of desegregation leaves approximateely 2,140 biWilliams and two children, Miss
their home in Memphis.
school districts in southern and,' racial school districts still segreMrs. Lillian Ross of Chicago Aurora Pearl and Henry Joseph,
border states. "Southern School gated.
visited her sister, Mrs. Cora Wood- jr., spent last week visiting In the
News" reported Friday.
I The changing situation is demard here. She returned to Chico- home of Joe Yeates, Mrs. WilA new tabulation shows a
onstrated by the fact that since
go last Friday night, taking with hams' father. The Williams are
mum of 742 districts now known, 1954 Missouri has reduced its
from Corpus Christi, Tex.
her, Mrs. Woodard.
to be desegregated compared with;school districts from 4,022 to 2,•• •
The Naomi Chapter No. 9, Ora previous total of 819. As many ,81)0, Mississippi from 971 to 151,
BATESVILLE
proStar
Eastern
a
held
of
der
as 40 additional districts in Okla- Oklahoma from 1,799 to 1„3s5
By CLEY W. JOINER
gram at Oakgrowe CME church
,homa may be in compliance with and five other states by lesser
The singing program at Bluff
recently. Mrs. E. L. Stokes, wortee
S. supreme Court's deseg' totals,
thy matron. Rev. C. 0. Wilins, Spring M. B. church was very
regation decision, their school
CENTER OF CONTROVERSY
enjoyable on the fifth Sunday with
pastor.
boards having ordered an end to
•• •
the Heaven Bound Singers, T h e
segregation but
without actual In its June issue, Southern
ABERDEEN
Louis Sisters and Glory Bound
classroom integration because of School News reported the state of
Virginia and the city of Littloll
Singers participating.
By HENRY E. CRUMP
lack of Negro applicants.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ward The first Sunday in June was
This means that while 919 differ. Rock, two continuing centers
and little daughter have returned, a lovely day at Brassel Chapel
ent school boards have decided segregation-desegregation controssi
to Jackson after spending t h e! AME church with the Rev. Leato desegregate tdeir schools at, ersy, accounted for the major deland
Lexdelivering
the message. The
week with their mother, Mrs.
one time or another since 1954; velopments in May.
!Heaven Bound and Glory Bound
ye Crump and family.
there are now a maximum of 782 In Virginia the U. S. Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals overthrew
Correction: Mrs. Minnie Shivers Singers were present.
PARTICIPANTS IN THE 74th
ams, president of the Amerischool teacher. Roanoke, who
School of Engineering and Ar- school districts desegregated in
a previous district court decision
attended the graduation of her Little Leans Mae Chatman ac- Commencement Exercises held
can Council on Education,
received a Certificate of Merit;
chitecture. Howard university, policy or practice.
giving Prince Edward County until
daughter Lady Ann Shivers at cidentally cut her leg but is get- at Virginia
College,
State
MANY STILL SEGREGATED
Dr. Howard Thurman, dean,
Commencement speaker; Preswho received the honorary deting along fine.
1965 to begin desegregation. The
Bennett College on May 24.
Petersburg, are shown above.
Marsh Chapel, Boston universiident Robert P. Daniel of the
The latest tabulation lists a t cree of Doctor of Science. Mrs.
Mrs. Arosky Stewart spent a Left to right. Rev. Leonard E.
Mrs. Hattie B. Simpson left for
College; Mrs. Jessie Matthews
ty and recipient of the honor.
tit of 7,847 school districts in the latest decision directed the coonVeen
received
also
an
honor.
St. Louis to visit her daughter. month in Chicago with her chit- Terrell, college minister: Miss
are degree of Doctor of Hu.
Vann, president and treasurer
ars, degree of Doctor of Huregion embracing IT states and tY to admit Negroes to its high
Sorry to learn that Mrs. Wiema dren and has returned here to Sadie Virginia Lawson, public
of the Pittsburgh Courier; and
masities; Dr. Arthur S. Admanities during the ceremon- •'.1e District of columbia, of which, school this fall. Prince Edward
J. Reid had a fall injuring her her home.
Dr. Lewis King Downing, dean
ies. (Photo by Burke)
Z875 are bi•racial with white and- County subsequently voted to withknee.
draw financial support of its pubMiss Mary 'Alice McFarland and
lic schools.
Willie
Miss
B. Sykes left for ChiAt Little Rock, three strongly
cago last Saturday.
segregationist members of the
•
school board were recalled after
HOLLY SPRINGS
having tried to fire 44 teachers
Rust College commencement uNfrry
and school employes on unspeciVILLA RIDGE
0
closed Monday, June 1 with a
fied charges. The board's other
By MONETTE VAUGHN
Esther Day exercises were obfine address delivered by Dr. Tolthree members, opposed to deMisses Nancy Smith daughter served by Arizona Chapter 0. E.
bert. One hundred fifty-eight re- of Mr. and Mrs. Sellie
segregation
but not willing to
Smith, and S. at the St. John Baptist church
ceived bachelor of arts and sci- Ownie Maxine
abandon public schools, were reJenkins, daughter n Mounds Sunday with Rev. W.
ence degrees.
Summer school of Mrs. Artie Jenkins left Saturtained in the same election.
L Reynolds bringing the messstarted at Rust June 3. There day afternoon
for Chicago,
age. Deputy Grand Master J. G.
are 405 in-service teachers attend- and Milwaukee, Wis.,
where they Hopkin, Grand Treasurer, G. A.
ing the first summer session.
will visit relatives, the former in Cross of Prince Hall Grand Lodge
All pulpits will be filled Sunday Chicago, and the latter in
Mil- wad District Deputy Worthy Mawith Rev. Broomfield at Ander- waukee.
know not what they do."
tron Ada Mai Cross of Eureka
By DR. A. LINCOLN JAMES
son chapel; Rev. Rucker at As- Mr and Mrs Marion
When the drama was finally end
Lathan G and Chapter were in attendbury and Rev. Mitchell at Provi- became the
ed, and the terrible excitement WARREN
Dr. A Lincoln James is the minister in the Greater Bethesda
proud
parents of once.
denee.
a baby girl Saturday afternoon., Messrs. Melvin Paul, George Baptist Church located at 52nd and Michigan ave. in Chicago,
was over, even the soldiers had to
He
By MATTIE BURNETT
Rev. and
Mrs. Broomfield Both mother and baby are
say, "Truly this man must be the
fine. Allan Floyd, James Chandler. Is- is a graduate of the College department of Va. Union University;
returned from Georgia Thursday. Charles Vaughn,
son of God."
son of Mr. aac Simmons, jr., and Miss Cath- of Richmond. Va.,with the B. A. degree in Sociology and Psychology.
Our week end started off with
E er W. C. Armstrong deliver- and Mrs. Milton Vaughn II,
a bang. We took our little daughand es-inc Calbert were among the high He also received his B. D. Degree,
TAKE YOUR STAND
P a pouerfuI sermon Sum1 as
J
and school graduates this year from for the School of Religion of same t out, or a broom to sweep it
This is the stand that won the ter, Jessie Marie to the birthday
ening at Anderson Chapel for He- Mrs. Sellie Smith, spent
the Douglass High school.
for Martin Luther King and lawn party for little Dwayne Watvictory
rather
raise
winbut
we
the
,out,
university, the honorary degree
roines of Jericho.
week end with their parents. Both : Rev. S. S. Patterson was
his followers and they walked for kins given by his parents, Rev.
recent
dows
fresh
come
let
the
and
air
The new city school is under are students in Southern Illinois
freedom in Alabama, Such action and Mrs. J. M. Watkins, pastor
dinner guest of Mr. and Mn. Au- of Doctor of Divinity was confer. in." It was this statement that
red upon him by the Virginia
university in Carbondale, Ill.
on the part of nine high school of Bethel AME church. The chilbrey Lane.
very graphically placed upon my
Theological Seminary and ColOn the sick list are: Mesdames The Mt. Zion
children has won the battle over dren played lots of games which
on 1W
N. V
V. churchheld
111 ind this meanin g of this text
lege.
Carrie Winston, Mary Crossland, its mid-year baptizing May 31
is always loads of fun. Hostess,
the feabuasites in Little Rock.
with
as a formula for a Victorious life.
By PEARLINE BILLINGSLEA and Mr. Mark Kay.
His former pastorates before "Be not overcome with evil, but
the pastor, Rev. J. G. Hopkins
Victory is assured if we lift evil Mrs. Watkins served the little
Those who attended the an-; Mr. Joe Willie Spears of Chicoming to Chicago were, the First overcome evil with good." Too
above good. (purist doctrine is one guests a delicious repast.
in charge.
nual rally at Cedar Grove Bap-1, cago spent the week end here
Miss Christine Harden of Warof loving our enemies, blessing
The Carters' Restaurant is op- African Baptist Church of Rich- often we have undertaken
and
tist church near Koscuisko last! with his family.
crating :pert-time due to the ser- mond. Va., and the First Bap- failed in overcoming evil because
those that curse us, doing good to ren is spending an enjoyable vaSunday were Miss Mettle McGee,'
• ••
ious illness of the mother of Mrs. tint Church of Suffolks, Virginia we have tried to overcome evil
them that hate us praying for cation in Chicago with her sister,
Willie, John McGee, Mrs. Tom- Sandusky
where he built a 5200.000.00.with evil. The divine plan is prethose who despitefully use us. This Miss Anie Ilardin and other reGeorgia Carter.
mie Saunders, Mr. and Mrs. Ful- Mrs. Lomie Thompson,
church.
Whitley, Mrs. Lucy Boykins has returnIs our only means of finally con- latives and friends.
l eisely the opposite.
ton McGee, Mrs. Mary Redd, P. died rather
DR. A. LINCOLN JAMES
suddenly Sunday aft- 'ed to Chicago for medical cheekquecing our enemies and of being Mrs. Bammer Martin and Mrs.
Greater Bethesda Church of We are to overcome evil, not
NI. Redd, Johnnie Pickens and ernoon, June
7, at her home. She up.
which he is now in his 5th yenr with evil but with good.
lust. The body of Jesus was crush- force of good in tho building of a Pauline Alexander were called tc
Rev. M. C. Billingslea who delis'- had been ill for
Little Rock to be at the bedsidk
some time but, Miss Mary Sue Lane, corre- as pastor is one of Chicago's
Moffatt's translation of the text d ani his side pierced, BUT Jes- better world.
ered the afternoon sermon. Din- was not confined to bed. Her sinThis victorious life is assured if of Mrs. Martin's husband, Mr.
sponding secretary of the Z i o n largest Baptist Churches with a nada thus, "Do not let evil get the t -; at his highest moment of spirner was served at the chure'o: ter, the former Miss
Nannie District Congress attended the congregation numbering in the setter of you; you get the better tual excellency, though rejected the follow the lesson Paul in the Eddie Martin and Mrs. Alexan•
Mr. Carol Morgan and brother- Thompson, of Chicago, Ill., is here
der's father who is ill in Baptist
Board meeting at Unity last thousands. He is married to the of evil by doing good."
.nd condemned though tortured ext and the example of Jesus in
Johnnic Lee of Jackson, M i s s.. to make the funeral
hospital. Ile is much better at this
former Clara Rose Thompson of
arrange- week end.
' nd condemned though spat upon his life. "Be not overcome of evil, time
EVIL
AND
spent last week end here with ments.
GOOD
and expects to be home
Rev. Henry Anderson of Ca. Bluefield. West Va., and resides
, Christ nevertheless but overcome evil with good.
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soon. They were accompanied to
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his
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so
that
Mrs. Christine Craft's holy was FUTURE CITY
our
S. Michigan ave., with his wife Chriat
Little Rock by Mrs. Travestine
, Rev. J. G. Hopkins Monday.
lives, our nation and our world "Father forgive them for they
sh.!oped here from Chicago. Fu- The Shiloh Baptist church, Rev.
•••
and four children.
Alexander.
neral was held at ('I-press Grove S. S. Patterson, pastor, closed
fresh
with
goodness
of
the
air
and
Rev. T. C. Charman of Monroe
Text: "Be not overcome of e
a FREEPORT
Baptist church. Those accompany- very successful revival Sunday
religion of Jesus christ until
was guest speaker at Bethel A.
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, Jr. but overvome evil with good." Rviol: the
ing ihe bodyy here were her bus- night with eight converts. T h e Mr.
all of the foul air of evil will be
M. E. last Sunday. Everyone en.
and Mrs. John Brumfield, mans 12:21.
forced out.
band. daughter, Mrs. Leliz Me- meeting was conducted by a jr.,
MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL
joyed the inspiring message.
and sons, Dennis and John Not too long ago in a converseray and Mary Bell.
Good and evil are two great forBy BETH WHITE
. young minister, Rev. E. L. Shock- of Gary, Ind. ,spent the week
Rev. J. M. Watkins host pastor.
end lion with a young college student ces in the world. There are good
•••
ley, of Blytheville, Ark. The here visiting their parents,
Alvin Del Chamblee is now an Rev. Charman was guest in the
Mr. this statement was made:
STARKVILLE
following visitors were present in and Mrs. John Brumfield, sr., and 'When a room is filled with foul and bad people in the world and KEOKUK
accountant maintenance clerk at home of Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
By FANNIE MOORE
the morning
worship services; Mr. and Mrs. Joe McNair.
the U. S. Air Force. He was Gulle4ge.
air, we do not get a club to beat there are good and bad conditions
in the world. Every human life is
Mr. Ben II. Ashford, jr., spent Rev. Chambers, Dist. Missionary .
By REV. M. CUI.PEPPER
Mrs. Irma Brunson was feaformerly a fiscal accounts clerk
Mrs. Alma Greenwood of Chi•
exposed to good and evil. These
a few days in Starkville last week of the Mt. Olive District, and his cago
at the Veterans Administration. tured speaker at the commencespent last week end here ston and family are vacationing two forces are forever
at war with Mrs. V. Holmes who was a re- The daily papers
visiting his father and sister, Rev. friend. Rev. Ivory, both of Mt.
pictured Hu- ment exercises at the Wilmer
visiting Mrs. E. Martin and Mrs. in Shreveport.
o
ianne:noofthm
eranfisghstoinul. for the alleg- ceut-patient in St. Joseph's hos- ron J. Shelton of the
B. H. Ashford and Mrs. Dorothy Vernon, Ill.; Rev. Johnson of
St. Paul Training School.
Mattie Asher.
Miss Marian Pearson spent the
pital is much improved.
McFarland en route to Texas Wisconsin, Mrs. Macadore. moth.
Union Depot Red Caps, Lodge G328 Miss Sally Campbell, Raymond
Ivory Hunter spent the week week end with her parents, Rev.
However man having been made r Mrs. May Ashly who has been
where he is attending Wiley col- er of Mrs. Mary Breland,
presenting Leonard H. Carter, Colen, Miss Ernestine Benson
and end in Chicago.
and Mrs. Warren Pearson, Sr. in the image of God and thus a
lege.
a shut-in for quite some time is president of the local branch of have returned to the city
Rev. Shockley, Mrs. Macadore is
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter If you have news to report,'
front
free moral agent to act as he will doing fine.
The recent graduates of various, from Wyatt, Mo,
the NAACP, a check on an initial AMAN college.
and de-ghter, Mrs. Audrey Fink- please dial ADam 2-2073.
and to decide for himself must
..
Mr. B. Scott passel away In payment for life membership in
Mr. T. C. Brunson, principal of
make his own choice. It is man's Graham hospital where he had
Bradley county school attended
the NAACP.
privilege to accept either that been a patient several days. He The
Rev. Denzil A. Carty, rector the commencement exercises at
which is evil or that which is good. was born in Missouri and had of St. Phillips
Episcopal church, Linden high in Ft. Smith, Prof1144
Man's exposure to both evil and been in Keokuk since his early was presented with two
flags by S. E. Bullock, former principal o
good places upon him the respon- life. In 1019 he married Gertrude the Chrisie deParco Auxiliary of Bradley county
high is principal.
sibility of deciding for himself ei- Cook in Keokuk. He was a mem- St. Paul. The
Willie Wilfong of Little Rock
presentation was
ther in favor of gaad or In favor ber of Pilgrim church. Surviv- made by outstanding
service in spent some time in our city visitof evil Man is both of a carnal ing are Ids wife; son, Jesse of the community and for Ameri- ing his mother
Mrs. Eliza J.
nature and a divine nature. If Los Angeles, a sister of Galesburg, canism. Father Carty is a former Johnson.
he chooses to do so he may live. Ill. Rev. W. M. Holmes officiated state chaplain for the American
Mrs, Catherine Johnson and
victoriously by turning to God and at the funeral,
Earl Dixon, jr., of Los Angeles
Legion.
thus doing that which is right, or
The Rev. Jerome Del Pino, pas- are spending a lengthy vacation
he may turn to Satan and be lost
tor of Camphor Methodist church in the city with Mrs. Johnson's
by doing that which is evil
for the past seven years was re- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Neal,
Jesus Christ gave us the ex-'
turned here for his eighth year Mrs. Johnson's sisters, Miss Janet
ample PC '',.;(101';011, !.1`',
!'!" ill I
by the annual Lexington confer- Neal and Mr. Mammer Freeman
his own life. The text contains the
ence meet last week. The mart- and Earl's grandparents and
philosophy of Jesus Christ. Chris: Alum°
gage on the church building was aunts, Mrs. Johnson worshipped
tianity brought something new into)
burned recently.
at her former church, Bethel A.
By ANNE STEWARD
the sphere of morals. Before'
Norman Bell, campaign man- M. E. church.
Christ the evil was reprisal and
Mr. and S.rs. John McMullin ager of the local NAACP annual A big event of the season will
retribution. Pains sod -cnalties
membership drive, announced that soon come your way. The occaswere the only remedies known to and family of Memphis visited th
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last
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home
of
the rulers and judges of earth.
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pierced hand. Jesus Christ did not, ertain in Chicago.
ing when an open meeting on
Mrs.
Lillian
Spencer of Ohio
turn upon his foes with the same'
"Open Occupancy" was held last
weapon with which they fought' Was home last week to see her Friday.
Carl L. Weschecke, secre- at St. James AME church in
Mrs.
mother,
Della
Jelks who
West
him. He did not render injury for
tary of the local NAACP was Warren last Sunday
morning.
injury, slander for slander and ha-I had just returned from the hosspokesma for the group. Leon- Rev. L. R. Lillie is
pital.
pastor.
Vert for hatred.
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Mr. and Mrs. Tam Davis of ard H. Carter, president of the enMrii.
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and Mrs.
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elee.
Aegli
JESUS relied upon the highest
branch, was the principal speakThompson
and pure!.i morality and v.:on the Dyersburg visited his sisters and and
Mrs
McFarland
Walter
was spent sonic enjoyable hours in our
brother, Mrs. James Branch, Mrs.
battle for his Cause.
the only freshman at the Minne- city visiting Mr.
and Mrs. James
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School
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Me.r.
sell
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a McGehee.
to
to man was not fought on the Davis.
painting
at
the
exhibit.
yearly
His,
W. Williams of Longbattlefields of the world with guns. Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Hawkins
Patting "Free and Easy" and a! view, Tex., was a recent visitor
bombs and bayonets. The greatest spent last week end with their'
piece of sculpture were purchased.' in the beautiful and
spacious
baths of all time was fought on: grandchildren, little Linda and
HONORARY DEGREE RERonald D. Holbrook received a home of Mrs. R. C. Pennington,
Morphs, right, chairman of the
menrement exercises of Morment address; William L. Fitz. Calvary between the forces of! Debella Watson of Humboldt, Tenn.
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special certificate and is nose) He reported that his
Board of Trustees, are the four
gan State college June i. They
visit here
gerald, Baltimore attorney; evil sod good with Jesus Christi
STATE COLLEGE — Shown
registered in the Leadership Fel- was quite enjoyable.
distinguished Americans oh,,
are, left to right: A. Philip
as the central figure.
Dr. Harry Bard, Baltimore ed•
here with President Martin D•
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Association
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receised the honorary degree
Unitof
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o,aior. and
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ed States of America. The ore- vern was In the city on
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hood of Sleeping Car Porters,
business
(Retired. Benjamin 0, Davis, good, in the form of hatred, bigot- The blink of the eye occupies
sentation
was made at a special recently and called on the
uho delivered the commenceBun
Sr., of Washington, D. C.
jry, envy, jealousy, idolotry and about one-forthleth of a second.
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banquet at the YMCA.
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FASHION SHOW commentator
checks with three models before the style show which
was a feature of the three-day
meeting of the Tennessee State
Federation of Colord Worn.
en's Clubs in Humboldt, Tenn.,

June 9-11. Mrs. Olga Basker•
ville of Humboldt, seated,
gees over the program with,
left to right, miss Shirley McCray of Memphis, Miss Zettie Craig of Memphis and Mrs.
Mettle Byrd of Jackson.

FEDERATION
OFFICERS
chat during a lull in the sessions. Left to right are Mrs.
H. 1.. Allison of Clarkssille,
secretary; Mrs. Freddie Jones
of Memphis, assistant secre.
tary; Mrs. Carrie Seat of
Trenton, supervisor of Gibson
county schools; and Mrs. Tal-

lie T. Rey of Chattanooga,
treasurer. Scores of women
from all over the stale assembled In Humboldt for the conor of Humboldt, 0. V. Bask.
erville, and from representa•
Oyes of the ministerial &Ill.
ance. business firms, the press.
schools and sororities.
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SURROUNDED BY gorgeous
gloxinias, models strike a
fetching pose for the Tri.Stato
Defender photographer. Left
to right are Miss Jovada Bal.
lard of Humboldt; Miss Marian
Andel son
of
Murfreesboro

and Mrs. Mettle Byrd of Jackson. The lavish display of flowers in the renter of the Stigall
gymnasium floor, scene of the
fashion show, was arranged by
Humboldt's Gloxinia Art and
Garden club.
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MRS. JENNIE VANCE, right,
of Humboldt, general chairman, receives a bouquet from
Mrs. Ella Mee Lacey of Humboldt. Mrs. Vance, who Is

president of the Gloxinia Art
and Garden club, headed the
group of women who made ar•
rangements for the Hum•
boldt meet.

PRESIDENT OF the National
Association of Colored Women's
Clubs, Mrs. Ruby Stutts I.yells
presents the main address at
the Tuesday night meeting.

MRS. CORA B. ROBINSON,
president of the State Feder'.
tion, receives a corsage from
Mrs. Cotrell Thomas. Host.
lug the state-wide meet was the

Humboldt City Federation.
Mrs. E. J. Donald is president
of the city federation. (Staff
Photos by Pulley)

Greetings came from the May.
fib and received the "keys te
the city" from Humboldt',
mayor.
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Stork Stops

1 FULTZ QUADS Celebrate 13th BIRTHDAY'
TINY PET MILK BABIES HAVE GROWN
INTO STURDY, HEALTHY TEEN-AGERS
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Woodlawn.
Born at John Gaston Hospital
1420 Williams.
June 6, 1959
A son, Leslie Lee, Jr., to Mr. June 11
Mr. and
A daughter, Josephine Denise, to and Mrs. Leslie L. Alathis of 49 A son, Lee Marvin, to
/
2 LewMrs. Peter Simpson of 9321
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones of E. Trigg.
A daughter, Jeselyn, to Mr. and is.
255 Pauline Cir.
Galloway, of 1181 Vol- A son, Jerome Craig, to Mr. and
A daughter Teresa Isom, to Mr. Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. James Campbell of 502 Glanand Mrs. L. C. Ward, of 1027 Cart- entine.
A daughter, Cynthia Claire, to kler.
well.
of
Wells
Emmett
Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Ivory Brenda, to
A son, Walter Louis, jr., to Mr.
838 Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hawthorne
2510
Smith
of
and Mrs. Walter
A daughter, Ciretha Denise, to of 708 Hastings.
Staten.
Mr. and Mrs. Williford Jones of
A son, Garfield, to Mr. and
A daughter, Susan Delois, to Mr. 1136 Smith.
Mrs. James Blackburn of 1348
and Mrs. Al C. Johnson of 1815 A son, to Mr. and Mrs. John Kentucky.
Cincinnati.
Shelby of 1447 Springdale.
A daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr.
Twin daughters, Marilyn and A daughter, Rosalind Diane, to and Mrs. Ray West of 507 PonaASSMATES JOIN FESTIVITIES—The girls invited more
FULTZ QUADS PREPARE REFRESHMENTS The Fultz Quadruplets of Reidsville, N. C.
and Carolyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Lit- Mr. and Mrs. James E. Chandler totoc.
than forty of their schoolmates to join in the fun. As a typi"No-Cook"
prepared
Pet
Milk
girls
party.
The
with
a
gala
13th
birthday
celebrated
their
of 971 Neptune.
tleton Seymour of 793 Alaska.
A son, Aundra, to Mr. and Mrs.
cal teen-ager, Mary Catherine Fultz enjoyed a turn around
popular feature at the party. In
bar,
a
"do-it-yourself"
ice
cream
Sauces
for
a
Ice
Cream
to
Ann,
Patricia
daughter,
A son, Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. A
Willie Adams of 3083 Fisher.
prizes.
the dance floor.
gatnee
and
included
lots
of
festivities
refreshments,
delicious
addition
to
Epps
of
D.
Mrs.
Moses
and
George Mosby of 3028 Winchester. Mr.
A son, Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
1554 S. Third.
Clem Lythle of 283 Adaolphus.
A son, Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
June 10
George Mosby of 3028 Winchester.
A son, Bobbie Lee, to Mr. and
A daughter, Felecia Lynn, to
Hennah of 953 Mason.
A son, George Larry, jr., to Mr.
Hawkins of Mrs. Ozell
Frank
Mrs.
Mr.
and
and Mrs. George L. Richmond of
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
1046 N. Seventh.
593 Handy Mall.
James Mabry of 1392 Kansas.
A son, Augustus Frank, to Mr.
daughter, Gloria Jean, to Mr.
A son, Lester, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charlie Moore of 1083 A
and
Crematory.
Willie Moore of 366
and Mrs. Robert Elliott of 792
Lavon.
Mr.
and
to
Larry,
jr.,
A son,
Alaska.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Larry Jones of 2187 Marble.
A son, James Henry, to Mr. and
John Sullivan of 515 Buntyn.
Mrs. James McKinney of 786 Bey.
June 7
Mildred, to Mr. an
daughter,
A
Twin daughters, Marlene and
June 12
Mrs. Robert Vassar of 1317 Ni,'
Darlene, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
A daughter, Earnestine, to Mr.
A daughter, Selma, to Mr. and
Williams of 316 Linden.
and Mrs. Mack Moss of 234 BakMrs. James White of 1221 N. Ma-1
A son, Tony Von to Mr. and
ers Alley.
nassas.
Mrs. Terry Wilson of 2495 Mc Rae.
A son, Henry Lee, to Mr. and
A son, Keith Andre, to Mr. and
A son, Victor Webb, Jr., to Mr. Mrs. Roosevelt Siggers of 240 Mrs. Eddie Shields of 729 Flynn.
A son, Jerome Craig, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Victor Webb of 1402 Rob- Maryland.
,,
Mrs. James Campbell of 502 Glanerts rd.
A daughter, Angela, to Mr.
A daughter, Janice Ray, to Mr and Mrs. Shelby Clark of 313 W. '"eY'
A daughter, Ivory Brenda, to
and Mrs. Walter L. Suggs of 650
Fay.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hawthorne
Firestone.
A son, Edward Thomas, to Mr.
11
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rayfield i
and Mrs. James Carroll of 938
A son, Garfield Balckburn, to
Titus of 2578 Houck.
Mr. and Mrs. James Blackburn
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.1
AND A 0000 TIME WAS HAD BY ALL—Cutting the cake climaxed an
of 1346 Kentucky.
Donald Manning of 1325 Michigan.'
FOUR PUFFS AND THEY'RE OUT—Thirteen candles bopped a beautifully
afternoon of excitement. And when it was all over, Mary Louise, Mary Alice,
A daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr.
June
decorated three-tiered birthday cake. With four healthy puffs, they were all
and Mrs. Ray West of 507 PontoMary Anne and Mary Catherine Fultz, world's only identical Negro quadruA son, Michael Anthony, to
blown out and it was obvious that four wishes were bound to come true.
toc.
plets, were officially 13 years old. Hard to believe that at birth the girls' averMr. and Mrs. Hosea Deener of'
Then, it Was "turn-about" for birthday presents, with the guests on the
Mrs.
A son, Arendra, to Mr. and
age weight was 3 pounds, 10 ounces! A Pet Milk formula carried them through
2425 Eldridge.
receiving end! The Quads presented each girl with a lovely necklace and
Willie Adams of 3083 Fisher.
A son, Marlon Jay, to Mr. and
the critical period and today the Fultz Quads are sturdy, healthy teen-agers.
each boy received a baseball.
McCORKLI, A son, Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
RUTH
BENNIE
By
Mrs. Lemar Talley of 305 Modder.
Clem Lythe of 283 Adolphus.
A daughter, Alicia Renee, to PASTOR'S ANNIVERSARY
Yr. and Mrs. Willie Jones of 4963 The sixth anniversary of Rev. A daughter, Sheila Lashung, to
Black rd.
R. T. Weeden as pastor of St. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel White of 399
Mrs. Connie Richie and son, Liu
A daughter, Linda Kay, to Mr. Luke Baptist church was celebrat- Vance.
Cole of Webster Groves, Mo
A daughter, Roseland finite, to
and Mrs. Charles Reid of 1141 ed on Sunday, June 7.
were weekend visitors of h e
Springd ale.
Delivering the sermon for the Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. McClure
daughter and family, Mr. smi
A son, Albert C., jr., to Mr. occasion was Rev. W. N. Gray, of 368' Gracewood.
Hollis Wynne. Mrs. Wynne ano
and Mrs. Albert C. Gregory of pastor of Shady Grove Baptist A daughter, Linda Ann, to Mr.
children returned with them for A
1416 Horace.
church at Parkin, Ark. His sub- and Mrs. Walter Harper of 2380
visit.
A daughter, Beverly Ann, to Mr. ject was "The Suffering Preach- Mullen.
Mrs. Carrie Van Dyke and tam
to
Mr.
and
A son, Albert Earl,
and Mrs. Louis V. Williams of 1010 ers."
ily of Benton Harbor, Mich.,
Oklaof
219
W.
hear
Darsey
Mrs.
Meagher.
A gift of $128.00 was given to
visiting their parents, Mr. a n
A daughter, Annie Louise, to Mr. the pastor and flowers were pre- homa.
Mrs. Louis Herron, sr.
A daughter, Janice Marie, to
and Mrs. Robert C. Dale of 75G sented to him and his wife.
Mrs. Jessie Mae Richardson e"
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie W. Tay4oston.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Cleveland is visiting her parents.
, He was a creditable student
RELIGIOUS NEWS
A daughter, Tjuania LeJune to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Coleman lor of 1435 N. Stonewall.
Mr. and Mrs. Dock James.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mack of 1941 have announced the engagement Born at F. H. Crump Mram a, We begin our column with our and made a very good presenta- Mrs. Ella Haley is visiting her
MUSING: Someone asked me vile the in-laws, and all and any
tion Sunday afternoon. Thanks to
Carver.
of their daughter, Miss Katherine hospital:
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and what was the meaning of "ma- one else you would normally ask
religious news this week. Sunday all both young and old.
A son, Dana Andrew, to Mr. Coleman, to Lee Gene Jones, jr., A son, Roman III, to Mr. and
motorMrs.
Charles
Williams.
She
marked the close of a five-day Mrs. Carrie Harris, Lynn Mcturity". . .the person said "you Those who want to come can rt
and Mrs. James H. Strong of 1606 son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gene Mrs. Roman Bates of 2423 Cory
Vacation Bible Schooll that was Gee and James Williams along ed down from Indianapolis with use the word so very much." so, and those who wish to siilLY
.st.
Victor.
ions, sr., of Lansing, Ark.
and
sister-in-law,
Mr.
her
brother
held at the Dyer CME Church and with other members of Club No.
"Maturity is just what is sounds away will let you know. If you
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. The wedding will take place at A son. Michael Anthony, to Mr.
a record was set for attendance. 10, sponsored a "Mother-of-the- and Mrs. Leroy Haley, who are like — the ability to react to life become involved in this family
Raymond Newberry of 1400 Doris. New Hope
Baptist
church on and Mrs. Booker T. Smith, of 999
Mrs.
Jack
Wright
visiting
Mr.
and
Workers included Mesdames Year" program Sunday night.
situations in ways that are more meat-grinder, the best you will jig
A daughter, Katherine, to Mr. June 28, and the couple will N. Third st.
and other relatives in the Gibson beneficial than the ways in which out of it will be the worst. '
and Mrs. John King of 1433 N. live with his parents until they A daughter, Danese Darrell, to Carrie Harris, Erma Wynne, Alice Mrs. Velma Wynne of the CME Wells Community.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Strong of 338 Hooker, Elizabeth Hollond, Lucy church was crowned Mother of Mrs. Mary Agnes Allen, w h o a child would react.
Bellevue.
move to their own home.
Emotional stasis is exactly the
Overall, Misses Ruby Harris, Mar- 1959.
A son, Russell, to Mr. and Mrs. Miss Coleman was graduated Flynn.
taught in Covington this year, is
Clarence Wisemon of 904 Florida. from Dunbar high school with the A son, Terald Anthony, to Mr. ian Patterson and Bobby Ann Other contestants were Mrs. El- home for a brief rest before leav- same thing. Emotional stress is
June 9
class of 1959, and was salutatorian and Mrs. Marvin Williams of 274' Davidson. Prof. E. L. Wynne with sie Marie Fisher, substituted for ing for Chicago where she will what a child produces when faced
with a menacing situation, a maMrs. Alberta Jamison as director. by Mrs. Bobbie Harris, Mrs. FlorA daughter, Deborah Lynn, to of her class.
E. Trigg.
study towards her master's de- ture person has emotional stasis
Mr. and Mrs. Los Mitchell of 1959 Mr. Jones was graduated from
A daughter, Rena, to Mr. and
Rev. W. C. Rogers is the pastor. Me Mayfield. This club made a gree.
in the same situations. If we would
E. Person.
the Leroy McNeil high school with Mrs. James Satterwhite of 1437 Sunday was Youth Day and the very fine financial report a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Russell, try to train people to reach magives other clubs something to
A son, Paul Allen, to Mr. and the class of 1958 and was also KneY.
Charlie Howard and his aunt, turity and emotional stasis, there
youth sermon was given by Dr.
work P to.
Sirs. Ambrose Williams of 319 salutatorian of his class.
May 31
Mrs. Sis McGee, motored to South would be many more peo ple
C. A. Kirkendoll, president of
Lucy.
• Miss Jean Tucker is home from
A son, David Aaron, to Mr. and
Bend, Ind., last week. Mrs. Mc- reaching fairly well-rounded maLane college, Jackson Tennessee. HERE AND THERE
A daughter, Andrea Lee, to Mr. Mississippi Indutrial college, Hot- Mrs. William C. Greenlee of 849
Mrs. Lucy Overall is in Jack- Gee is spending the rest of the turity. (To be continued).
Guest pianist for the occasion
and Mrs. Andrew R. Chambers ally Spring, Miss., for the summer. Josephine.
Mary Rogers, a son this week ending the Ten- Summer there with relatives.
Dear Carlotta:
A son, Michael Glenn, to Mr. was Miss Rose
high school nessee Missionary Institute. Mr. Mrs. A. C. Jaycocks is home My daughter and I are having CHURCH
and Mrs. Charlie B. Ragland of senier at Rosenwald
We had our Bible service Wedyoung woman in and Mrs. Roosevelt Partee were from St. Mary's hospital after suc- an argument. She kept a dental
and
prominent
1198 Marble.
dinner hosts to Rev. and Mrs. W. cessful operation and is doing appointment in her blue jeans. nesday night a week ago and arthe Brownsville district.
June 1
all C. Rogers, president C. A, Kirk- nicely.
Her excuse Was. . .all the girls ranged to have our meeting every
A daughter, Dana I.ynette, to The young people served in
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Russell, Mr. were wearing them, and she did Wednesday night also, at 8 p.
the "Sunday" capacities until endoll and Mrs. Rogers, a cousin
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roy McCloud of
their period which ended at 5 p.m. of the pastor, Sunday. Mrs. Rog- and Mrs. Tom Brooks, and Mr. not want to be different. Mother. A large crowd was on hand for
MISS DU PREE BETROTHED I anna.
834 McLemore.
It is not possible for us to call ers is visiting in Dresden with and Mrs. Jerry Lee attended the Dear Mother:
the service. Opening the service
Miss Diane Du Pree's engage- The bride-elect Is a graduate of June 2
Rev. and Mrs. Rogers from Mil- funeral of the late Bob Halfacre If the office Is not In a park, was Sister Ruth Simpson
who
ment to Clifton Bailey, the son of the Robert R. Morton high school, Twin son and daughter. Debbiel all the names of those persons
waukee,
Wis.
recently.
or
in
Ripley
that appeared on program
your daughter was not properly led us in song, followed with a
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Bailey of Marianna, and attended Shorter Si n
e and Michael Anthony,
of
TrenScout
Troop
Arnold.
The
Boy
Earl
made
a
profitable
showing
during
by
John
prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Lawrence
attired.
Forrest City, has been announc- college at North Little R c k, to Mr. and Mrs. James Capie of
Bible school, however we will and children of Memphis were ton held a program at the First
More officers were elected in I
ed by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. where she received a degree in 2366 Sparks.
F. Dear Carlotta:
Sunday,
Prof.
church
Baptist
mention
one
young
man
who
is
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
persons of Mrs. Florette Balk
Richard Du Pree, sr., of Mari- business administration. She was A son, Phillip Andrew, to Mr.
married
brothMy sister and I
making his home with Mr. and Jerome Ellington. Mrs. Lawrence Carnes was guest speaker.
assistant teacher; Miss Georia
a member of the Student Govern- and Mrs. Phillip Andrew Joyner, Mrs. Hollis Wilkins for the sum- and children stayed for a visit
Mr. and Mrs. Carmack Smith ers. This means, of course, that Ruth Bailey, assistant treasurer;
Three
' ment Council, CCG club, the Hon- of 403 E. Trigg.
in-laws.
the
same
we
have
mer, Henry Louis Mahone.
with relatives in Dyer.
are vacationing in New York this
Charles Langster, chaplain; Rev.
or society and Commercial club. A son, Reginald Bernard, to Mr.
months ago my sister had a fight E. L. Ball, assistant secretary, and
Mr. Bailey was graduated from and Mrs. Frank H. Simmons of
with our mother-in-law, and they Brother Joe Bailey, president.
Lincoln high school, Forrest City. 1225 Latham.
are not speaking. I want to give The public is cordially invited to
He attended AM&N college, Pine June 3
a birthday party for my husband, attend Wednesday night.
A son, Donald Lawrence, to Mr.
Bluff, and served two years in the
and if I invite my sister and her James Russell Wethcrly is a
husband, his father and mother house guest at the home of his
Marine Corps, where he took me- and Mrs. Richard li. Clark of 121
W.
Gage.
chanical arts. He is now working
will not come. What can I do? sister, Mrs. Vera Jenkins. He is
A
daughter,
Paula
Renee,
to
Mr.
in Madison, Ill.
Dear Worried:
from Milan, Tenn.
The wedding will take place, l and Mrs. John Earl Norman of
Have the party as usual and in- A wiener roast was given in hon.
June 21, at 2 p.m.. at the Walnut 1832 Kerr.
or of Mrs. Ruth Simpson this week.
'June 4
Grove church in Marianna.
siunmer.
A birthday party will be given in
A son. Gus, to Mr. and Mrs.
SUMMER DOINGS
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Burnett, honor of Albert Ray Partee a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Moore are James Willis of 1529 Tayner.
visiting
in
Clarksjr, and son are
Roger Ray Partee July 10, at the
enjoying a summer visit with her A daughter, Antoinette LaVerne,
ville.
home et Mr. and Mrs. David M.
relatives and friends in St. Louis to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Powell of
Mr. Allen Wilkins of St. Louis Ball. There are several others in
3355 Alta rd.
and Chicago.
visited his sister, Mrs. Mattie El- the Partee family that have birthMisses Gloria Ann Clark a n d June 5
lington Sunday, Mr. Jerome re- days in July. Miss leymai Partee
With vacation time nearin g, Iris Clark are enjoying a
daughter,
A
Deborah Ann, to
suminer
turned home with him for an ex- will be responsible for the party.
many Lauderdalians are leaving visit with their
grandparents and Mr. and Mrs. Mathews Williams
tended visit.
Plan now to attend our churchco
,
and going to spend the summer aunt. While there
2012
Rile.
of
Miss Iris Clark
Mesdames Carrie Seat, Esther in this area in August for revivwith friends and relatives,
will enroll in summer school at
Johnson, Laverne Radford, Alher- There will be lots of excitin
Misses Kate Pitts and Mamie. the Scipio
Jones high school. The system.
ta Jamison, Erma Wynne and La preaching. Rev. J. D. Thomas, our
Eison have gone to Chicago, thel girls
are the daughters of Mr. and The Rev. lierbert Scott, pastor
Pearl Burns have been attending preacher, will have some other
"Windy City" to spend the sum -1
Mrs. J. B. Clark.
of the St. Luke AME church of
Ore State Federation meeting this preachers aiding him.
MET.
Rev. E. L. Nelson has returnedL this city has been transferred to
week in Ilumboldt as active mem- Children's day plans are under
Winston Bates will spend his
from an extended visit in Chien- the state of Oklahoma.
bers.
way and many little kiddies are
Summer in Milwaukee.
go, where he visited his dauch- Phil Stanley Roberts celebrated
Among the guests from this looking forward to this gay occasMr. and Mrs. Saul E. Moore and ter, Mrs.
Dessie V. Smith and his birthday with a swimming pararea
garden
parthe
that
enjoyed
ion. Featured at this affair will
son are spending the Summer in
ty at the South Side Park. Around
ty were Mesdames Geraldine Wil- be the junior choir of which Mrs.
St. Louis, the "Show Me State.''
Several Forrest Citians are at- 15 guests enjoyed the lovely parO'Daniel,
Elizaliams,
Virginia
Betty Sue Wright is president and
Mrs Rosie Lee Nelson is spend- tending slimmer school at the Um
iy. Happy birthday to Phil Stanley.
beth Holland. Misses Jerry Alfre- Mrs. Mamie Jefferson, pianist.
Ing her vacation with her daughter versity of Arkansas at
Fayette.' THELMA BURKE GUILD CLUB
de Wynne, John Etta Jamison and 7irs. Lucyree Harkness, of ChiIs Stadion, Ill.
ville.
The Thelma Burke Guild club
DeLois Ann Wynne. who partici- cago, has returned home to visit
Vacation Bible school was held
Mrs. James Peete has joined closed its club year with a picnic
pated as models for the fashion her son, Bob Miller, who is ill.
et 'Iorning Star Baptist church her husband, James Peete who on the spacious lawn of
show.
Dr. and
Bobby, who can't walk, is a first
hist .veek,
lives in New Orleans, La., for the Mrs.
stardom,
fessional.
Weeks
of
nerve
WAY
to
jangleans,
San
E. Burke. It was given in
THEIR
Louis,
Francisco,
St.
The latter three have been grader at China Grove elementary
ON
Mrs Hattie King has been 'lit- summer. Mrs. Peete is the former the girls' honor, along with their these three talented *omen
ling rehearsals and auditions
Oakland and Fort Worth before guests of the daughters of Prof. school.
pissed from Lauderdale County Miss Laurita Dean.
brought them victory over 214
going coast to coast. Left to and Mrs. Marion Croons this Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Arnold are
sponsors.
sign contracts for starring
hosiiital and is doing fine.
other contenders. Now it's starMiss Madgaline Mayfield of Various outdoor games were
right, B. M. Spears ol Lucky
week, Misses Doris and Jeanette the proud parents of a baby boy
roles In a new radio show.
Hill
Chapel
Baptist
The
church Champaign, Ill., is visiting with played, and a delicious picnic
dom for the trio who take leadHeart Cosmetics, Mrs. Vivian
Having won a Lucky Heart
Crooms, in Humboldt.
born Sunday night, a week ago.
ing
its
first
in
a
new
competition,
roles
in
will hold
meeting
her parents Mr. and Mrs. R. May- menu served. Mrs. W. L. Purifoy
I,ucky Heart's raFord, Miss Fula Brooks and
Cosmetics' talent
Albert Moore Of Chicago is vis- His name is Rocel Arnold.
dio show which will be heard
church, June 28. Rev. L. T. Shep- field. Miss Mayfield is an elemen- assisted Mrs. Burke in entertain- thee, three amateur performMrs. Gussie Peace Yong.
iting his father, sisters and bro- Bye for now. Read next week
'
.
In New York, Dallas, New Or.
itary school teacher In the Illinois log. It was an enjoyable evening. ers enter the ranks of the pro.
yard is pastor.
thers-in-law this week.
column.
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(Special To Tri-State Defeeder) Dusseldorf, hicLemore has had a
FRANKFURT, Germany — Any first-hand opportunity to pick up
Mrs. Mary Glass Musgrove, who lege Players have Eaged several
time after May, 1960, look for a the best traits of fellow musicians
been department head of'widely known works, such as Cathchange in some of the high school from all over Europe.
eeh and drama at Lane college erine Marshall's "A Man Called
bands about Memphis.
was recently awarded a scholar- Peter; George Kelley's "Craig's,
REPERTOIRE SWELLS
Chances are there will be a
ship for Summer study in Great Wife" and others. Her final proRecently, he
had a double
stronger tint of German martial chance to Increase his
Britain. The grant was sponsored duction for the school year was'
internation
airs among the marches, maybe al repertoire after he
by the European Department of "Our Town" by Thornton Wilder,1
• and the]
some fiery Spanish notes in sym- band finished their
the Institute bf International Edu- with a premier and second night;
presentation
phonic, and perhaps the young It was the occasion of
cation.
performance, which included a
American
musicians will even warm up with soldiers appearance with
Study will take place in a semi- cast of over 90 players
British
a Highland fling
nar at Stratford-on-Avon and will
and German bands at the annual
In addition to full length dramas,,
At least that's what Memphian German Policeman's festival in
lest from July 5 through August she has directed annual theater'
Roy J. McLemore is planning to Dusseldorf.
15. During Mrs. Musgrove's at- festivals: presented speech stuSHARPENING UP — Among
Ung ready for college this take back to his high school mu.
tendance at tife British university dents in speech recitals and has
Along with some British airs,
the 30 or more high school
Fall. From left they are Miss- sic el
after he finishes his
she will be concerned with a de- been connected with numerous othgraduates attending refresher
es Carol Ann Lotting, Crys- European tour of duty with the McLemore sat In on a session of
tailed study of Shakespeare and er endeavors.
some of the best local brass agcourses In mathematics in
tal Strong and Meese Han- Army.
Elizabethan drama and the theaMrs. Musgrove's teaching exgregations in the Central German
English this Summer at LA.
cock All are graduates of Fa- ALL-PURPOSE TOUR
ter, with
reference
to staging perience includes:
the
public
area.
Moyne college are these three
ther Bertrand high aches I.
McLemore, who was band inShakespearean productions, and schools of Oklahoma and at Langyoung attractive scholars get(Lyles Photo)
structor for Carver high school "That brass," he said, "I'm goalso a study of the historical and ston university. She is a member'
-before he was selected to serve ing to remember that sound. It'll
cultural background of plays.
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
two years in the Army, Is cOmbin• be part of my European sound in
Mrs. Musgrove it a graduate of and is the wile of Leroy Musgrove
mg business, pleasure and study marching for high school hands. i
Langston university, with advance of Tulsa, Okla., who has been
with his duty in the Third Armor. hope to introduce this new style
work done at Hampton Institute, pursuing courses in the departinto Memphis band music when
ied division band in Frankfurt.
Va., and at Columbia university of ment of physical education at Lane
I return home."
As
he
travels
about
Europe
with
New York, in the school of drama college.
the band, he Is taking notes on WIFE GOES OVERSEAS
and speech.
Mrs Musgrove will sail the last
McLemore, who makes h I
current Continental music that is
During her four years at Lane week in June on the Queen Eliza,
home at 1495 Sidney st.. plans to
adaptable to his students' playing.
fkiirama director, the Lane Col- beth.
return to teaching in the Memphis
graduate student were: Leroy
MEMPHIAN HOMETOWNERS
o collectingworksf
Dr.
o new
F. Price, president I attend two conferences. He Is al He is also
.school system after his separation
E. Thompson, "Ayenite" of '51,
who received the master of
of Leafoyne college, and Mrs. delegate to the International Rapid' artists whenever he bag the opfrom the service next year. His
science degree dining Tennes(left) who majored In zoology:
Price will leave New York's Idle- Social Change Study Conference, portunity.
wife, a teacher at Porter Junior
see State unheraity's recent
and Willie E. Lindsey, in., a
wild airport, July 7 for London scheduled for July 25-Aug. 2, at Since arriving In Germany from
high school, is spending the sum- 47th annual commencement
secondary education m a 1 o r.
and the beginning of a stx-week Anatolia college in S a loni k a, Fort Hood, Texas, in December of
mer
!Mast%
with
with
him
(Dingy
Photo)
some
30 other
in Europe, and will
1958, McLemore has made jaunts
tour of Europe.
Greece. It is sponsored by t h
return to her duties next fall.
During the tour, Dr. Pries WA World Council of Churches and with the popular military band to
Before settling in his army job
Scotland, Spain, many parts of
the Phelps-Stokes Fund.
Ten local piano pupils from the held in 403 music centers of the
as second trumpeteer, the 25-yearFollowing this conference, he Germany, and most recently, to old musician
class et Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham, country and every entrant worth
was shuttled from
will attend the World Council of Margraten, The Netherlands, for the Infantry
Owen college, at Vance and Orto the Engineers at
Churches Summer Meeting in,Spit- a concert.
leans, have registered as candi• his salt will be certificated, given
•
/
On recent trips to Muenster, Ha• Fort Hood, then to the Cavalry
tat, Austria.
when he came to Germany.
dates for membership in the NaDuring their six weeks in Eur- nau, Kirch-Goens. Rutzbach a n d
tional Fraternity of Student MuAnother Memphian is a memope. Dr. end Mrs. Price will also IINIII111111111811111011111IIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111I11111111111 ber of the same
•
sicians, sponsored by the Nation -'al Fraternity of Student Musicians
band. He is The farm equipment companies made on the farm equipment accivisit Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris,
Daniel Webster Harvey, son of of this country put safety high on dent question. Of some 600 people
Piano
al Guild of Piano Teachers of and
Hobbyists of the
Geneva, Zurich, Milan, R o m e,
Mrs.
Mary
Harvey
of
897-A Nep- their list of objectives. The ma- who filled out cards, only o n•
which their teacher is a menu- World.
NEW YORK — Entries ar: now Athens, Salonika, and Villaeh and
tune, and husband of Jean Dolores chines are designed to reduce haz- thought the machines were at
ber. This group of young piano Begun at Hardin-Simmons
uni• open in the 1960 annual liess Bro- Klagenfurt, Austria.
Harvey of the same address.
hobbyists played in the National' vec _•.
ards of operation to a minimum. fault. All the others placed the
By JOHN t. HOLLEY
sit y. Abilene, Tex., in 1926, na- there Versatility in Design and The Prices are scheduled to reANOTHER MEMPHIAN
Piano Plaining a Lid I t ion 5, I
Yet an appalling number of acci- blame on human frailty of one
DURHAM. N
— Lee CalUse Contest of Allentown. Pa to turn to New York on Aug. 14,
Trombonist Harvey found h I a dents, many of a most serious na- kind or another.
June 10, striving for lo e al tional headquarters are still honor manufacturers, Inventors
houn. 1956 sOlvmpir gold med- way
to the band through similar ture, continue to occur each year. They also made various suggesalist in 110.meter high hurdles, Army
honors which the mother organiza- I maintained in Texas.
and designers who create or manchannels. A graduate of The prime reason why this is so tions like these: Slow down. Don't
has established himself as the Booker
tion confers according to the num- The names of the pupils partici- ufacture products that serve more
T. Washintiton high school'simple: individual carelessness, get too tired. Be alert. Follow
man to beat in the bid by U. S. and
ber of standard classic, romantic pating were: William Jernigan, than one pupose.
Arkansas State college, Har- Ignorance, and indifference.
manufacturers' instructions. U s•
hurdlers
sr'
for
berths
on
the
Amer.
An
being
invitation
extended,
Is
pieces chosen from Etta Sue Ish. Aline
Norris, Janet
As an example, modern tractors the shields provided. Stop
lean team for the U. S. • t, S.
to manufacturers, inventors and
asters of piano forte litersRICHMOND,
Va.
—
IUNP)
—
have power take-offs. The revolv- machines before adjusting or serv, .. each student can creditably Patterson, Sharon Lewis, Letting, designers throughout the world. Herman L.
Taylor, of Taylor and S. R meet On July 18 19, and
ing shaft presents a major hazard icing. Use safety lights and reflecperform in the presence of an im- Natalie Jones, Fr an si n'• The nation's trade and consumer Mitchell law firm in Raleigh, N. the Pan-American Games in
If left bare, so shields are provid- tors when on public roads at night.
August.
ported examiner of note from an- Guy, Carmella Guy and Beverly press is also being invited to C. was the recipient of the
ed.
But to keep the shield proper- Buy good machinery and maintain
Calhoun lasted over the 120
other stale.
nominate candidates for thea•
Guy.
of the year" award at 'Alum.nethe anly in place is apparently an incon- It properly. Keep children away
yard
high
stick,
in
131
on
two
From coast to coast over 40,000 Registered but not auditioned awards.
nual Alumni Dinner during comvenience to some farmers. So, it from the machines.
successive nights last week end
Complete information and free
enthusiastic piano pupils of the nahas been found, the shields are ofare: Paula Epps, Vera McKinney entry blank* may be obtained by meneement exercises at Virginia as he broke the tape in front
Advice couldn't be simpler—or
tion will participate in this annual
Union university last week end.
ten removed — and injuries and sounder. Safety, so far as modern
writing to fleas Brothers Awards
national piano-playing event being and Denise Willard.
According to Mrs. H. E. Lytle, 'el some of the nation's best In
fatalities follow.
farm equipment is concerned, is
These same pupils were present- Committee, Suite 1019, 521 Madi- Alumni Executive Secretary of both the Compton Invitational
A few years ago, at the Iowa just a matter of down to earth
ed in a recital on June 8, in Owen son Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Richmond, Va., the National Asso- and the "Meet of Champions"
State Fair, a little
horse sense.
There Is no charge or entry fee ciation selected him "because of In Houston. Tex.
lw saw last ast•
The Gary, Ind., gazelle missIt tem coal got ts tits tat billy tails/ College Recreation Room. Certi- of any kind.
achievements,
his
personal
and
issoMt.
Soli
ficates and pins will be awarded
Awards in the form of plaques community and alumni service.
ed the California Relays on May
for yew is MAL. Pam
555,511111 le
Sunday afternoon, June 21, In The will be presented to the winning
Taylor, a militant civil rights le because of plane connections
Irvin-Watson Music Studio, Howe multiple use products, both estab- lawyer in the Tar Heel capital city, which put him In Modesto after
Hall, .553 Vance at Orleans. Owen lished or brand new in eight sep- was presented the award by Presi- the meet had been .run. However, he bounced back the folCollege, at 5 p. us. The public is arate categories.
dent Samuel DeWitt Proctor.
Invited.
lowing week, winning the CompIS PFC R. J. MeLEMORE
ton Invitational first with a 13.8
performance In the "Meet of vey taught mosic in Louisiana be.
Champions" at Houston. His Im- fore entering the Army.
pressive running the hordies
NEW YORK — Eight-thousand
McLemore attended Woodstock
over the week end left little high school, graduating in 1051,
delegates will attend the Ninth
LeMoyne college summer school
General Convention of the His- enrollment totals 215, and includes doubt In the minds of track and received a bachelor of science
=
tedrut (General Federation of La- 30 high school students who are authorities that when it comes deeree from Tennessee A&I in
•
bor in Israel), which will meet on eking refresher courses in Eng- time to Orli the top hurdlers for 1055. He taught at Porter Junior
the International meets late this high school for a year before tak= July 15, in Tel Aviv. The Conven- lish and mathematics.
I
tion will discuss the Histadrut's
Miss Margaret Bush, college summer. "Calhoun Is the hurd. i ing over the duties at Carver. He
is the son of Mrs. Emma MeLeprogram and plans for the next registrar, is director of Sum mer f ier to be reckoned with.•
and will elect its school.
four years
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 more of 2539 Rust Road.
1 new governing bodies.
Perhaps one could say McLemore is a musical patriot. He laid
I The elections of the delegates to
down his trumpet to take up a ri' the general convention were held
fle, then laid aside the rifle and
a few weeks ago. Of (tie635,464
retrieved his trumpet. McLemore
registered voters, about BO persaid he is best qualified with the'
3 rent or 504,500, went to t'..e polls.
trumpet.
411
; Voting was heaviest in coopers-
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• Non-Violent
Tactics At Spelman

Contact The

wsier

TO ()TV IS

AWAY

Two pretty little kittens. Only 3 months
percent east their ballots, whereold
as only 75 percent of those eligiA three day aouthwide leader- will serve as speakers and discusMake Idea! nets
Call .is 5-6725
' ble in urban areas exercised their ship institute on "Non-Violent Re- sion leaders. Among those who
7:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1,,I voting rights.
sistance to Segregation" will be have agreed to participate are: MAIDS - HOUSEKEEPERS
held on the campus of Spelman Dr. William Stuart Nelson, dean Oood Jobs Sr. aniline in CalCeSe and
alibUres for •speri@ncrd domestic workcollege, Atlanta, Ga., from Wed- of the faculties of Howard univer- ers
to sleet, in meters pay: free room
and board. Write us today, giving
rilfnesday. July 22. through Friday, sity, Washington. D. C.;
Rev, @ran's,
and nrporlene•
July 24. under the joint sponsor- Glenn Smiley, national field secre- Perry implement 4305 nouns Parkwayl
Chicago 53, III.
ship of the Southern Christian tary, the Fellowship of ReconciliaLeadership Conference, and T It e tion; Charles R. Lawrence, nation.
Fellowship of Reconciliation.
al chairman of the Fellowship of
Sponsors of the July gathering Reconciliation, and professor of
point out that it is the first south- sociology, Brooklyn college, Brookwide institute on non-violence to lyn, N. Y.; Richard Gregg, friend
be held, and it will provide an Un- of Gandhi, and author of many
usual opportunity
for southern books including, "The Power of
leaders to explore and discuss the No-Violence;" Rev. James M.
real meaning of this relatively Lawson, field secretary, southern
new approach to the present crisis office of the Fellowship of ReconIn race relations. The meeting is ciliation; Dr. Martin Luther King,
designed to set thn pattern and jr., president of the Southern Chrishelp train leaders for similar in- tian Leadership Conference, and
stitutes on state and community author of "Stride Toward Freelevel,.
dom" which recounts the successAble and diatinguished expon- ful use of the non-violent technique
ents of the non-violent philosophy in the Montgomery bus boycott,
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Be A Tri-State Defender
Agent. It's Easy. We are
Looking for Agents In
Tennessee, Arkansas And
Mississippi.

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

He likes, the high. wide and happy taste
of '92. There are millions; who do.
His beer is special And he knows the
in
story':
No husky over-tones from the outer-part
of the grain. The good-natured •
taste of '92...comes from the heart.
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This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL Is beck after a
long time of being away and at last She IS
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife er sweetheart? Are yea
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL adthe you at sere- She
will read if, (• you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your lob or lineman is net a success. If you have
failed hi the rust come see MADAM BELL at one*.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
fins, en the way to Hernando. Her horns Is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the Delete Motel. Be sure
I. look for th• RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never bed an 'Mee In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bits marked Whitthaven State Line end get
off at State Line and walk 1 blocks aid se* MADAM BELL'il
RAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
11111
•• 4

MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR MT 5 WAYS:
• F ASE ACHE
• RELAX FATIGUE
• TONE SKIN
• QUIET NERVES
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
NOW
ON SALE
Sr
*
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chic 80, 1111
$1.00 telos 20e far moiling).
PI•ase send Virtue Fipet Teals se —
Ness. *lot/

Hours 11 a m. 155 p.m.
Readings Daily Open es Sunday,
I tinn't maks any home calls or answer any lepers. Be stint

to look for the right sign and the right name

Address
City

16
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Says $200 Million
Set For Research

Sat, June 20, 1959

Twelve Insurance Men
Complete LUTC Course
Twelve insurance men repre- men feel
that if they are to conssenting four of the leading compets in the life insurance indus.
panies in the city were graduated try, they
must do it in the spirit
recently after completing a 52- of
rendering the greatest service
week course in LUTC by the Life to their fellow
man. If the career
Underwriting Training Council at underwr
iter is the key man of the
LeMoyne college.
institution of life insurance, t h •
They are William A. Adkina, question of responsibility must be
Golden Circle; James Taylor, .1. considered, and the more imporW. McKinney and Ernest L. tant a position a man occupies,
Young, Universal Life; Harry the greater his responsibilities are
Thompson, Roscoe Porter, Robert likely to be.
Hunter and Charles F. Morris of "The career underwriter is no
North Carolina Mutual; and Al- exceptioh to this general rule. He
bert Simmons, N. J. Franklin, On- makes his bid for public recognizie Horne and It. L. Rankine of tion solely on the basis of
the
Union Protective Assurance corn. quality of service he renders.
It
palsies.
is in this spirit that these 12 men
The instructor a r the course have dedicated themselves to the
was L. C. Sharp, former high service of life insurance," he conschool principal, who is now a cluded.
During the 52 weeks of study,
member of the staff of Mammoth
Life Insurance compan y. Mr. the men atudied the fields of
stocks
and bonds, wills, business
Sharp is a graduate of Purdue
university in Insurance Marketing. insurance, sale proprietor, partnership
corporation, pension, taxaDEDICATED MEN
tion, Federal, estate gift, inheri. Commented Mr. Sharp: "T h e
tance and other taxes.

Revival Of Sedition
Laws Sets Off Alarm

The pharmaceutical Industry this
year will spend about $200 million
on research and development,
NEW ORLEANS, La. — Many
some $30 million more than it did
The supreme court ruled in 1956
last year, according to Dr. Ernest top Negro leaders in the South that the federal government alone
H. Volwiler, chairman of the board have issued a joint statement voic- has the power to prosecute for
of Abbott Laboratories Interna- ing alarm over legislation to re- leged sedition against it. This
vive state sedition laws now be- cision had the effect of freein
tional Company.
He was the speaker Friday atling considered in the U. S. Con- seven integrationists in Kentucky
gress.
who had been accused of sedition,
commencement exercises for 400
students receiving degrees in den- They said: "Under these propos- including one who was sentenced
laws
each
state could have its ed to 15 years in prison.
tistry, medicine, pharmacy, nursing and occupational therapy from own sedition laws — a situation Since then the Southern Demothe University of Illinois Chicago not now possfole because of the crats, led by Senator Eastland
1956 decision of the Supreme Court. and aided by conservative Republi.
Professional Colleges.
In the South we know all too cans, have pushed for legislat
Dr. Volwiler said the
ion
industry well that many politicians with to give the states equal
power
puts five to eight per cent
of its power label integration as subver- with
the federal government to
sales dollars into research,
"a sion and accuse leaders in the prosecu
te for sedition against the
higher rate than in any other
in- fight for desegregation of being state or the
United States. Several
dustry."
communists."
bills to restore this power are pendr11111111111111111MelitlintnellellilitillelltIll11111111111lin
1111111111111111901111110111111111141111111111111111111111111101111 ing in the House and Senate.

APPRECIATIVE GRADS —
Members of the second class
of Life Underwriters Training
Council made a $50 donation
to the United Negro College
Fund after completing a 52week course conducted at the
college, and accepting t h e
check from Harry Thompson,
third from right, front row,
agent of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance company,
Is Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of LeMoyne colleg e,

Alumni In Campaign To
Build LeMoyne Library Hector

where course was conducted.
On front row, from left, are
William A. Adkins, agency director of Golden
Circle;
James Taylor, Universal Life;
Dr. Price, Mr. Thompson, Ernest L. Young, Universal Life;
and Luckie C. Sharp, Memmoth Life staffer, who conducted course. Standing in
rear, same order, are J. W.
McKinney, manager, Universal Life; R. Jones, who accepted certificate for Albert

Lopez Helping
To Spark Yanks' Rise

The General Alumni Association
of LeMoyne has launched a $25,000 Pledge cards are in the hands
of alumni members and it is excampaign in connection with the
pected that all of them will recollege's plans for the erection of
spond to this cause. Many of those
By FRED DOWN
a library building costing approxwho have made pledges, submitimately $250.000.
ted some cash when their cards NEW YORK — (UPI) — Casey Stengel Is playing it cauTheodore R. McLemore, general were turned in.
chairman of the Alumni's Library
tious — considering the YankFUNDS ON HAND
ees' rapid rise in the American
Fund, announced this week that
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
LeMoynites already have pledged
league standings — but at least
of the college, informed those at$5,000he's willing to concede that
tending the recent Grand Reunion
Hector Lopez "is making it."
of the Alumni that a total of $133,That's Casey's way of saying
000 for the proposed library buildthat Lopez' .375 batting average
ing already bee been obtained
since he was obtained from Kanthrough gifts to LeMoyne.
sas City has been key factor
LeMoyne's
present
library, In making the Yankees healthy
which houses approximately 30,000 again.
volumes, is too small for the good piece of the
ball most
ItICOItti$ 605 SYUYONI
growing student body, and is tak- every time,"
said Stengel. "It's
ing up space in Steele Hall, need- what we needed — a hitter
Us Papier Id Lowelorthke
in the
ed by the science departments.
lineup."
111••• JA 1-1348
Thirty members of the Alumni
"That fella (Lopez) gets a
pledged $100 each, and at least Lopez, 26-year-old
native of
four pledged $200 each. One mem- Colon, Panama
Ne• York 5130-5520
, has collected 19
Month. Tree room-board. Nice homes Der I
joy,
ber
pledged $300.
nice atria. Ticket, sent Ails.
hits in 48 trips as a Yankee
Agency, 1E,C
South Franklin Ave , Valle, atream.
Pledges are payable over a two- and his 14 runs batted
Long
in are
year period.
tops for the team since he join-

ed it. As a result, Stengel made
him the Yankee cleanup man
and indicated he'd be hitting 34-5 virtually every dty.

Simmons, Union Protective
Assurance company, who was
unable to attend; J. N. Franklin, manager, Union Protective, Roscoe Porter, North
Carolina Mutual; Onzie
Horne, Union Protective Assurance officer; Robert Hunter, North Carolina Mutual; R.
L. Rankins, Union Protective
Assurance manager; a n d
Charles F. Morris, North Carolina Mutual. (Withers Photo)
Casey grinned when a reporter asked if Lopez could be counted on to drive in more
runs
than he booted in for the opposition in the field.
"He sure does fight some of
those grounders, don't he?" said
Stengel. "Well, we'll find a way
to help him out. In the meantime he's helping us out with
that bat."

Promoter Seeks Pender Bennett College
Bout For Dick Tiger
Prexy Slated For

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Matchmaker Teddy Brenner wants to
pair middleweight Dick Tiger of
Nigeria with Boston's Paul Pender "as soon as possible," although the British Empire champion was held to a draw in Ms
American debut
at
Madison
Square Garden Friday night.
Judging by their boos, most-of
die 2,000 fans in the garden
seemed to think the stocky Negro from Equatorial West Africa should have been awarded a
decision over ex-contenter Rory
Calhoun, instead of the draw.
And a poll of 15 sports writers
at the ringside showed eight for
Tiger, four for
Calhoun
and
three for a draw.
Matchmaker Brenner was enthusiastic over Tiger, 29. "He
fights like a big Morgan Kid
Hassey," Brenner said. Stubby I

VO

Kentucky Confab

little Basset, former featherweight champion, was the first
Nigerian to win a world title.
GREENSBORO, N C. — Dr.
"I'll try to match him with [ Willa B. Player, president of BenPaul Pender for one of our out' ! nett college, and Francis L. Gran.
of town TV figlits within the dison, director of counseling serf)
in Berea, Ky., this we
next four or five weeks," Bren- ices' are
.
ner explained. "If I can't get attending a teacher conference
sponsored by the Danforth FounPender. I'll match him with
dation at Berea college.
Gene Are Armstrong or with
, Dr. Player was scheduled to
Calhoun for a return bout."
' lead the vesper hour on June 12
Pender recently beat conte7- , and on June 17, closing
day of the
der Ralph Tiger Jones.
conference, she will deliver the edNigerian Dick, fighting from a ucational lecture which is aimed
semi-crouch, beat Calhoun at at focusing attention on all of the
close quarters with a relentless varying aspects of the sessions.
left hook — the best left hook She will also be a consultant at
displayed by a foreign fighter one of the several seminars.
Mr. Grandison, who was accom.
since the late Marcel Cedan of
panied by his wife and two small
Algeria invaded
the United
States in 1916 and went on to daughters, will be studying on a
Danforth Foundation fellowship
win the
world
middleweight next
year at New York Univer.
crown.
sity, working on his doctorate ia
011111111111111111111110601111110111111101111011110111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111 psychology.
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Fathers To Be Honored Al Tea
Fathers will be honored in the
Prizes will be given to the oldlecture room of Collins Chapel est father, the youngest father and
CME church on their day, Sun- to the father with the largest famday, June 21 from 3:30 to 5:30 ily who are there.
The program is being sponsorp.m., and the public is invited to
ed by the Cooperative Circle of
be present.
Collins chapel. Mrs. E. Proctor is
Paying special tribute to fathers preside
nt of the circle, and Rev.
In an address will be Rochester
D. S. Cunningham pastor of the
Neely. Tokens will be given to
church.
every father who attends.

Dean Sperm, right, and student relax for
coffee "creamed" with Carnation. Double.
rich Carnation has the texture of fresh
dairy cream. It looks like cream, pours
like cream, and makes coffee taste richer.
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NAACP Unhappy
Over HY; Court's
Harrison Decision

BOYS!!
IF YOU WANT TO:
* Earn Your Own Money
* Cash In On Prizes
* Receive HIGH Commissions
THEN HURRY! CONTACT

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington
PHONE JA. 6-8397

The Tri-State Defender Needs
10 Newsboys from Age 9yrs. Up
FIRST COMERS GET THE JOBS

START YOUR OWN
TR1-STATE DEFENDER
ROUTE THIS WEEK!

1,

NEW YORK — Commenting on
i the U. S. Supreme Court's opinion in Harrison vs. NAACP, decided by the Court on Monday,
who argued the Oa cc, stated:
"We are of course disappointed at
the outcome.
"However, Justice Harlan who
wrote the majority opinion, was
careful to point out that counsel
for the State of Virginia had given
assurances that Virginia will
never proceed against the NAACP
or the NAACP Legal Defense Fund
under any of these laws during the
full pendency of this litigation,"
he said.
Mr. Marshall noted that Justice
Harlan had also pointed out that
"while there is no reason to suppose that such assurances will
not be honored by these or other
Virginia officials not parties to this
litigation, the District Court of
course possesses ample authority
in this action, or in such supplemental proceedings as may be initiated, to protect the appellees
while this case goes forward."
"Therefore," Mr. Marshall said,
"NAACP and NAACP Legal Defense Fund activities may continu
e
in Virginia in a normal manner
unharassed by the Virginia statutes pending further proceedings
suggested by the U. S. Suprem
e
Court."
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Dr.Annabelle Spann, right, visits class in Experimental Foods and watches as student whips
Carnation. "Carnation whirrs so beautifully
it

surprises the students," Dr.Spann declares.
"MY
newest recipe recommended for the class is
Carnation Whipped Sundae Salad."

Dean of Horne Economics at Florida A and M University

'CARNATION IS THE COOKING MILK
I RECOMMEND TO STUDENTS"

sults in cream sauce,cheese

Oinatioti
,Isrzzoi

(Makes 8 servings)
13
/
4 cups(20-ounce can)
pineapple chunks
1 cup pineapple syrup

1,.'2 cup chopped nuts
3/
3 cup mayonnaise
1 cup chopped celery

EVAPORATED

1‘1 ILK

IVA/6401D

MILK

ered the superior qualities of
Carnittion. They have made this double
-rich milk in the red and
white can the world's leading brand of evapor
ated milk.

WHIPPED SUNDAE SALAD

EVAPORATED MILK

sauce,casseroles and'creamy' desserts."
Millions, like Dean Spann, have discov

reeve;

2 tablespoons lemon juice

"I'll admit I'm particular about my cookin
g milk," Dr. Spann
gays."It makes all the difference in the textur
e and
flavor of a recipe.

to my students. I've tried
them all. Carnation gives
consistently smoother re-

•

1 package lemon-flavored gelatin
1 cup undiluted CARNATION

Dr.Annabelle Spann is Associate Dean in charge
of Home Economics
at Florida A and M in Tallahassee. She receiv
ed her doctorate in
Home Economics at the University of Wiscon
sin. She is an active
member of several community groups,
sororities and honorary
societies. And busy as she is, Dr. Spann
never tires of cooking.

"That's why I recommend
Carnation Evaporated Milk

Dr. Spann with little Frankie Best, son
of a Florida A and M faculty member.
"Frankie still drinks Carnation, mixed
with an equal amount of water," says
Dr.Spann."Incidentally,I was a Carnation
baby myself I"

"front Contented Cows"

Drain pineapple. Heat pineapple syrup to
boiling. Pour over gelatin; stir until dissolved. Chill until thick and syrupy. Chill
Carnation in refrigerator tray until lee
crystals form around edge (15 to 20 minutes). Whip until stiff (abdtit I minute).
Add lemon juice. Whip very stiff (about
2 minutes longer). Add nuts, mayonnaise
and celery to gelatin mixture. Fold into
whipped Carnation. Alternate layers of
whipped gelatin mixture and pineapple
In tall glasses. Chill until firm. Daniels
with romaine or head lettuce and son&

ottJM
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